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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION

PHYSICAL STRUCTURE OF NORTHERN COLORADO RIVER BASIN CLOUD SYSTEMS

This paper describes the physical structure and temporal evolution

of wintertime cloud systems over the Yampa River Basin. one of the eight

major subbasins supplying water to the Colorado River. The primary pur

pose of this work was to provide a firm foundation for the evaluation of

precipitation augmentation potential of these cloud systems. The infor

mation presented in this paper is based on data collected during two

wintertime field programs conducted near Colorado's Park Range. Data

from a wide variety of cloud systems were analyzed to determine the tem

poral variation. physical distribution. and microphysical structure of

supercooled liquid water. Ice phase characteristics were studied in

cluding crystal concentrations and habits. nucleation. secondary ice

particle production. and growth by deposition. accretion and aggrega

tion. The following are the major conclusions of this analysis:

(1) The shallow orographic cloud system with cloud top temperature warm

er than about -20oC was identified as the system with the largest poten

tial for precipitation augmentation. This type of cloud system was

found to have persistent and significant liquid water contents in three

regions: (1) near cloud toP. (2) between cloud base and approximately

the -12oC level. and (3) in regions of strong orographic forcing. Nu

cleation observed near cloud top occurred by the condensation-freezing

mechanism upwind of the mountain crest. The primary habits of crystals
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produced by these cloud systems were dendritic. Aggregation, fragmenta-

tion and accretion were all active processes in these cloud systems.

(2) Deep cloud systems with tops colder than -20oC generally were found

to have less potential for precipitation augmentation based on their rEl-

duced liquid water contents and frequent larger precipitation rates.

Liquid water contents in deep stratifor~ cloud systems were generally

limited to the region near the mountain crest. Exceptions were cloud

systems where considerable decoupling between the upper and lower cloud

layers occurred. The data suggested that deposition or sorption nuclec,-

tion may predominate at cold temperatures in deep clouds. In general,

most particles arriving at the surface had irregular habits. Accretion

was negligible, except in cases where decoupling occurred. Aggregation

was generally limited to small combinations of cold temperature parti-

cles.

(3) Radiometric data suggested that organized convective regions ini-

tially contained significant supercooled water, but in a short time,

convert to the ice phase. Particles falling from such clouds were fre-

quently rimed and aggregated. Many crystal habits were observed, sug-

gesting complex growth processes.

Three hypotheses for precipitation augmentation are formulated

based on the physical distribution of liquid water and evolution of pre-

cipitation processes observed in Park Range clouds. Field experiments

to test each of the individual hypotheses are described.

Robert M. Rauber
Atmospheric Science Department
Colorado State University
Fort Collins, Colorado 80523
Fall, 1985
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CHAPTER I INTRODUCTION

The primary source of water in the southwest United States is the

Colorado River. During the recent past, this area has experienced

substantial increases in population, agricultural development and energy

usage, yet the supply of water to the region has remained unchanged. As

demands on the water supply increase, fluctuations in the flow of the

Colorado River due to drought will seriously impact the economy of the

region as well as the nation. The water dilemma is at hand; the demand

on the Colorado River already exceeds the average supply of water

available. Fortunately, the water crisis in the Colorado River Basin

has been alleviated by a recent series of abnormally wet years.

Climatologically, such conditions will not persist.

The Colorado River drains an area of 635,000 km
2, one-twelfth the

area of the United States excluding Alaska. However, 77% of the total

runoff to the basin is supplied from 13% of the basin area (Klazura,

1984). Nearly all of this runoff results from winter precipitation.

The small area supplying the bulk of the water to the basin consists of

eight mountainous regions in Colorado, Utah and Wyoming. Figure 1, from

Klazura (1984), shows the locations of these mountain ranges.

Few methods exist to alleviate the impact of a major drought in the

Colorado River basin. The best method, conservation, has been utilized

extensively throughout the basin through construction of reservoirs and

enforcement of regulations concerning water usage and water rights.

Snow management techniques have been proposed to limit evaporation of
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the snowpack at high elevations. Other methods, such as importation and

ocean water desalinization, are too costly to implement. One method to

increase natural supplies is through application of weather modification

technology.

Weather modification research and operation programs have been

active in the western United States since the 1950's. Progress in

research has been slow. Conflicting evidence has resulted, partially

due to the variability of the storm systems affecting the western United

States and partially due to the lack of adequate instrumentation to

conduct the investigations. Since the mid-1970's, advances in

instrumentation have been substantial. With these new measurement

techniques, it is now possible to examine more quantitatively the cloud

properties and weather modification potential of these important cloud

systems. This dissertation is one contribution toward the re-evaluation

of the role of weather modification in the development of the future

water resources of this region.

In 1979, Colorado State University began a cloud physics research

program to determine the physical structure and weather modification

potential of wintertime cloud systems occurring over the Park Range, one

of the eight major subbasins supplying the Colorado River. The major

thrust of the cloud physics research occurred during two field progr~s,

the first during November and December of 1979 and the second during

December and January of the 1981-82 winter. The emphasis of these

experiments was to determine the natural physical structure of these

cloud systems so that a strong foundation for a weather modification

hypothesis could be established.
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The purpose of this dissertation is to describe the physical structure

and temporal evolution of the wintertime cloud systems which occur over

the Northern Colorado River Basin. The specific objectives of this

research are to: (1) relate the physical structure of the cloud systems

over the region to the large scale environment in which they form; (2)

determine the physical distribution, temporal variation, microphysical

structure and climatological frequency of supercooled water; (3) examine

the physical processes associated with the development of the ice phase,

specifically, primary nucleation, ice multiplication, vapor deposition,

accretion and aggregation; (4) develop a coherent physical model of the

natural precipitation process in these clouds and (5) assess.

qualitatively. the potential of weather modification to augment

precipitation in this region.

This document is of considerable length. Chapter II contains a

discussion of instrumentation. Chapters III and IV contain analyses of

liqUid and ice phase processes respectively. Chapter V presents a

summary of the material in the previous two chapters. For those readers

not wishing to examine the detailed analyses. Chapter V is a concise

synopsis of this material in this thesis. Chapter VI contains a

discussion of precipitation augmentation hypotheses and experiments and

Chapter VII summarizes the major conclusions.

1. Background

Weather modification research programs utilize three methods to

evaluate the results of experiments. The first method. statistical

analysis, uses randomization procedures over a sufficient data sample to

insure that a change in precipitation, if it exists, can be recognized

as a statistically significant effect. The precipitation data are then
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evaluated using statistical techniques to determine the probability that

a seeding effect occurred during the experiment. The data are normally

stratified according to meteorological partitions which hopefully relate

to some physical process associated with cloud system structure.

Control stations and covariates are often utilized to strengthen the

statistical analyses. Examples of statistical experiments which have

been conducted in the western United States include the Climax

experiments (Mielke et al •• 1971, 1981). the Colorado River Basin Pilot

Project (Elliott et al •• 1978), and the Bridger Range experiment (Super

and Heimbach. 1983).

The second method of analysis is through direct measurement of

physical parameters. This method is logistically very difficult.

especially in mountainous regions. particularly if one attempts to

follow the complete process from nucleation to precipitation. In this

method. case studies are developed and eventually generalized into a

conceptual model of the chain of events which lead to the change in

precipitation. Examples of such programs include the Park Range

Atmospheric Water Resources Program (Rhea et al., 1969), the Cascade

Atmospheric Water Resources Program (Hobbs. 1975b). and the Sierra

Cooperative Pilot Project (Reynolds. 1984).

The third method of analysis and interpretation is to utilize

numerical models of the cloud system. If properly modeled. this

technique can be used to evaluate the relative roles of many of the

physical processes leading to the development of natural and

artificially induced precipitation. The words "properly modeled"

carry heavy weight. Examples of such modelling attempts include the work
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of Fraser et ale (1973), Hobbs et ale (1973), Young (1974b,c), and

Plooster and Fukuta (1975).

With any method, it is paramount that the natural physical

structure and natural variability associated with the cloud system to be

modified is understood. Without such background, the tremendous

variability of the structure of the atmosphere, the complications of

scale interaction, and the certainty of the "bad draw" will ultimately

plunge the scientific results into controversy. This has been the fate

of many otherwise carefully planned and executed programs (e.g. Braham

et al •• 1971, Hobbs and Rangno, 1979; Rangno and Hobbs, 1980; Smith and

Miller, 1984).

Weather modification research programs have been carried out in the

western United States for over 25 years. The immediate emphasis of the

majority of these programs has been to determine the effects of cloud

seeding on precipitation. Prior to 1977, little emphasis has been

placed on studying the natural physical structure of the cloud systems

to be modified. Two notable exceptions have been the Cascade Program

(Hobbs, 1975a) and the Colorado River Basin Pilot Project (Cooper and

Marwitz, 1980). In the latter case, the majority of the measurements of

the natural physical structure of the clouds were made at the end of the

project. After 1977, the emphasis in weather modification research

turned to physical evaluation. A much stronger emphasis was placed on

studying natural cloud conditions. Two factors influenced this change.

The first was that physical results such as Hobbs (1975a) and Cooper and

Marwitz (1980) conflicted with the conceptual models of cloud system

structure that formed the basis of the hypothesis of the earlier

experiments. The second and major factor was that new instrumentation
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became available to acquire the large quanti ties of data needed to

determine the structure of the natural cloud systems. The purpose of

this section is to review what has been learned about the physical

structure and evolution of natural cloud systems occurring over the

mountains of the western United States. These cloud systems can be

divided into two broad groups, coastal mountain ranges (Sierras and

Cascades) and inland mountain ranges (Wasatch and Rockies).

A. Coastal mountain ranges

Operational and research programs to augment precipitation alo~~

the west coast of the United States have had a long history. Yet few

research programs until recently have emphasized the study of the

natural cloud systems which effect the region. Six significant weather

modification research programs have been conducted in the coastal

regions since the late 1950's. These include two in Santa Barbara County

(Neyman E!t al., 1960; Elliott et al., 1971), three in the central Sierra

(the Pyramid Lake Program (Squires, 1977), the Central Sierra Research

Program (CENSARE) (Rowland et al., 1973), and the Sierra Cooperative

Pilot Project (SCPP) (Reynolds, 1984», and a program in the Cascades of

Washington (Cascade Atmospheric Water Resources Program (CAWRP) (Hobbs

et al., 1975b). Of these programs, three (CENSARE, CAWRP, SCPP) have

attempted to characterize some aspects of the natural state of the cloud

systems. Two (CAWRP, SCPP) have made this a major component of the

program.

(1) CENSARE

The CENSARE program utilized randomization to determine

statistically the effects of cloud seeding in the central Sierra.

Significant efforts were made to classify storms based on their synoptic
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and mesoscale characteristics. The major component of the cloud physics

research associated with natural and seeded storms during CENSARE was an

empirical assessment of accretion microphysics by Reinking (1973). This

work was later summarized by Reinking (1975. 1979). Reinking found that

heavy rime and graupel formation were common to all stages of Sierra

storms. accounting for at least half the mass of the total

precipitation. In cases where deep. cold clouds were present (based on

rawinsonde analysis), few crystals observed by Reinking had the bulk of

their diffusional growth occur at temperatures colder than -20oC.

Reinking determined that clouds must have non-uniform liquid water

contents and that the bulk of the supercooled water was located at

temperatures warmer than -10oC. In his habit classification. needles

and sheaths account for half the total precipitation sample.

Concentrations of crystals nucleated at temperatures warmer than -20oC

were substantially greater than the natural nuclei spectra would

suggest. with crystal concentrations increasing toward warmer

temperatures. Crystal concentrations were found to exceed natural

nuclei by 3 to 4 orders of magnitude. However. some uncertainty was

introduced in the Reinking study concerning the origin of these crystals

since 8 of the 9 storms examined by Reinking were seeded. :Reinking

provided an extensive climatology of the accretion process in Sierra

storms. His results are discussed in Chapter 4.

(2) CAWRP

The Cascade Program was the only large weather modification progr~

prior to 1977 that emphasized study of the natural cloud structure prior

to any attempts at modification. It was also the only program which had

no statistical component. A detailed review of the progr~n is contained
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in Hobbs et a1. (1975b). More concise review's are available in several

publications which include theoretical studies of airflow, microphysical

processes and trajectories of ice crystals in natural and seeded clouds

(Fraser et al., 1973; Hobbs et al., 1973), studies of natural cloud

system structure and precipitation characteristics (Hobbs, 1975a;

Locatelli and Hobbs, 1974; Hobbs et al., 1974), instrumentation and

analysis techniques (Weiss and Hobbs, 1975; Hobbs and Radke, 1975; Radke

and Hobbs, 1969; Turner and Radke, 1973), and evaluation of seeding

effects (Hobbs and Radke, 1975; Hobbs, 1975b).

With regard to natural cloud system structure, observations during

the program indicated that in prefrontal conditions, ice particles

dominate over water droplets at temperatures colder than -IOoC. n1e

ratio of ice to water was lower in post frontal conditions. Hobbs

(1975a) found that the passage of an occluded or warm front was

accompanied by a sharp lowering of the diffusional growth layers. As a

consequence, particles reaching the ground were converted from unrimed

to rimed crystals. Hobbs also found that the maximum ice particle

concentrations in the clouds were often several orders of magnitUde

greater than measurements of ice nuclei. Results of the study also

indicated that the growth of precipitation particles by riming and

aggregation is particularly rapid in the last kilometer of fall and that

snow particles reaching the ground originate 10 to 100 km upwind.

During the program, particular emphasis was placed on the competing

processes of riming and aggregation. Case studies presented by Hobbs

097 5b) showed that seeding typically resul ted in a marked decrease ;in

riming and an increase in aggregation of particles arriVing at the

surface. A significant amount of information was compiled concerru~ng
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the physical structure of clouds and precipitation including crystal

concentrations. habits. sizes. fallspeeds. and characteristics of rime

a.nd aggregation. Information relative to this study will be discussed in

more detail in Chapter 4.

(3) SCPP

The SCPP is an ongoing weather modification research program

conducted by the Bureau of Reclamation since 1976 in the C(3ntral Sierra.

A large number of reports and publications have been generated by the

program concerning natural Cloud conditions. These include aircraft

observations (Marwitz et al.. 1978. 1979; Stewart. 1979; Stewart and

Marwitz. 1980; Marwitz and Stewart. 1979; Gordon and Marwitz. 1981;

Bradford et al.. 1981; Heggli et al.. 1983). ground observations

(Vardiman and Humphries. 1979; Humphries and Moore. 1981) and radar

observations (Johnston. 1981; Huggins. 1981). Studies of the

microphysical effects of seeding and dispersion of seeding material have

also been reported (Marwitz and Stewart. 1981; Stewart and Marwitz.

1982a. bi Rodi. 1984; Huggins. 1984. Martner. 1984; Humphries. 1984).

Cloud systems affecting the central Sierra in winter are extremely

complex at all scales. Marwitz and Stewart (1979) classified the cloud

systems into three distinct groups which included stable oJ'ographic.

bands and unstable orographic. Huggins (1981) expanded this description

to seven groups based on precipitation echo types. Aircraft

observations in most cases indicated that ice crystal concentrations

were one to several orders of magnitude higher than expectE~d. based on

standard ice nuclei spectra. Studies such as Stewart (1979). and

Vardiman and Humphries (1979) have indicated that the ice multiplication

process described by Hallett and Mossop (1974) is frequent:Ly active in
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the clouds. Ground observations of Humphries and Moore (1981) indicate

that irregular crystals account for half of the precipitation.

indicating that crystal fracturing (Vardiman. 1978) also occurs. Warm

rain processes have also been identified (Stewart. 1979).

Evidence presented by Humphries and Moore (1979) confirm the

earlier work of Reinking (1975) at CENSARE that accretion is a dominant

growth process in the Sierras and that the liquid water in the cloud is

generally in the low cloud levels. Summaries of the SCPP aircraft

observations of liquid water and ice crystal distributions by Heggli et

ale (1983) for the seven cloud types identified by Huggins (1981) have

indicated that. at aircraft altitudes. convective clouds have the

highest concentration of supercooled water. particularly 40-90 km upwind

of the crest and at temperatures warmer than -10oC. The liquid

water/ice crystal concentration ratio was largest 7-10 hours after 700

mb trough passage. Largest liquid water contents were generally between

o 0o C and -5 C. Wide-area and banded cloud systems were found to contain

high ice crystal concentrations and low liquid water contents.

B. Inland mountain ranges

During the last 30 years. wintertime cloud physics and weather

modification research programs have been conducted in nine regions of

the intermountain west. These include the Park Range area of Northern

Colorado (Rhea et al •• 1969 and present study). the Climax region of

central Colorado (Mielke et al •• 1971. 1981). the San Juan mountains of

southern Colorado (Grant and Elliott. 1974; Elliott et al •• 1978). the

Bridger Range of Montana (Super and Heimbach. 1983). Elk Mountain of

Wyoming (Politovich and Vali. 1983). the Jemez mountains of New Mexico

(Keyes et al •• 1973). the Wasatch of northern Utah (Hill. 1979). the
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Wasatch of southern Utah (Long, 1984) and the mountains near Elko

County, Nevada (Grant and Elliott, 1974).

Of the thirteen previously reported programs, three (Elko, Jemez,

Wolf Creek Pass Experiments) had only a statistical component and will

not be reviewed here. Of the remaining ten, six reported limited

measurements of natural cloud physical structure and four had more

comprehensive measurements. These programs are reviewed bE~low.

(1) Climax I and II

The Climax experiments (Mielke et al., 1981) were primarily

statistical experiments. However, extensive physical observations of

surface ice nuclei (Grant and Mielke,1967) and limited studies of ice

crystal concentrations (Hindman, 1967; Chappell, 1967), precipitation

characteristics (Grant, 1965; Hindman, 1967; Chappell, 1970), and radar

echo characteristics (Furman, 1967) were collected during clertain

seasons of the experiment. Additional work was carried out by Chappell

(1970) to establish the conditions where the rate of condensate supply

balanced the rate of diffusional growth in clouds, but physical data to

support the theoretical work was unavailable at the time.

Grant and Mielke (1967) reported the results of extensive nuclei

measurements during the five years of the Climax I experiment. The data

base consisted of surface ice nuclei measurements over a broad

temperature range. The measurements were repeated twice a day on most

days of the experiment from two sites. With the exception elf one

anomalous year, they found that ice nuclei concentrations seldom

-1 0 -1exceeded 10 1 at -20 C and were generally less than 1 1 . on unseeded

days. On seeded days, substantially higher concentrations were recorded.
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Surface observations of ice nuclei concentrations at Climax were also

reported by Hindman (1967). Hindman investigated the relationship

between ice nuclei concentrations at the Climax High Altitude

Observatory and ice crystal concentrations in snowfall during two seeded

and two non-seeded storm events. After making several assumptions

concerning the large scale and microstructure of the storms analyzed, he

concluded that concentrations of ice nuclei and ice crystals were

similar in the non-seeded cases but differed by an order of magnitude in

the seeded cases (ice nuclei higher). Hindman also presented limited

ds, ta on the crystal types and accretion characteristics of precipitation

during these two storm events. More detailed summaries of crystal

habits, sizes and accretion characteristics as well as ice nuclei

observations during the Climax experiments were presented by Grant

(1965), Chappell (1967), and Chappell (1970) and Vardiman (1972).

Vardiman (1972, 1978) also discussed fragmentation as a possible means

of crystal concentration enhancement in Climax cloud systems.

Radar observations of cloud systems during the Climax experiment

were reported by Furman (1967). Furman examined the echo

characteristics of four spring storms with horizontally and vertically

scanning 3 em radars. He determined that mean cloud tops over the

Climax region during these storms varied from 450-550 rob, although cloud

tops occasionally reached the 350 mb level. Furman's analysis implied

that the most intense precipitation (strongest echoes) were consistently

located in the vicinity of ridgetop and that propagation of the echo

pattern closely followed the 500 mb velocity vector. His work primarily

emphasized convective periods which could be most readily observed with

the available radar.
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Additional work emphasizing the transport and dispersion of silver

iodide in the Climax region was conducted by Reid (19716) and Orgill

(1971). Reid studied the dispersion of silver iodide with aircraft and

surface measurements. Orgill (1971) simulated the transport of seeding

material using a physical model of the Climax region in a wind tunnel.

(2) Park Range Atmospheric Water Resources Program (PRP)

The PRP was the first major wintertime weather modification field

effort to conduct an extensive physical evaluation of the effects of

cloud seeding to augment precipitation (Rhea et al., 1969). Analysis of

the physical data was supported by the use of a steady-state numerical

model of orographic precipitation developed at EGG Inc. (Willis, 1970).

A significant number of transport and dispersion studies were also

conducted. The majority of the physical results of the experiment were

based on data collected during the 1968-69 field season. The analysis

of the 1968-69 data set incorporated both the case stUdy approach as

well as statistical analyses of the precipitation data. Unfortunately,

only limited data were presented concerning natural cloud system

structure. The majority of the data were associated with identification

of seeding signatures. This was primarily through analysis of ice

crystal replicas, measurements of ice nuclei and silver in snow during

pulsed seeding events.

The major results of the PRP based on five winter seasons of

operation are summarized by Rhea et al. (1969). During the program,

significant amounts of seeding material were found in target area

precipitation, in timing and location with calculated occurrence of

seeding effects. In several case studies, a positive seeding effect was

clearly evident. During the seeding period, small hexagonal plates were
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frequently observed in replica samples. although ice nuclei

identification indicated that some material had reached the dendritic

growth region.

Regarding natural cloud system structure. Rhea et ale made three

important observations regarding mesoscale cloud system structure which

have been confirmed in the present study (Chapter 3). These are:

a. "The highest precipitation rates (frequently exceeding 0.1 in hr-1 )

usually occur in the first 3 to 6 hours following the surface passage of

maritime polar fronts. This time period frequently coincides with the

existence of 2400 to 2700 flow above 12000 ft M.S.L. but 2800 to 3100

flow at lower levels."

b. "Longer periods of lighter (0.003 to 0.050 in hr-1 ), mainly

orographic precipitation usually continue after passage of the frontal

convergence area with cloud tops lowering to between 15000 ft M.S.L.

and 11500 ft M.S.L."

c. "There is usually a convective precipitation component, which is

reflected in the unsteady precipitation rates observed. Convective band

passages at 2.5 to 4 hour intervals are quite commonly observed."

Rhea (1967) concluded that the first two components mentioned above

account for about 80% of the Park Range winter precipitation.

The PRP also made extensive measurements of ice crystal habit.

They found that dendritic crystals accounted for 50% of the snowfall.

L,ess than 6% were of columnar or needle habit. This is one very

significant difference between the Park Range region and coastal regions

discussed in the previous section.
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(3) Utah I and II

The two Utah weather modification programs reported by Hill (1979)

were statistical experiments. They are mentioned briefly here because

of the novel use of aircraft icing reports in the statistical analyses

as an indicator of supercooled cloud liquid water content. Hill (1982a)

expanded this idea in a second paper. Based on icing observations

during 243 events, he concluded that the magnitude of the supercooled

liquid water content is primarily related to the cross-barrier wind

speed. The critical cloud top temperature below which liquid water

would be insignificant was also related to the cross-barrier wind speed.

Although this type of analysis is extremely subjective, it does provide

a means of developing a cloud climatology with data available from

standard pilot reports.

(4) Bridger Range Experiments

The Bridger Range experiments had two strong components, a

statistical program (Super and Heimbach, 1983) and a program to

determine the transport and dispersion of seeding material. However,

limited physical measurements of cloud characteristics were collected on

some days.

Radar characteristics of cloud systems over Montana's Bridger Range

in both natural and seeded situations were reported by Super et al.,

(1972). They found that rapid temporal and spatial variations in

precipitation intensity were common in all cloud systems, suggesting

that wintertime orographic precipitation, even in simple airflow

situations. is not a quasi-steady process. These rapid variations also

made detection of seeding effects difficult with radar. However. in
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some experiments. particularly with aircraft seeding. high reflectivity

regions associated with AgI plumes were identified.

Super et al. (1972) also provided a radar derived cloud top

climatology for the region based on one winter season which indicated

that mean precipitation tops were at 14400 ft M.S.L. Precipitation tops

exceeded 16000 ft M.S.L. in only 7% of the cases. Tracking radar

studies of airflow over the Bridger Range based on pibal releases

indicated that air approaching the barrier accelerated significantly

near the crest. particularly at low levels.

During the 1971-72 season. several days were set aside for physical

experiments designed to directly detect the effects of cloud seeding.

Twelve case studies developed from these experiments were reported by

Super et al •• (1972). In many cases. changes in the precipitation

characteristics observed were attributed to seeding. However. these

studies provided little information concerning natural cloud system

structure since all were seeded events.

(5) The Colorado River Basin Pilot Project

The Colorado River Basin Pilot Project was conducted in the San

Juan Mountains of southwest Colorado during the five winter seasons

ending in 1974-75 (Elliott et al •• 1978). Physical studies of cloud

systems occurring over the San Juan Massif during this period were

conducted by the University of Wyoming (Marwitz (1980); Cooper and

Saunders (1980); Cooper and Marwitz (1980» and the University of

Washington (Hobbs et al •• 1975a). Results of these studies indicate

that most storms in the San Juans evolve through four stages related to

thermodynamic instability. These were a stable stage. followed by

neutral. unstable and dissipation stages.
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The stable stage was characterized by blocked flow. During the

stable stage, precipitation developed primarily by diffusional growth

and liquid water was rarely observed. The neutral stage typically was

characterized by deep cloud systems. Liquid water was observed

primarily over the barrier during this stage. During the late storm

stage, convection was frequently observed. Liquid water was found in

three regions: (1) slightly upwind of the barrier; (2) 15-20 km upwind

of the barrier associated with the release of convective instability;

and (3) 60-70 km upwind of the range associated with an initial rise in

the topography. Cooper and Marwitz (1980) stressed the importance of

the zone of convergence 15-20 km upwind as a mechanism to transport

seeding material to cold cloud levels.

During storm events, ice crystal concentrations far exceeded

natural ice nuclei concentrations. According to Cooper and Saunders

(1980), no known ice multiplication mechanism could be attributed to

these high ice crystal concentrations. Hobbs et ale (197Sa) also found

high ice crystal concentrations but attributed them to ice

multiplication. No mechanism was proposed.

Cooper and Saunders discussed microphysical aspects of the liquid

water and ice crystal distributions during San Juan storms. These

observations will be discussed more fUlly later.

(6) Elk Mountain Experiments

Elk Mountain, an isolated peak in south-central Wyoming. has been

the site of a cloud physics observatory operated by the University of

Wyoming for over 15 years. Numerous reports and publications have

resulted from studies of orographic clouds which occur over this peak.

Two summary papers concerning Elk Mountain cap clouds have been
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presented recently by Cooper and Vali (1981) and Politovich and Vali

(1983).

Cooper and Vali discuss the origin of ice in mountain cap clouds.

Their study indicated that ice particles originate in association with

the initial condensation process at the upwind edge of the cloud and

that ice particle production is limited to this region. They determined

that contact nucleation or the condensation freezing process must be the

mechanism of nucleation of these crystals. No evidence of secondary

multiplication processes was observed and nucleation was observed to

exhibit a clear temperature trend. Their study indicated that cloud top

was composed almost entirely of supercooled water.

Politovich and Vali (1983) discussed the structure and evolution of

the supercooled water in these cloud systems. They found that droplet

concentrations were typically 250-300 cm-3• and that droplet spectra

were consistently very narrow. CCN concentrations were also found to be

low. This was attributed to the lack of anthropogenic sources and

wintertime snow cover inhibiting mechanical interaction wi~h the

surface. Liquid water contents in the cloud were generally in the range

-3of 0.16 ± 0.15 gm • Cloud droplet concentrations were found to

stabilize near cloud edge and were not a function of liquid water

content indicating smooth airflow and continuous condensate production

throughout the cloud. Increases in liquid water content were generally

associated with a shift in the droplet spectra as the cloud advectQd

across the mountain peak.

(7) Utah physical experiments

Measurements of supercooled cloud water. precipitation. vertical

air motion and cloud top temperature were made by Utah State University
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(Hill. 1980) in the northern Wasatch Mountains of Utah during the late

1970's. Hill found that the presence of supercooled liquid water in

cloud systems over the northern Wasatch was primarily related to the

vertical velocity generated by flow deflection over the barrier. This

vertical velocity was found to be proportional to the cross-barrier wind

speed. The magnitude of the liquid water in the cloud was also modified

by the crystal concentrations present in the cloud. as indicated by the

precipitation rate. Higher precipitation rates were associated with

colder cloud top temperatures. Data presented by Hill also showed that

aircraft icing was approximately proportional to cross-barrier wind

speed. Using these results. Hill suggested a seeding hypothesis based on

cross-barrier wind speed and cloud top temperature criteria.

Marwitz and Stewart (1978) reported the results of four aircraft

flights over the northern Wasatch and Uinta Ranges during the spring of

1978. They found that concentrations of supercooled water at flight

-3levels exceeded 0.2 gm only in convective elements and that regions of

high liquid water concentrations contained few ice crystals. Clouds

over the Uinta Range during the study were found to be devoid of liquid

water. These clouds had significant amounts of ice crystals. mostly

unrimed.

(8) Utah Federal-State Cooperative Project

The Utah Federal-State Program is an ongoing program of research

"piggy-backed" on an operational program in the southern Wasatch

Mountains of Utah. Preliminary results of this program are contained in

project reports by Hill (1982b) and Long (1984). The emphasis of thes~

programs has been the study of ice nuclei dispersion and supercooled

liquid water distributions. Studies in this program are not
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specifically focused on natural cloud systems, since seeding operations

associated with the operational program are routinely performed.

Hill (1982b) found that low level inversions were frequently

present over the valley west of the southern Wasatch. even during storm

periods. These inversions severely complicated the nuclei dispersion

characteristics. The distribution of supercooled water was found to be

closely associated with the topography. Liquid water contents were

maximum over the range and minimum over the valley. Few events occurred

where liqUid water was observed during the two month study. However.

according to Hill. the period of observation was generally

uncharacteristic of storms which affect the area based on climatology.

Cloudsonde data reported by Hill indicated that the maximum liquid water

contents were at the elevation of the barrier crest. Observations of

rime on crystals at the radiometer site during the program generally

supported the radiometric measurements of liquid water described above.

Aircraft observations of ice particles during the experiment indicated

that ice particles grew rapidly in regions of high liquid water content.

that riming sUbstantially steepened ice particle trajectories. and that

the maximum precipitation rate lags the maximum liquid water content

from 0-20 minutes.

Long (1984) confirmed the findings of Hill (1982b) concerning

nuclei entrapment by inversions. Long's study of liqUid water structure

using radiometric data also confirmed that liquid water contents were

greatest over higher topography. Long presented climatological values

of integrated liqUid water content based on radiometric data. These

were categorized according to precipitation echo type based on C-band

radar operations. Rauber and Grant (1985) reported that shallow
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blanket-type clouds contributed SO% of the total precipitation at high

altitudes for southern Utah storms during the 1983 program.

2. Summary

Despite the fact that a significant amount of information has been

assembled concerning the natural structure of cloud systems over the

mountains of the western United States. our knowledge of natural cloud

system processes is still fundamentally weak. This is particularly true

for clouds which develop over the Colorado River Basin. It is important

that the results of past. ongoing and future programs be incorporated

into a comprehensive model of natural precipitation formation and

development. With this background. the true potential of weather

modification to supplement the water resources of the Colorado River

Basin can be assessed. This work is one contribution toward that end.



CHAPTER II INSTRUMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

1. The Colorado Orographic Seeding Experiment

The Colorado Orographic Seeding Experiment (COSE) was organized in

1979 by CSU to study the structure of cloud systems occurring in winter

over the Northern Colorado River Basin and to assess their potential for

modification to enhance mountain snowpack. During the 1981-82 field

phase of the experiment. a comprehensive network of aircraft. remote

sensors and ground based observation stations was assembled to

investigate the physical and microphysical characteristics of these

storms. Because the 1981-82 instrumentation network was specifically

designed to study the natural conditions occurring in these storm

systems. no seeding operations were conducted during major storm events

throughout the experiment. Figure 2, a map of the experimental area.

shows the local topography. the location of the major instrumentation.

and the location of the experimental area in the state of Colorado.

Figure 3 shows a vertical west-east cross-section of the topography over

the region. A complete list of all cloud physics instrumentation used

during the experiment and the organizations that supplied the

instruments is included in Table 1. The 1979 program was similar to the

1981-82 program. but operated with a much smaller instrumentation base.

The instrumentation network and data collection procedures associated

with the 1979 program have been described by Rauber (1981). Data

obtained during the 1979 program with the Queen Air aircraft (N306D)

provided by the National Center for Atmospheric Research are used in
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Table 1

Cloud physics instruaent.tion network for COSE. Doceaber 1981-1anuary 1982

Ip,truaentat ion

Aircraft :

Cheyenne II

lfP-3D

Remote !Sep,on:

0.8 ca r.d.r

1.8 ca r.d.r

5.0 ca r.dar

Dual..".ve1enlth
Radiometer
Lidar

RIWinlonde ,ites:

Crail. Colorado

Bebron. Colorado

hpplier

Color.do Intern.tional Corporation

N.tion.l Oceanic and Ataoapheric A~ini'tration

N.tion.l Oce.nic and Atmospheric Administr.tion

Color.do St.te University

Bure.u of Recl .... tion

Nation.l Oce.nic .nd Ataolpheric A~iDiltration

University of Ut.h

Bureau of Reclaaation and Color.do State Univ.

Jtorm Peat L.bor.tory: Color.do St.te University

~.icromet St.tionl: Bure.u of Reclam.tion
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this dissertation. For this reason. a brief review of the instruments

available on this aircraft will be presented in this chapter. Unless

stated otherwise. all heights reported in this paper are with respect to

mean sea level and all times are Greenwich Mean Time (GMT).

2. Instrumentation

A. Aircraft

Aircraft measurements used in this work were collected during six

storms in the 1981-82 program and three storms in the 1979 program.

These data were collected by cloud physics research aircraft provided by

the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) and Colorado

International Corporation (CIC). The NCAR Queen Air (N306D) operated

during the 1979 program. In general. flight profiles with N306D

consisted of two transects of the Park Range near 4200 m. the minimum

flight altitude. and a sounding near Hayden. Colorado. located

approximately 40 km upwind of the Park Range crest. One transect was

n<ormally 10-20 km south of the other in the vicinity of the Park Range.

An example of an N306D flight track from 26 Nov 79 is shown on Fig. 4.

Table 2 summarizes the instrumentation specifications for N306D.

The eIC Cheyenne II aircraft (N83TW) was used during the 1981-82

field program. This aircraft had higher performance characteristics and

could remain in the study area for a much longer time. Flight profiles

generally consisted of horizontal transects across the Park Range at 300

m altitude intervals from Craig. Co. to Hebron. Co. and vertical

soundings at four points along the flight path. These points coincided

with the major ground based instrumentation. An example of the complete

flight track specified by the program design plan is shown in Fig. s.

In general. the track was modified to accommodate changing cloud
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Table 2
INSTRUMENTATION LIST

COLORADO OROGRAPHIC SEEDING EXPERIMENT
QUEEN AIR N306D

Instrl:lllent Range Accuracy Resolution

ROlemount Temp -40 C to +40 C 0.5 C 0.02 C
Reverse FloY Temp -40 C to +40 C 0.5 C 0.02C
EGG Devpoint -SO C to +30 C 0.5 C)O C 0.02 C

1.0 C<O C
Static Pressure 30 to 103.5 Kpa 0.1 KPa 0.01 Kpa
Dymamic Pressure o to 6.S qa O.OS IPa 0.002 ltPa3]-W liquid Yater o to 2 s/m O.OOS 11m
Wind Speed (WSPO) 1+0.5t ./sec 0.01 mlsoc

Wind Direction 0-360 deg
t=h~t:s in flisht
Cot (1SPD)

Aircraft Position 1.2 DDl/hour 0.1 DDl
Pitch.Roll 45 deg 0.05 deg 0.005 deg
Beading 0-360 deg 0.05 deg 0.005 deg
Attack angle 20 del 0.2 eteg 0.01 deg
Sideslip angle 20 deg 0.2 del 0.01 deg
PMS FSSP 3-45 microns 15 channe1s
Radio al ti tude 0-2500 ft S'i 10 ft

Photography-One forward looking 16mm color film
time and date encoded. I frame per 5 sec.

Colorado State University supplied instrumentation:
PMS 2-D probe with Data Acquisition System
Lanier ice n11clei counter
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conditions. particularly cloud depth. However. the general

characteristics were the same for all N83TW flights. The instrument

specifications for N83TW are listed in Table 3.

The primary instruments used in this study were the Particle

Measuring Systems Forward Scattering Spectrometer Probe (FSSP) and the

Two Dimensional Cloud Optical Array Probe (2D-c). Liquid water content

was also measured by a Johnson-Williams hot wire device (JW) on both

aircraft. Unfortunately. the JW instruments were not calibrated ~n a

wind tunnel prior to the programs as suggested subsequently by Strapp

and Schemenauer (1982). Differences between the JW and FSSP

measurements were assessed for all flights. The instruments were found

to differ generally within a factor of two (JW higher). An example of a

JW-FSSP comparison for the 5 Jan 82 flight is shown in Fig. 6. The

complete statistics for the comparisons for all flights are summarized

in Table 4. The FSSP liquid water contents are reported in this paper.

The characteristics of the FSSP have been studied by Pinnick et al.

(1981), Personne et al. (1982), and more recently by Baumgardner (1983),

Cerni (1983) and Dye and Baumgardner (1985). Cerni provided a detailed

size calibration of the FSSP which included laboratory tests, Mie

scattering calculations and airborne measurements. He found that errors

as high as 70% in cloud liquid water content could occur due to errors

in manufacturer specified bin width sizes and that the size of the bins

depended on airspeed. Cerni developed an algorithm to determine the

correct bin size and minimize errors associated with the measurement of

liquid water content. Cerni's algorithm was incorporated into the

processing programs to calculate FSSP bin widths and liquid water

contents. Use of his algorithm was justified because the pulse height



Table 3
CIC CHEYENNE DATA ACQUI~ITION SYSTEM SENSOR SPECIFICATIONS

Combined Performance of Transducer, Signal
Conditioning and Conversion

Parameter Instrument Manufacturer and Useable
Measured Type Model Number Range Accuracy Time Constant Sample Rate Resolution

(s) (s) (s)

Time Crystal osc PMS 12 mo I s N/A 0.1s 0.1 s

Temperature Platinum Rosemount Eng. Co. ±50·C 0.5°C I I Hz O.loC
resistance 510BF9 Bridge

Model 102 Probe

Dew Polnt 2 Peltier cooled Cambridge System ±SO°C 1°C 1-5 s I Hz 0.3°C
mi rror Inc.

Mode I 137-[3

Liquid Water3 Hot WI re Cloud Technology 0-) gm/ni3 0.3 gm/ni3 0.5 I Hz 0.01 gm/~
Model lWH

Altitude Stat Ic Rosemount Eng. Co. 0-15 psla 0.015 psla 0.1 I liz 0.007 psla w
Pressure Model 830BA N

Altitude Stat Ic Setra Systems 0-20 psla ,0.015 ps la 0.1 I Hz 0.010 psla
Pressure

Indicated Differential Rosemount Eng. Co. ±2.5 ps Id 0.0025 psld 0.1 10 Hz 0.0025 ps It
pressure Model 133281

Heading Gyro Sperry 0-360° f2· 0.1 I Hz 0.1·



Table 3 (Cont.)

Combined Performance of Trensducer, Signal
Conditioning and Conversion

Parameter Instrument .'~Hat1ufacturer and Useable
Measured Type Model Number Range Accuracy Time Constant Sample Rate Resolution

(s) (s) (s)

PI tch Gyro Sperry ±85° ±2° 0.1 I Hz O. I°

Roll Gryo Sperry ±1800 ±2° 0.1 I Hz 0.1°

Position VOR KIng Radio 0-360° ±2° I I Hz 0.1 °
(azimuth) (HTI Digital Interface)

Pos i t ion DME ARC Radio Corp. 225 km 0.5 km I I Hz 0.01 kin
(d istance)

Vertical Pendulous Sundstrand Corp. ±2 g 0.001 9 0.1 I Hz 0.0001 g
AccelerationS Mass

Cloud Part Ic1e Optical PHS 37.5-1200 \l Discrete Continuous 37.5 y w
w

Size & Concen- Array 2-D OAP O.I-IO,OOOR,-1 Event Continuous 0.1R.-
tration6

Cloud Droplet Optical PHS 2-45 \l Discrete Continuous 0.5 to 3 \l
Size & Concen- Forward FSSP o. I- 10,OOOcm-3
tratlon 7 Scattering

Ice Nucleus Optical HEE/CSU 30-30,OOOR,-1 Discrete Continuous 30 C 1
Concentrat lon9 Scattering
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Fig. 6. JW vs. FSSP liquid water contents for S January 82 flight.



Table 4

JW-FSSP Comparison Statistics

(JW = m(FSSP) + b)

Correlation
Date Slope Intercept Max JW Max FSSP Coefficient

24 Nov 79 1.20 0.00 0.26 0.18 0.77

26 Nov 79 0.52 0.00 0.13 0.15 0.65

22 Dec 79 1.93 0.00 0.54 0.15 0.89

13 Dec 81 FSSP Malfunction

15 Dec 81 FSSP Malfunction
w
V1

21 Dec 81 0.58 0.00 0.08 0.11 0.67

5 Jan 82 1.60 0.00 0.38 0.13 0.74

16 Jan 82 1.37 0.01 0.89 0.22 0.55

23 Jan 82 1.83 0.02 0.80 0.35 0.73

31 Jan 82 J"1 Malfunction
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analyzer (PHA) levels of the FSSP used in the CaSE programs was within

1~ of the PHA levels quoted for the instrument calibrated by Cerni.

Cerni estimates that with these corrections, errors in the accuracy of

liquid water measurements with the FSSP can be reduced to 10-20%. Even

with the calibration corrections, the instrument artificially broadens

the spectra. No solution to this problem has been reported to date.

Cerni also found that cloud droplet concentrations could be seriously

underestimated in regions of high concentrations due to fi~ite

processing delays associated with the instrument. Cerni's correction

algorithm to account for this effect could not be applied because the

total strobe rate of the instrument was not recorded. However, this

problem is minimal in this study, since cloud droplet concentrations

-3rarely exceeded 300 cm • During the CaSE programs, the FSSP was

operated in the 2-32 ~m range.

The two dimensional optical array spectrometer was developed by

Particle Measuring Systems as a particle imaging system capable of

recording and displaying two dimensional images of atmospheric particles

with sizes greater than 25 microns passing through an object plane at

typical aircraft speeds. Analytical techniques for transforming raw 2--D

data to effective crystal concentration have been primarily developed by

Cooper (1977).

Crystal concentrations are calculated from 2-Dc probe data

according to various criteria which are related to buffer storage

capacity and characteristic shadow pattern. Under conditions when

ambient crystal concentrations are 10/liter and crystal sizes in the

0.5-1.0 rom range, the storage buffer loads to capacity in about 0.35

seconds. Under normal experimental conditions, transfer of data to tape
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storage at this rate would consume several tapes and leave large data

gaps during tape rewind and installation. To eliminate this problem.

data were normally transferred once every second to tape. unless a high

data rate was required. This meant that approximately 35% of the data

passing through the storage buffer was retained for later use.

Two parameters are calculated from the full body of data as it

passes through the storage register. These are the number of distinct

shadows and the total sample volume. If all of the distinct shadows are

assumed to be individual crystals. the average crystal concentration

over the one second leg can be calculated by dividing the number of

distinct shadows by the sample volume. This number is referred to as

the "shadow-or" concentration.

Unfortunately. the shadow-or determination of crystal concentration

can be inaccurate due to artifacts produced by liquid water. particles

smaller than the resolution of the instrument, and crystals which impact

on the probe tips and fracture. Liquid water droplets often produce

artifacts which appear as long narrow streaks. These occur when the

droplets collide with the probe arm and then streak across the optical

path. This problem is not major in cold orographic systems. Less than

0.1% of the images were visually assessed to have streaker

characteristics. Counts also occur when no diodes are shadowed due to

electronic delays during the passage of particles with sizes near the

resolution of the instrument. These particles represent a significant

fraction of the images, particularly in ice crystal formation zones.

However, if large droplets (> 25 ~m) are present, they also can

contribute to the total count of zero-area images. These zero-area

images are subject to interpretation and must be evaluated with other
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data. particularly data from the FSSP. Their presence is noted in the

text where appropriate. Splash images (broken images) also occur due to

crystal fracturing. These images occur more frequently than streakers

but still do not contribute significantly to the total image sample.

Examples of these artifacts are shown in Fig. 7. In general. shadow-or

concentrations are quoted. However, when artifacts or zero-area images

significantly affect these concentrations, qualifications will be stated

in the text.

B. Dual-channel microwave radiometer

In the late 1970s, the Wave Propagation Laboratory (WPL) of the

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) developed a

passive dual-channel radiometric system to measure integrated liquid

water and vapor contents in cloud systems (Guiraud et al., 1979; Hogg at

al •• 1980). A similar active-passive system was used successfully in

the Sierra Cooperative Pilot Project. a weather modification project

conducted by the Bureau of Reclamation. to determine integrated liquid

water contents along a particular path determined by the position of the

radiometer site and the elevation and azimuth angle of the microwave

source on a COMSTAR geosynchronous satellite (Snider and Hogg. 1981.

Snider and Rottner, 1982). The active-passive system was used to obtaj.n

initial verification of the accuracy of liquid measurements by the

passive technique (Snider et al •• 1980). Recently, WPL has developed ~Ln

improved system that is steerable and independent of a source of

radiation (Hogg et al., 1983). This system was used during the 1981-82

field program.

The dual-channel radiometer simultaneously measures the total

amount of liquid water and water vapor contained along the atmospheric
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path being observed by the system's antenna. By arranging for the

antenna beam to be steered in azimuth and elevation. the system can be

used to determine the spatial (two dimensions) and temporal distributilon

of the water vapor and liquid water throughout the hemisphere

surrounding the radiometer. Since the radiometer was not instrumented

to provide range information during the 1981-82 season. the distribution

of these quantities along the atmospheric path cannot be determined.

Water vapor is determined primarily by measurement of the microw~ve

energy, expressed as a brightness temperature, emitted at 20.6 GHz

(wavelength 1.5 em) by virtue of absorption of microwaves by the water

vapor. Similarly. the amount of liquid water contained in clouds alo~~

the radiometer beam is determined primarily by measurement of microwave

emission by the liquid in a transmission "window" at 31.65 GHz

(wavelength 0.95 em) .. Since the absorption coefficients for water vapor

and liquid water at the two frequencies are known. the observed

absorptions (calCUlated from the observed brightness) may be used in a

pair of simultaneous equations to yield independently the integrated

water vapor and liquid along the antenna beam. In practice, the

simultaneous equations are solved using statistical retrieval methods

(Hogg et al •• 1983).

Because liqUid water at temperatures below freezing absorb

microwaves, the radiometer can measure supercooled liquid. However.

since the absorption of microwaves by ice is approximately two orders ()f

magnitude less than that by liquid water. ice is assumed to produce

essentially zero output from the system.

The radiometer incorporates a steerable antenna so that the spatial

and temporal variability of the liquid water and vapor field can be
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studied. A standard scanning technique was adopted to observe the

evolution of these fields. The antenna was set at a 150 elevation angle

and rotated continuously through 3600 azimuth sweeps approximately every

15 minutes. By using this technique, it was possible to observe the

changes in integrated liquid water content in all directions. The data

were then analyzed on aZimuth/time diagrams, which allowed for easy

interpretation of the lifting mechanisms responsible for the production

of cloud water. Radiometric integrated liquid water contents are

reported in millimeters. One millimeter of water distributed along a 1

km path is equivalent to a liquid water content of 1 gm-3 •

'The radiometer was located near Steamboat Springs, Colorado, at an

elevation of 2050 m, approximately 6 km west of the crest of the Park

Range (3100 m). The Park Range is oriented north-south. An azimuth

angle of 00 in the radiometric data presented in the following sections

would correspond to the antenna's pointing north, or parallel to the

range. At azimuth 90°, the beam points over the range, directly through

the region of maximum orographic lift. At 1800
, the beam is pointed

soutm~ard, parallel to the range. At 270°, the beam is directed away

from the region of primary lift. over the western valley of the Yampa

River.

To date. only a few successful comparisons of radiometric liquid

water measurements with simultaneous observations collected by an

aircraft flying along the beam have been reported (Snider, 1983). These

were all in stratiform cloud systems with very low liquid water

contents. Excellent agreement was obtained for these limited

comparisons. Unfortunately, many attempts to compare liquid water

contents observed with the radiometer with measurements by in-situ
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independent instrumentation have been hampered by safety restrictions

imposed on aircraft flying over complex terrain. This problem also

occurred during the CSU program. Safety limitations did not permit the

cloud physics aircraft used in the program to probe the lowest kilometer

of the cloud system in the vicinity of the radiometer. To evaluate the

ability of the radiometer to measure accurate values of integrated cloud

liqUid water content. alternate approaches to direct comparison had to

be developed.

Three aspects of radiometric liqUid water measurements are examined

here. The first is the effect of surface temperature on measured liquid

water. The second concerns the effects of large ice crystal

concentrations present along the radiometer antenna beam. The third

aspect considered is the relationship between observed liqUid water

contents and the magnitude of the total condensate available to the

cloud system.

(1) Surface temperature effects

In the 1981-82 experiment. the scanning radiometer was located

upwind of the mountain barrier at a low elevation (2050 m) with an

unobstructed view both upwind of and toward the mountain. Therefore, it

was possible to study the evolution of the cloud water content as air

approached and rose over the barrier.

The primary disadvantage of low altitude sites is that the surface

temperature can exceed oOe and precipitation can reach the ground as

rain. Unfortunately, the radiometric signal caused by the rain may

obscure that caused by supercooled liquid water contained in the cloud~.

The effect of rain on observed radiometric liquid water contents is

illustrated in Fig. 8. During the eaSE program. the surface temperatur'e
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RAIN REPORTED
AT RADIOMETER
SITE

O~~~::..J-..J....:~~~~.....J

1300 1500 1700 1900 2100
TIME (GMT)

Fig. 8. Integrated liquid water content observations observed on 20
December 1981. The radiometer antenna was pointed vertically during the
period. Rain occurred continuously between 1600 and 1730 GMT.
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at the radiometer site (RAD) during storm conditions occasionally rose

to as high as +2 0 C. However. except for the case shown in Fig. 8. all

precipitation occurred as snow.

During most of these storms. the radiometer was rotated through

3600 azimuth scans at 150 elevation angle. To examine possible effects

of warm. low-level temperatures on observed radiometric liquid water

contents, the maximum value of integrated water content observed during

each complete scan was plotted as a function of surface temperature for

all periods where scanning data were available and snow was falling.

The results are displayed in Fig. 9. Although some of the variability

in the data is caused by variations in cloud depth and moisture supply,.

a clear trend toward higher values is observed as the surface

temperature increases toward and above oOe.

Two sources of signal enhancement can occur in these conditions.

An apparent. but false. enhancement of liquid water can occur if meltil~

occurs on the exposed reflector. The reflector was cleared of snow

regularly during the CaSE program, and false signal enhancement due to a

wet reflector was not a significant problem. The second and more likely

source of the increase is due to the initial mel ting of the surfaces of

the falling crystals after passing through the melting level. Wind

tunnel studies by Rasmussen and Pruppacher (1982) have indicated that

spherical ice particles near 350 Il1Il radius completely melt in less than

1 minute. These experiments were conducted with warming rates

equivalent to lapse rates greater than 1.2oC/100 m. Although these

rates are much larger than occur in natural conditions, this study

suggests that melting begins rather rapidly once a crystal encounters

otemperatures above 0 C.
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Observational evidence of Knight (1979) indicates that melting of

more complex particles with larger dimensions proceeds in such a way

that the distribution of liquid on the ice minimizes the total air

surface of the melting crystal. In the case of planar crystals. the

liquid surface covers the entire crystal in a smoothly rounded surface,.

exposing a large liquid surface downward toward the radiometer. Under

these circumstances. even minor amounts of melting can result in

increases in liquid water contents and potential erroneous

interpretation of the supercooled liquid water field. Normally. this

situation can be monitored by accurately measuring surface temperature.

A difficult exception may arise when a weak surface inversion is

present in the vicinity of the radiometer site. Inversions of this type

sometimes occur in mountain valleys in wintertime during storm

conditions. The presence of a thin elevated melting layer above the

radiometer site may result in enhanced water concentrations. Such a

layer may have been responsible for the high values observed on 15 Dec

81 when the surface temperature was between -1.3 0 C and -0.60 C. The data

points were collected between 0620 and 0750 local time. Overcast

conditions developed at 0300 local time. so the potential for the

development of a radiation inversion in the vicinity of the site prior

to the onset of snowfall was strong. Soundings taken upwind of RAD at

Craig. Co. indicated that a pool of colder surface air was present in

the valley where the radiometer was located. Unfortunately. direct

monitoring of a low-level inversion in the vicinity of the radiometer

site was not possible. However. it is important to note that a

component of the high values observed on 15 Dec 81 was due to

supercooled cloud water. Crystal rime observations at RAD and at
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mountaintop indicated light to moderate rime on crystals throughout the

period. The ratio of supercooled to melted water constituting the total

integrated measurement is unknown.

In Fig. 9. two high points occur in the -7oC to -8oC region. These

values were observed on 5 Jan 82 during a period when heavily rimed

particles fell continuously at HAD. The presence of these heavily rimed

particles clearly indicated that large amounts of supercooled liquid

water was present. The high radiometric values in this case are

representative of actual cloud conditions and not associated with

melting processes occurring at the surface or at higher. warmer levels.

It is interesting to note that the lowest value (1.53 mm) observed on 5

Jan 82 was measured as the rime accumulation on crystals falling at HAD

was rapidly decreasing. This prOVides additional evidence that the

radiometer was responding to the supercooled cloud water field.

(2) Ice phase effects

The radiometer used in the CaSE program is designed specifically to

monitor microwave energy emitted in the 20.6 GHz (1.5 cm) and 31.65 GHz

(0.9 em) channels. The first corresponds primarily to emissions from

the vapor field; the second, from liquid water. Except in cases of

heavy rain. the outputs from these channels are independent (Snider,

1983). The values are also assumed to be independent of the ice water

content within the beam because of the transparency of ice to microwaves

of these frequencies.

An excellent opportunity to verify the small effects of high ioe

crystal concentrations on the radiometric measurement of cloud liquid

water occurred on 5 Jan 82. On this day, an aircraft sounding was

performed over the radiometer site while the radiometer was pointing
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vertically. The aircraft sounding began at 7000 m and terminated at

4400 m. Simultaneous observations of crystal habit and degree of rime

were collected at Storm Peak Laboratory (SPL) at the Park Range crest

and at RAD. Liquid water and crystal concentrations determined by the

aircraft during the sounding are shown in Fig. 10. In Fig. 11.

radiometric liquid water measurements are displayed along with

precipitation intensity at RAD and rime characteristics at RAD and 3PL.

During the aircraft sounding. the liqUid water content rarely

exceeded

reaching

-30.01 gm •

60-100 1-1

Ice crystals concentrations increased with depth

in the lowest portion of the sounding. Observations

at SPL and l'It RAD indicated that all the crystals arriving at both :sites

during the aircraft sounding were unrimed. These surface observations

indicate that little liquid water was present over the radiometer site

in the levels below the aircraft sounding.

Based on observed high ice crystal concentrations. high

precipitation rates. negligible water contents at aircraft levels. and

the lack of observable rime on precipitating crystals. this deep cloud

system was devoid of liquid water. If the radiometer was sensitive to

emissions of radiation from the large population of ice crystals. the

radiometer should have indicated a significant signal. The radiometric

data displayed on Fig. 11 shows that this was not the case. This study

shows that the radiometric response in the 31.65 GHz channel is due to

the presence of liquid water in the system and is independent of the

concentration of ice crystals. In the following sections. radiometric

measurements are compared with model-predicted integrated condensate

along the beam path to estimate the representativeness of the liquid

water measurements.
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Fig. 10. Liquid water content (LWC) and ice crystal concentrations
observed during a descent sounding of the Cheyenne II cloud physics
aircraft over the radiometer site on 5 January 1981.
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Fig 11. Graph A: precipitation intensity at the radiometer site (mm/h);
Graph B: rime characteristics of crystals collected at Storm Peak
Laboratory (3100 m). The symbols are DR (heavy rime, crystal habit
cannot be distinguished), MR (moderate rime, crystal habit can be
distinguished with difficulty), LR (light rime, crystal habit easily
distinguished), NR (no rime), NS (no snowfall occuring); Graph C: rime
characteristics of crystals collected at the radiometer site (2050 m).
The symbols use the Magono and Lee (1966) classification for rimed
crystals except for MA (moderately rimed aggregates), LA (lightly rimed
aggregates), NR (no rime), and NS (no snowfall occuring). Graph D:
integrated liquid water contents from the vertically pointing radiometer
(Dim) •
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(3) Relationship between radiometric measurements and total condensate

produced in the cloud system

Because of flight restrictions in the complex terrain of the CaSE

area. no direct comparisons of radiometric liquid measurements with an

independent instrument such as the FSSP could be carried out. To

estimate the relative magnitude of the radiometer measurements. an

alternate approach using an analytical model of airflow and condensate

production was developed. Comparisons between model simulations and

radiometer results are used here to (1) compare the percentage of the

total condensate available to the cloud system to the liqUid water

content measured by the radiometer and (2) examine how the ratio of

these quantities varied as air moved up and over the barrier. The model

is described below. The results of the model comparisons are described

at the end of this section.

a. Model vertical velocity

The two-dimensional model used in this paper to predict condensate

production in stably-stratified orographic cloud systems utilizes an

analytical equation for vertical velocity developed in Smith (1979).

His review summarized previous work by Queney (1947) and Queney et ale

(1960) in their treatment of mountain lee waves. Since a complete

derivation of the vertical velocity equation and discussion of its

applicability to the mountain airflow problem are given in Smith (1979).

only the essential features and assumptions used in the derivation will

be repeated here.

The derivation of the vertical velocity equation assumes steady

state. hydrostatic conditions. neglects friction and Coriolis

accelerations. and utilizes the Boussinesq approximation in density
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terms. The governing equations are first linearized. then solved for a

second order differential equation in perturbation vertical velocity. A

solution to this differential equation is obtained using Fourier methods

by choosing a lower boundary condition which assumes an ideal mountain

form and an upper boundary condition which requires that phase lines

tilt upstream and energy propagates upward. For the broad mountain

solution with strong stability. Smith (1979) developed an equation for

the vertical displacement of a streamline from which the equation for

vertical velocity can easily be derived. This equation is identical to

that used by Willis (1970) in previous work in the Park Range region.

b. Airflow and condensate production

Values of vertical velocity were calculated on a 25 X 80 grid (200

m X 1000 m resolution) using input data from special rawinsonde

soundings taken 48 km upstream of the radiometer site. Air parcel

trajectories over the barrier were calculated by considering the

measured horizontal and predicted vertical motion of the air as it

passed through the grid. To calculate condensate production and

production rates. the equivalent potential temperature of the parcel was

calculated from the upwind sounding and conserved from the point of

origin throughout the parcel's transit over the barrier. When a parcel

was lifted beyond its lifting condensation level. condensation was

assumed to occur. All condensate was assumed to remain with the parcel

during transit so that the maximum condensate possible could be

determined along the radiometer beam. The temperature and saturation

mixing ratio of the parcel were calculated as the parcel underwent moist

adiabatic ascent and descent. The total condensate in the parcel was

then calculated by considering the difference in saturation mixing
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ratios at its current location and its lifting condensation level.

Integration of the condensate field along the radiometer beam path was

performed for two beam positions. Fig. 12 shows the model topography,

actual topography, radiometer beam positions for integration, parcel

streamlines and the resulting condensate field for the simulation

generated from the sounding taken at 1500 on 15 Dec 81.

c. Model limitations

The model described above can only be applied during conditions of

stably-stratified flow when significant blocking is not occurring and

the winds are predominantly westerly. The model is designed to

determine the maximum amount of liqUid water which would be present

along the radiometer beam if all the condensate remained in the liquid

phase and remained with the air parcel as air moved up and over the

barrier. For this reason, ice phase processes are not included in the

model. Entrainment is neglected. Accumulation regions of liquid water

are assumed not to occur. The effects of latent heat release are

assumed to be negligible as are radiational cooling effects near cloud

top. Because the model terrain is ideal, variations in actual

topography may cause deviations in the flow field from that predicted by

linear theory. The two-dimensional approximation also artificially

simplifies the extreme variations in airflow due to three dimensional

variations in topography. When all of these assumptions are considered,

the validity of the results becomes an important question. However, as

was stated above, the purpose of this study was to determine the maximum

amount of condensate likely to be produced as air flows over the

mountain. With the exception of latent heat release and radiation, all

of the other effects, if active in the cloud system, would tend to
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reduce the total amount of condensate available to the cloud system. In

cold orographic systems. buoyancy due to latent heat release should be

minor. Radiational effects are confined largely to the cloud top

region. where total condensate production is small. For this reason.

the model should provide an adequate upper limit to the amount of

condensate available to the cloud system. It is this upper limit which

was required for the study.

d. Model results

Soundings that met the criteria outlined at the beginning of Sec. c

above. that occurred during significant cloud cover events. and that had

correspo"'ling scanning radiometer data available were selected for

analysis. Six soundings satisfied these requirements. For comparison

with the radiometer measurements. a time lag was allowed to account for

the time required for air sampled by the sounding to reach the

radiometer site. Radiometer data were considered for comparison with

the model calculations from the time the air at the 50 KPa level

originating at the rawinsonde site first crossed the radiometer beam at

the 2700 azimuth position to the time the 70 KPa air exited the beam at

the 900 azimuth position. This method takes into account both the time

lag due to the distance between the sounding launch site and the

radiometer site and the tilting of the air column due to the vertical

wind shear. Integration of the model-predicted total condensate along

the radiometer beam was performed between the radiometer site and the 50

KPa level.

Table 5 summarizes the model results and the radiometric

observations. Upwind of the radiometer site (away from the barrier).

model-predicted values of the total integrated condensate along the 150



Table S

Comparison of Hodel Predicted Integrated Condemwte and Observed Radiometric Integrated Watpr Content

Sounding Elevation Azimuth Model Radiomet r ic Percent or Surface Model Radiometer
Angle Angle Prcd icted Integrated Condensate Temp 90°/270" 90" /270°
(Degrees) (Degrees) Integrated Liquid In Liquid (Oe) Ratio Ratio

Condensate Water (cm) Phase (%) (Mountain Ullllln t;J I n
(em) /lIlm i Ill\) /Upwind)

-. - ---

14 Dec B1 15 90 0.256 0.110 42.9 0.1 to 1.4
(2100 GMT) 5.33 4.23

15 270 0.048 0.026 54.2 0.1 to 1.4

15 nee B1 15 90 0.598 0.035 5.9 -1.0 to -0.1
(1500 GMT) 2.05 1. 35

15 270 0.291 0.026 8.9 -1.0 to -0.1 V1
0'

21 nee 81 15 90 0.773 0.160 20.7 -0.1 to 0.2
(1200 GNT) 2.47 3.72

15 270 0.31) O. O/~ 3 13.7 -0.1 to 0.2

21 Dec 81 15 90 0.515 0.1l0 21.4 -0.1 to 0.4
(1500 GMT) 2.96 1.59

15 270 0.174 0.069 39.7 -0.1 to 0.4

5 Jan 81 15 90 0.526 D.l?8 24.3 -8.0
(1200 GMT) 2.21 2.21

15 270 0.238 0.058 24.4 -8.0

5 Jan 81 15 90 0.446 0.036 8.1 -3.5 to -2.5
(1800 GMT) 2.13 0.92

15 270 0.209 0.039 18.7 -3.5 to -2.5
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elevation beam ranged from 0.048 to 0.313 cm for the six periods

available. Downwind of the site (over the barrier). precipitable

condensate values were significantly higher due to strong orographic

lifting. Integrated values in this direction ranged from 0.256 to 0.773

em. Except for 1800 • 5 Jan 82. radiometric values of liquid water

exhibited similar behavior. increasing substantially over the barrier.

The last two columns of Table 5 show the magnitude of this increase for

both the model calculations and the radiometric obser',a tions. The

strong agreement between the model and the radiometric observations

(correlation coefficient = 0.71) for these cases suggests that the

producticn of the liquid phase in these clouds is strongly related to

the condensate supply rate. which is in turn related to the ambient

vertical velocity. The values of integrated liquid water were

consistently smaller than the predicted total condensate values.

reflecting the importance of ice phase processes in these clouds.

If the radiometric water content values are compared with predicted

total condensate. an estimate of the percentage of condensate in the

liquid phase can be estimated. These percentages appear in Table S.

For the six soundings analyzed. 5-54% of the total condensate available

to the cloud system was present in the liquid phase. Caution must be

exercised in interpreting this liquid as "supercooled" since three of

the six cases have surface temperatures warmer than OOC. These cases

include some of the highest values. In the three cold cases. water

contents were still as high as 24%.

C. 1.79 cm radar

The vertically pointing 1.79 cm wavelength radar was specifically

designed at CSU for operation during orographic cold cloud storm events.
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Built in 1978, the system uses the receiver-transmitter designed for the

B-S8 aircraft. Coupled to the original duplexer is a double balanced

mixer, followed by a radio frequency pre-amplifier and 30 MHz

intermediate frequency amplifier. Reflected echoes are digitized by an

eight-bit analog-to-digital converter and thereafter loaded into the

memory of a minicomputer. Non-averaged data are written onto 9-track

magnetic tape once every 30 seconds or multiples thereof. Storage of

data in an array of 46 pulses by 200 range bins affords access to

individual pulse values for statistical calculations such as signal

variance and bias. The computer also produces a real time display of

reflected power, calculated in dBZ, based on averages of 46 consecutive

pulses. The real-time display is formatted as a horizontal intensity

profile with 80 positions, each corresponding to 100 meters vertical

distance. The overall effect is to establish a time-height history of

the cloud vertical structure from 0.4 to 8.0 km height. Since water

droplets are nearly always smaller than precipitation size in the cloud

systems observed in winter over the Park Range, the radar return is

Virtually always due to ice particles in the cloud system. During the

CaSE program, this radar was colocated with the dual-channel radiometer

near Steamboat Springs, Colorado.

On 16 Jan 82, a transmit-receive (TR) tube in the radar failed and

had to be replaced. The tube in place prior to the failure had higher

general attenuation characteristics than the new tube. As a result, all

data prior to 16 Jan 82 has lower reflectivity values than those data

collected after this date. Two parameters from the radar, echo top

height and cloud maximum reflectivity, are reported in this paper.

Radar echo top height was checked during several research flights,
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before and after tube replacement. and found to be within 100-200 m of

visual cloud top. In this work. cloud top refers to the radar echo

cloud top height unless stated otherwise. The maximum reflectivity

during storms which occurred after 17 Jan 82 will be higher due to the

reduced attenuation.

D. Precipitation intensity. crystal habit. riming and aggregation

Visual observations of snow crystals and special measurements of

precipitation were made continuously during storm periods at the

radiometer site (RAn). Visual observations of snow crystals were

normally conducted at 15-20 min intervals. The crystals were collected

2on a piece of framed black felt (250 cm ). The length of exposure to

snowfall ranged from 3 to 30 seconds depending on the snowfall

intensity. In each observation. snow crystal habits were identified and

classified according to the scheme of Magono and Lee (1966). The

crystals were also examined for accretion and aggregation. The number

flux and number of single crystals composing aggregates were determined

by counting the number of crystals collected. Shadow photography

(Higuchi. 1956) was also used to record the characteristics of the

crystals.

Special precipitation intensity measurements were collected at RAn.

A plastic receptacle with a 160 cm2 opening was used to measure snowfall

intensity. Samples 10 to 15 minutes in duration were taken

consecutively and weighed manually to determine the average snowfall

intensity during the collection period. The Magono and Lee (1966)

classification is used throughout this paper.
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E. Storm Peak Laboratory measurements

A mountaintop laboratory was operated at the summit of Storm Peak

(3100 m) on the Park Range directly east of the radiometer site during

the 1981-82 field program. The laboratory was equipped with numerous

instruments to measure the characteristics of aerosol and cloud

particles in the vicinity of mountaintop. In-cloud liquid water content

measurements were made using a Rotorod (registered trademark of

Metronics, Inc., Palo Alto, California). This instrument is described

in detail by Rogers et al. (1983). Hindman et al. (1983) describe its

use in the COSE program. Rime characteristics of crystals at Storm Peak

were also reeorded approximately every 15 min during most storm periods.,

Ice crystals were characterized in one of four rime categories. The

categories were no rime (NR, no visible accretion of droplets), lightly

rimed (LR, accretion of droplets apparent, crystal habit easily

identified), moderately rimed (MR, accretion of droplets sufficient to

make the crystal habit difficult to distinguish), and heavily rimed (HR,.

snow pellets or graupel). If no precipitation was falling, the categorJr

NS was used. ~~ny other measurements were collected routinely at Storm

Peak Laboratory (SPL). The ice crystal rime and Rotorod liquid water

content measurements are the primary SPL measurements used in this

paper. Also quoted extensively are SPL measurements of crystal habit

and aggregation of ice crystals.

F. Supporting data sets

Surface temperature, pressure, wind velocity and precipitation were

measured continuously at RAD and at other sites with Portable Remote

Observations of the Environment (PROBE) surface weather stations

provided by the Bureau of Reclamation. These data were used to monitor
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surface temperature at RAD to estimate the effects of melting ice

particles and to provide additional information in synoptic and

mesoscale analyses of storm evolution.

Special rawinsondes were launched approximately every 3 h near

Craig, Colorado (CG), 48 km upwind of RAD. Data obtained were used with

the radar data to determine cloud echo top temperature. Synoptic and

supporting data were obtained from standard National Weather Service

products. from special analyses made available through the Bureau of

Reclamation Environmental Data Network and from satellite data provided

by the National Weather Service office in Cheyenne. Wyoming.



CHAPTER III THE WATER PHASE

This chapter concerns the physical distribution, temporal

variation, microphysical structure and climatological frequency of

supercooled cloud water in cloud systems occurring over the Park Range.

The chapter is divided into four major sections. The radiometric

measurements of the temporal and spatial evolution of the supercooled

cloud water field are discussed in Sec. 1. Sec. 2 concerns the physical

distribution and microphysical structure of the liquid water field based

aircraft and supporting measurements. The results presented in these

two sections are used to construct a physical model of the distribution

and evolution of liqUid water in wintertime cloud systems over the Park

Range. This model is discussed in Sec. 3. In Sec. 4, these results are

compared with previous work in other mountain regions.

1. Temporal variations of the supercooled water field

During the CaSE program, nine storm systems occurred for which

scanning radiometer and other supporting data sets were available.

These storms occurred in pre-frontal and post-frontal environments and

involved cloud systems that included convective bands, embedded cellular

convection, widespread stratiform cloud systems and clouds formed by

orographic lifting. For presentation as case studies, these storms aria

divided into three broad categories: storms occurring in the pre-frontal

environment or during frontal passage, storms occurring in the post

frontal environment. and orographic storm systems. Section (1) includlas

the pre-frontal and frontal systems. The first case documents the
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passage of a strong convective region. The second case involves a cloud

system which developed in the warm sector and involved the passage of

two predominantly stable deep cloud regions. The third case occurred

during a cold frontal passage. Section (2) includes storms which

occurred in a post-frontal environment. In the first case, the storm

consisted of widespread clouds with weak mid-level embedded convection.

The second case study occurred during the decaying stages of a storm

system. During the period a cap cloud with numerous embedded convective

cells was present along the Park Range. The third case also involves a

cap cloud. but with much greater stability. In Sec. (3), the three case

studies presented are clouds formed primarily by orographic lifting.

These clouds occurred when a strong cross-barrier pressure gradient was

present and middle and low level moist air simUltaneously advected into

the Park Range region from the west.

A. Case studies

(1) Pre-frontal and frontal cloud systems

a. Case study: 22 January 1982

Synoptic scale and local weather conditions

The evolution of the liquid water field during the passage of a

deep convective cloud system on 22 Jan 82 is discussed in this case

study. The highest liquid water contents are shown to be associated

with the leading edge of this convective system and to decrease

substantially following the onset of precipitation. The study

concentrates on the period from 0030 to 0330 (all times GMT) at the

onset of the storm.

On 22 Jan 82. three distinct airmasses were present over the

western United States (Fig. 13). A cold, continental polar airmass
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Fig. 13. 85 kPa chart for 22 January 82 at 0000 GMT.
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covered most of the northern plain states east of the Continental

Divide. The frontal boundary separating this polar air from the warmer

airmass to the south had entered eastern Colorado at 0000. To the west,

a maritime polar airmass advected eastward associated with a deep trough

system. The 85 kPa front associated with this airmass extended

southeast from a low pressure center located in northern Utah. At 0000,

this front had not yet entered northern Colorado. At mid-levels, a

tongue of moisture was evident within the warm air along this front.

This moist region is evident on the 70 kPa chart for 0000, shown on Fig.

14. To the west, east of the Sierra Mountains, the airmass was moist.

In the vicinity of the front, the moist tongue extended to the SO kPa

level.

The extent of this cloud system was evident on satellite

photographs of the storm system. On these photographs, a wide cloud

aregion with cloud top temperatures near -40 C was observed ahead of and

over the maritime front. The cloud system extended from New Mexico

northward over the polar air in Wyoming, covering the Park Range region.

Visual observations at the surface in Steamboat Springs indicated that

the leading edge of this cloud system was a shallow mid-level non-

precipitating stratus with a base near 4400 m. This stratus deck

preceded a region of convective precipitation.

During the period prior to frontal passage (0700), a potentially

unstable region was present over an 8 kPa depth centered on the 70 kPa

surface (Fig. 15). The equilibrium level for an air parcel originating

owithin this layer was near -40 C, corresponding well to the cloud top

observed by the satellite and the radar.
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Fig. 15. Time section of equivalent potential temperature (top), and
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·storm system. Precipitation rates at HAD are shown on the lower part of
the figure.
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During the pre-frontal period. winds were westerly to southwesterly at

low levels. backing to northwesterly after frontal passage. Two periods

of heavy (> 1.0 mm/h) precipitation occurred in association with the

passage of this cloud system. the first at the leading edge of the dee:p

convection and the second in association with the frontal passage.

Scanning radiometric data was available throughout the first heavy

precipitation event.

Storm evolution and supercooled water distribution

The time evolution of the supercooled water field. precipitation

intensity. and rime characteristics of crystals collected at RAD. rime

characteristics of crystals at SPL. radar cloud top and maximwn

reflectivity. and surface temperature at RAD during the passage of the

first convective region are shown in Fig. 16.

Radiometric data collected during the period prior to the passage

of the convective band indicated that the mid-level stratiform cloud

system preceding the convection contained almost no supercooled cloud

water. Weak radar reflectivities during this time indicated that the

cloud was composed of ice crystals that were too small to precipitate.

No significant orographic enhancement of the cloud water field was

evident in the radiometric data. with the possible exception of the

period between 0030 and 0045. The lack of orographic er~ancement is

consistent with observations of boundary layer and mid-level winds.

which had weak cross-barrier components in the vicinity of the range.

The approaching convective region was observed initially by the

radiometer west of RAD. At this time, the cells within the beam path

contained small but significant quantities of supercooled water. As the

band approached the barrier, strong orographic enhancement of the
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vertical motion within the cells resulted in significant increases in

observed cloud water contents along and over the barrier. Twenty

minutes elapsed between the arrival of the leading edge of the band and

the onset of precipitation at SPL and RAD. These observations suggest

that the developing convective cells in the vicinity of the ridge were

initially composed predominantly of supercooled water.

As cells within the band moved toward the barrier and developed, a

continuous conversion of cloud water to the ice phase ensued. This is

most evident from the radar reflectivity return, which continually

increased between the arrival of the convective region and the onset of

precipitation. Once the ice phase was established, rapid depletion of

the cloud li~uid water occurred, primarily through accretion processes,

as shown by the rime characteristics of the ice crystals at SPL and the

rapid disappearance of the liqUid water throughout the cloud as measured

by the radiometer.

Crystals observed at RAD during the passage of the band were

unrimed or lightly rimed. Simple trajectory considerations show that

these crystals would have originated well upwind of the major

concentration of supercooled cloud water indicated by the radiometer.

Radiometric observations showed that only small amounts of cloud water

were present west of RAD, upwind of the barrier, and that most of the

cloud water was present in cells along and over the barrier slopes. For

these reasons, crystals arriving at RAD would be expected to interact

only minimally in accretion processes.

The radiometric distribution of liqUid water during band passage

reached a maximum at an azimuth angle of 850
, almost directly over the

windward slopes of the range. At 0230 at SPL, heavy precipitation began
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to fall consisting of snow pellets and graupel. As the convective cells

evolved, the observed radiometric liquid water content in the cloud

system decreased substantially in the clouds over the barrier.

Correspondir-g decreases in the amount of rime visible on collected

crystals were also observed at SPL, although moderate snowfall continued

throughout the period. By 0330, no riming was apparent on the crystals

collected at SPL. Radiometric observations at this time indicated that

the supercooled cloud water within the cloud system had been largely

depleted.

The convective band was very efficient at converting liqUid water

initially produced in its development stages to the ice phase. Ice

particles ip~tially produced in this system rapidly removed the liquid

water present through accretion processes and later depleted available

condensate by sustained diffusional growth.

b. Case study: 1$_ December 1981

Synoptic scale and local weather conditions

The cloud system of 15 Dec 81 evolved through several distinct

stages, each exhibiting significant variations in the cloud liquid water

distribution. The variations were associated with the onset and passage

of two deep cloud systems. The passage of these deep clouds was marked

by significant increases in pr'ecipi ta tion intensity and decreases in

liquid water content. The first deep cloud region arrived at RAD at

1450. remaining over the site for approximately 1 hr.

The 15 Dec 81 cloud system occurred while the Park Range region was

in the warm sector of a cyclonic storm system located over the western

United States. Three airmasses were present. a maritime polar air~ass

over the west coast, a continental polar airmass over the northern
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plains to the east and a modified maritime airmass over the southwest

(Fig. 17). The 85 kPa cold front marking the boundary of the maritime

airmass was well west of the Park Range region and did not directly

effect Park Range precipitation during the case study. The second

front, the boundary of the continental polar air, was confined to the

plains east of the Continental Divide.

Aloft, a wide region of moisture was present west of the

Continental Divide across Colorado, northern Utah and Nevada and north

into Idaho. This moist region is evident on Fig. 18, the 70 kPa chart

for 1200. This moist region extended to the 50 kPa level. During the

six hours between 1200 and 1800, the 50 and 70 kPa temperature at CG

ochanged less than 0.5 C. The storm during this period was confined to

the warm airmass.

Unlike the previo~s study, no low-level instability was present

(Fig. 19). Prior to about 1700, regions of potential instability were

confined to levels of the atmosphere colder than -25°C (45 kPa). Before

about 1700, clouds with tops warmer than -250 C were stable. Hov,ever,

cloud regions reaching the -2SoC level, particularly later in the storm

near 1500, had the potentiel to develop into deeper systems through

convective motions within the upper levels. After 1700, potentially

unstable layers developed in the middle troposphere and the potential

for convection increased. Throughout the storm, the low levels of the

atmosphere below SO kPa remained very moist. Winds veered wi th height

up to 55 kPa, having a strong westerly component. Cross-barrier wind

speeds throughout the period were near 16 m/s. No significant

variations in temperature were observed at any level.
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storm system. Precipitation rates at RAD are shown on the lower part of
the figure.
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Storm evolution and supercooled water distribution

The time evolution of the supercooled liquid water distribution,

precipitation characteristics at SPL and RAD, liquid water contents at

SPL, radar characteristics and temperature at RAD are shown on Figs. 20

and 21. During the early stage of this storm. from 1310 to 1450, a

stratiform cloud system with tops at 5000 m (-16°C) was present over the

Park Range region. Precipitation from this storm fell steadily at a

rate of 1 mm/hr at RAD. During this period, radiometric measurements of

the cloud water field indicated that cloud liquid water was present

throughout the cloud system. but was concentrated over the Park Range,

particularly over the mountains southeast of HAD. Simultaneous

measurements of rime intensity at SPL and RAD supported the radiom~tric

measurements. At RAD. crystals were observed primarily in the R3, R2,

and NR categories, indicating that significant accretion of supercooled

cloud droplets occurred in clouds upstream of RAD. Nearly all crystals

collected at SPL during the period were moderately rimed. The absence

of unrimed crystals at this site provides strong support for the

radiometric measurements of increased liquid water content over the Park

Range. During the early stage of this storm. mountaintop observations

-j -3
of supercooled water gradually increased from 0.02 gm • to 0.10 gm

parallelin~ the increases in supercooled water observed by the

radiometer in the vicinity of the barrier.

With the onset of the first deep cloud region, cloud tops rapidly

increased to 7000-8000 m (-300 to -35°C). Radiometric liquid water

content rapidly decreased throughout the cloud system during this stage

of the storm. Prior to the onset of the deep cloud sy~tem, crystals

observed at SPL were all heavily rimed. but as the deep cloud became
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established in the area. the amount of rime decreased substantially.

During this time. precipitation rates increased considerably at RAD and

SPL.

Within 40 minutes after the onset of the deep cloud. all crystals

observed at SPL were up~imed. Some crystals collected at RAD were

aggregated. These particles were mainly small aggregates of cold

temperature crystals and a few dendritic aggregates. Many of the

aggregates continued to be lightly rimed, although a few crystals

continued to be rimed more heavily. Liquid water contents at the surface

-3at SPL during the passage of the band reduced to 0.05 gm .

These observations all suggest that the liqUid water remaining in

the cloud during the deep cloud period was largely confined to the lower

levels of the cloud system below SPL and was distributed uniformly in

the horizontal throughout the cloud system. The rapid decrease in

liquid water throughout the cloud system and the rapid increase in

precipitation intensity and depth of the cloud all suggest that

additional nucleation of significant numbers of ice crystals and/or ice

crystal produotion through ice multiplication processes was occurring.

The significant numbers of ice crystals effecti.vely removed the liquid

water remaining in the cloud system by diffusional growth and accretion

processes.

Data collection with the radiometer was interrupted at 1558 and

resumed at 1633. During this period. cloud tops gradually returned to

5000 m. When the radiometer was reactivated. the liquid water

distribution resumed a pattern similar to that observed during the

earlier shallow cloud period. The highest liquid water contents were

observed over the mountains just northeast of the radiometer. Heavily
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rimed crystals were again consistently observed at SPL; unrimed crystals

were observed at RAD.

The second deep cloud region moved over the radiometer site at

1700. From this time until 1740, cloud tops gradually increased,

reaching 8000 m. At 1746, the cloud deck split, and the portion above

5000 m dissipated. Prior to the split, liquid water contents throughout

the cloud system again decreased. Crystals and aggregates at RAD were

mostly lightly rimed during this period. At SPL some crystals continued

to be heavily rimed, but the intensity of the rime decreased with time.

Liquid water contents observed at SPL were quite low during this period.

These observations again suggest that enhancement of accretion processes

by aggregate and single collectors was significant in the lower regions

of the cloud during the onset of the deep cloud region.

When the cloud deck split and the upper deck dissipated, an

immediate increase in the liquid water field occurred in all quadrants,

particularly over the barrier. Precipitation during this period at RAD

consisted of snow pellets and unrimed needles. At SPL, precipitation

was similar in character with SnO'i'l pellets and needles predominating.

The liquid water field reached a maximtrr1 at 1840, then began to decrease

in all directions as a third heavily precipitating cloud system moved

into the region.

The radiometric liquid water contents measured during the period

after the upper cloud deck dissipated were the highest measured during

the field experiment and probably were complicated by melting occurring

as the crystals fell through the boundary layer. The surface

temperature during this period was between lOC and 2°C, so at least

initial melting of some ice crystal surfaces was likely. However, rime
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observations at both sites indicate that a substantial amount of this

water existed in the supercooled state.

The evolution of the cloud liquid water in this cloud system was

such that the shallow portions of the cloud system with warm cloud top

temperatures and low precipitation rates consistently had the highest

liquid water contents. The deep cloud regions with cold cloud tops had

lower liquid water contents. The decrease in liquid water during

passage of the deep clouds was accompanied by an increase in the

precipitation rate, indicating that the production of cloud ice

particles was significantly enhanced during these periods.

c. Case study: 30 December 81

Synoptic scale and local weather conditions

Major synoptic scale weather features at the surface and 50 kPa for

30 Dec 81 are shown on Fig. 22. The radiometer operated in the scan

mode from 2200 on 30 Dec 81 to 0100 on 31 Dec 81.

At 1200 on 30 Dec 81, a low pressure system was centered in eastern

\-Tyoming. Fl'om this 10\07, a cold front extended westward into southern

Idaho, then southwest into central California. In the warm sector of

this storm ahead of the cold front, strong mid-level winds, in

association with the moderately moist airmass, produced a widespread

stratiform cloud system over the northern Colorado Rockies. 70 kPa wind

speeds were 15-18 m/s.

During the early portion of the study period between 1900 and 2210,

the study area was in the warm sector of the storm. Light and sporadic

precipitation occurred until 2100 in the lower elevations associated

with weak embedded convective elements in the cloud system. Light to

moderate snow fell at higher elevations. By 2100, all snowfall had
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Fig. 22. Synoptic scale weather features for the 30-31 December 1981
storm system.
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stopped at both low and high elevation observation stations although

cloud cover remained over the region. At and behind the surface frontal

boundary, a wide band of convective precipitation developed. Heavy

precipitation continued through the remainder of the study period.

Stor~ evolution and §upercooled water distribution

The cloud systems occurring near frontal passage during the 30 Dec

81 storm system were predominantly convective and were characterized by

considerably greater cellular structure than in the previous two cases.

These cells were emergent from a stratiform layer having a top around

4500 m (-lSoC).

For an hour before frontal passage, snow fell in showers at higher

elevations from cells that developed upwind of the range near RAD and

moved over the ridge. No precipitation was observed at lower elevations

during this pepiod. At the time of frontal passage, considerable

convective activity developed throughout the region, heavy precipitation

began falling at all observation sites, and winds increased

substantially at all elevations.

The storm system was organized into two bands of heavy

precipitation. Each band took about 1.5 hr to pass through the Park

Range region. Between bands, a 10\01 level stratiform cloud continued to

produce precipitation at sigp~ficantly lower rates. Vertical profiles

of equivalent. potential temperature from rawinsondes launched at CG are

shown on Fig. 23. TheE;€ rawinsondes were launched at 2100, just prior

to frontal passage, and 0000 (31 Dec), after the front had passed.

Before frontal passage, two potentially unstable layers were

present, the first extending from the surface (1886 m) to 2355 m and the

second from 4418 m to 6418 roo At 0000, potentially unstable layers were
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present between the surface and 2430 m and between 4127 and 6569 m. The

primary difference between these soundings was the presence of the

stable layer at 0000 between 3040 and 4127 m associated with the cold

frontal surface. The potential instability of the later sounding was

also somewhat greater because of cold air advection aloft. The two

precipitation bands present after frontal passage developed in response

to lifting along the cold frontal surface and subsequent release of the

potential instability in the middle troposphere.

The time evolution of the supercooled liquid water field prior to,

during and following frontal passage is shown on Fig. 24. Data sets

available for the period are included on the figure. SPL did not

operate during this storm period. During the time prior to frontal

passage, a stratiform cloud deck with considerable cellular convection

was present over the area. No precipitation fell in the valley.

Occasional snow pellet showers were reported by an observer near SPL.

During this time, considerable liqUid water was centered primarily over

the ridge. The majority of the liquid water was concentrated over the

windward slopes with concentrations decreasing to the west away from the

primary lift zone. An exception was a strong concentration of water

southwest of the site. This localized zone of liquid water to the

southwest was probably associated with a region of developing

convection. The large concentration of liquid water over the slopes was

most likely associated with a stratiform deck over the Park Range that

was produced by more uniform lifti.ng as air was forced over the barrier.

The arrival of the frontal zone and the onset of the first period

of convective precipitation at about 2300 was marked by a rapid increase

in the snowfall rate at RAD and a simultaneous decrease in the liquid
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water content of the cloud system, particularly in the vicinity of the

barrier. Although substantial decreases were observed, liquid water was

present throughout the cloud system during the convective period.

Values of integrated liquid water were generally about 0.4 mm upstream

of RAD throughout the period. Snowfall during the convective periods

consisted primarily of aggregates. These flakes were composed mostly of

rimed crystals. Often the rime was of moderate intensity. Some snow

pellets were observed. These observations indicate that the passage of

the band of convective precipitation resulted in a substantial decrease

in the total liquid water present in the system associated with the

orographio component of the vertical motion, although some liquid water

remained in the system associated with the wide area lifting above the

frontal surface and with developing cellular convection. Water removal

in this system was primarily through accretion processes.

The passage of the first band occurred at 0000. The cloud system

following band passage was largely stratiform with a top around 4200 m

(-150 C). During this period, the cloud system returned to a liquid

water configuration similar to that observed prior to the arrival of the

first band; high liquid water concentrations were centered over the

barrier. Liquid water continued to be present in the cloud system

upstream of RAD, but in much smaller quantities than were observed over

the ridge. Snowfall continued to be aggregated with considerable rime.

The second band arrived at 0030. As precipitation rates increased,

a simultaneous decrease in liquid water content over the barrier

occurred, similar to what was observed with the first band.

Precipitation again consisted largely of aggregates with varying degrees

of rime accumulation. Some snow pellets were occasionally observed, but
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precipitation was predominantly aggregated crystals. These observations

support the earlier conclusion that the ice phase processes associated

with a well developed cloud system with embedded convective activity

substantially reduce the total liquid water content of the cloud system.

(2) Post-frontal cloud systems

a. Case study: 21 December 1981

Synoptic scale and local weather conditions

The 21 Dec 81 case study concerns the evolution of the liquid water

field during a post-frontal cloud system where low-level convective

instability was present. This study concentrates on the three hour

period from 1320 to 1620. several hours after frontal passage. The

front. shown on Fig. 25. marked the boundary between a very warm airmass

to the south and modified polar air to the north. Frontal passage

occurred at approximately 0600 in the study area. Air in the vicinity

and north of the frontal surface was moist at mid-levels (Fig. 26). The

moisture extended to the 45 kPa surface.

The frontal surface is evident on Fig. 27. a time-height cross

section. After frontal passage. a region of potential instability

developed below the frontal surface. Low-level convection may have

occurred in the cloud system below the stable frontal layer during this

period. The equilibrium level for convective cells originating in this

olayer was near -12 C. so all convection occurring would have been

embedded rather than emergent. During the period. winds were

northwesterly at low levels. backing to westerly above the stable layer.

The magnitude of the cross-barrier wind speed decreased from 15.5 rols at

0900 to 8 m/s at 1200 and increased again to 11 m/s at 1500. Cold

advection occurred throughout the period.
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Storm evolution and supercooled liquid water distribution

The time evolution of the supercooled water field and all

associated parameters are shown in Fig. 28. During the observation

period, liquid water was present throughout the cloud system, but

concentrated over the range. Maximum values of liquid water were

consistently at an azimuth angle of approximately 900
, directly over the

windward slopes. Before the decrease in precipitation rate, crystals

were dendritic with many aggregates at RAD. Both single crystals and

aggregates generally were lightly rimed. Crystals at SPL were more

heavily rimed. These observations support the radiometric measurements

of high liquid water contents in the vicinity of the barrier.

After the decrease in precipitation rate at RAD, water contents

increased in the vicinity of the mountain. No substantial change

occurred upstream of RAD. The increase in liquid water near the

mountain was accompanied by an increase in the amount of riming on

crystals collected at SPL. During this period, the laboratory was

enveloped in a liquid cloud with liquid water content of 0.10 gm-3 At

RAD, crystals continued to be lightly rimed.

From 1430 to 1630, the character of the precipitation at SPL and at

RAD was similar. Observations at both locations consisted primarily of

heavily rimed crystals and unrimed needles. The needles observed may

have resulted from secondary ice multiplication production (Hallett and

Mossop, 1974) occurring in the cloud just upstream of SPL (see Chap. 4).

These needles, forming near SPL, had little time to grow by accretion

before impacting on the barrier. For this reason, these crystals were

generally up~imed. Durir~ the entire period, SPL continued to be
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enveloped in a liquid cloud. The liquid water decreased slowly with

time between 1430 and 1630 from a maximum value of 2.50 mm to 1.25 mm.

The production of liquid water in the 21 Dec 81 cloud system may be

attributed to two mechanisms. It is clear in this case that a strong

orographic effect occurred. Liquid water values were generally 3 to 5

times higher over the ridge than those measured upstream. Convective

motions in the low levels may also have contributed to the overall water

production. This is particularly true between 1400 and 1600 when the

potential instability maxima occurred. If convective motions did

contribute to an er~ancement of the liquid water field, the enhancement

probably occurred near the ridgeline, based on the steady nature of the

liquid water field upstream of RAD.

An increase of 0.75 mm in the liquid water over the ridgeline

occurred following the reduction in precipitation rate at HAD. No

significant change in echo top height occurred in association with this

change. At least three mechanisms are possible to explain this observed

change: (1) enhanced moisture advection into the radiometric scan volume

may have occurred. It is unlikely that the increase in liquid water was

due to advection because the increase corresponded to a general decrease

in relative humidity measured by the CG rawinsondes and a decrease in

the magnitude of the cross-barrier wind speed at 70 kPa. (2) Convective

motions in the vicinity of the ridgeline contributed to the liquid water

enhancement. The increase in liquid water corresponds closely to the

period of maximum potential instability. The correspondence between

these two parameters suggests that low level convection was responsible

for at least part of the observed increase. (3) Ice particle growth

processes were less efficient in the cloud during this period
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contributing to an increase in the liquid water production rate. This

possibility is supported by the decrease in precipitation rate at RAD.

Such a decrease may reflect a decrease in crystal concentration and/or

crystal size in the clouds upstream of RAD. If such a change did occur.

the effect would be to reduce the rate at which available condensate was

converted to the ice phase.

b. Case study: 13 December 1981

Synoptic scale and local weather conditions

Figure 29 shows the evolution of the large scale weather features

at the surface and at 50 kPa on 13 Dec 81. The radiometer operated in

the scan mode between the hours of 1700 and 2000 during the storm.

At 0000 on 13 Dec 81 a stationary front extended from a low near

Laramie. Wyoming. west to northern California where it intersected an

approachir~ Pacific frontal system. By 0600. a low centered in eastern

Nevada had developed along the Pacific front. The stationary front

extended between this low and the low in eastern vlyoming. As the

western front and the associated low progressed southeast across Utah.

the stationary front became a cold front and began to move across

northwest Colorado. A band of stratiform clouds about 200 km wide

developed ahead of this front. Between 1300 and 1500. this band of

clouds passed through the study area and produced heavy precipitation.

The frontal passage occurred at 1430. Aloft at 1200. a fast-moving

shor t wave with significant cold core temperatures approached the study

area from the northwest. As the short wave passed. the temperature at

the 50 kPa level dropped 6°C over northern Colorado. This short wave.

combined with predominantly westerly. moist mid-level flow behind the

front. led to the development of isolated convective cells along the
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Fig. 29. Synoptic scale weather features for the 13 December 1981 storm
system.
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ridges. These cells were mostly embedded in a cap cloud which extended

west of the ridge about 10-15 km. The average top of this cloud in the

vicinity of the vertically pointing radar was 6000 m. The radiometer

scans were conducted during the period when the cap cloud was present

and initial cellular convection was beginrdng to develop.

Storm evolution and supercooled water distribution

The storm system of 13 Dec 81 evolved through three distinct

stages, each characterized by different regimes of cloud development.

During the initial stage, precipitation was produced from a stratiform

cloud band which developed ahead of and parallel to the approaching cold

front. This cloud system developed in mid-level southwest flow, had a

width of about 200 km, and produced steady, moderate to heavy

precipitation. Frontal passage marked the transition to the second

stage of development. With frontal passage, mid-level winds shifted to

westerly and increased in speed. The cloud system from this time onward

was maintained primarily by orographic forcing. The clouds during this

period were stably stratified. Between 1430 and 1800, the moisture flux

from the west steadily decreased; the decrease was accomparied by a

decrease in the extent of the cloud system and in the precipitation rate

a tHAD. Pr'ecipita tion continued to be heavy at SPL due to strong

orographic lifting of the airstream near the ridge. During this period,

the atmosphere continually destabilized because of cold air advection

aloft. By 1800, convective cells began to develop along the ridges.

Precipitation during this latter stage of stor'ID development was

primarily produced by orographic forcing, but enhanced in the vicinity

of localized convection. The period of radiometric observations covers

the latter part of the second stage of storm development and 2 hr during
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the convective period. Figure 30, the vertical profile of equivalent

potential temperature from rawinsondes launched at 1500 and 1800 at ca,

shows the rapid decrease in atmospheric stability associated with the

approach of the cold core of the short wave trough. At 1500, no

potentially unstable layers were present on the sounding. A neutral

layer extended from 5537 m to 6884 m. By 1800, the entire troposphere

over the study area had ceoled considerably. A potentially unstable

layer extended from the surface (1886 m) to 3064 m. Above this layer, a

neutral layer extended to 4483 m. Cloud tops were observed to extend to

approximately 6000 m.

The time evolution of the supercooled cloud water field and

associated parameters are displayed on Fig. 31. Observations of the

rime characteristics of crystals at 8PL were not made during this storm

period. During the latter part of the second stage of this storm, prior

to the development of cellular convection, precipitation rates at RAD

were approximately 0.4 mm/hr and no rime was observed on any of the

crystals. During this period, liquid water was distributed throughout

the cloud system with only slight increases in the vicinity of the

barrier. With the decline in precipitation intensity, liquid water

contents in the vicinity of the Park Range began to increase

substantially. At the beginrdp~ of this period, Rotorod measurements

of liquid water at SPL confirmed the presence of a liquid cloud in the

vicinity of the barrier; the liquid water content was about 0.20 gm-3

-3Within an hour, this value increased to 0.40 gm • Simultaneous

measurements with the radiometer indicated that these increases were

localized over the ridge, but did not extend far upstream. This was

also evident from the crystals that fell at RAD. These crystals
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originated well upstream of the mountain and were unrimed throughout the

period. It is likely that during the latter stage of storm development,

part of the enhanced liquid water field over the barrier was due to

liquid water production in convective cells. However, the persistence

of the liquid water over the barrier for such a long period suggests

that orographic forcing was the dominant mechanism sustaining the liquid

water field.

The local effect of convective cells is evident in the crystal

observations at 1935 at RAD. Crystals originating in localized

convection in the vicinity of HAD fell at the site for 15 min. During

this period, precipitation initially contained snow pellets. Unrimed

crystals, presumably originating near the upwind locations of the

stratiform cap cloud, also fell at RAD during this same period.

Although precipitation from the cell fell at RAD, the cell did not move

directly over the vertically pointing radar.

The concentration of liquid water in the cloud system reached a

maximum just before 1900 and then began dissipating. Rotorod

measurements of liquid water also decreased during the period to 0.16

-3gm During this period, the extent of the cap cloud decreased, mid-

level wind speeds declined and the system continued to slowly dissipate.

Light snowfall continued until 2125 at RAD, occasionally containing snow

pellets associated with cellular convection.

c. Case study: 27 January 1982

Synoptic scale and local weather conditions

Large scale weather features over the western United States at the

surface and at the 70 kPa level are shown on Fig. 32. The radiometer

performed azimuth scans between 1500 and 1800.
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Fig. 32. Synoptic scale weather features for the 27 January 1982 storm
system.
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AT 1000 on 27 Jan 82, a strong cold front moved through the study

area in northwest Colorado. From the time of surface frontal passage

until 1530. precipitation fell continuously throughout the Park Range

region. This precipitation was associated with an area of cloudiness

which extended approximately 300 km northwest of the surface front. At

1530, the western edge of this cloud mass passed over the region and the

clouds over the valleys rapidly dissipated. After 1530, strong mid

level winds maintained cap clouds over the higher elevations. The cap

clouds persisted until well after 1900 and frequently contained shallow

convective elements. The extent of the cap cloud cover decreased during

the afternoon and skies were clear by 2100.

storm evolution and supercooled water distribution

The 27 Jan 82 storm system moved rapidly through the Park Range

area, producing about 7 hr of snowfall. Radiometric scans were

performed during the latter dissipating stages of this system. During

this period, a shallow cap cloud was present over the Park Range. The

edge of this cloud extended west of HAD, but the cloud produced no

precipitation at HAD or at other valley observation sites. The cap

cloud contained embedded shallow convective elements which were

primarily along the ridge line.

Figure 33 shows the vertical profile of equivalent potential

temperature from a sounding taken at CG at 1600. Two potentially

unstable layers were present on the sounding, the lowest between the

surface and 2124 m and a second layer between 3208 and 3891 m. The weak

convective instability observed within the cap cloud resulted from

instability release in the mid-level potentially unstable layer. More

important to the production of liqUid water in this cloud was the strong
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orographic forcing of the airflow due to exceptionally strong mid-level

winds. The 70 kPa wind speed normal to the barrier from the 1600 CG

sounding was 21.7 m/e. Between 1600 and 1900. the 70 kPa normal wind

speed reduced substantially to 8.5 m/s. During this period. the extent

of the cap cloud over the Park Range decreased. Precipitation at SPL

was light in intensity between 1500 and 1800. gradually decreasing as

the mid-level wind speed declined.

The time evolution of the supercooled water field is shown in Fig.

34 along with associateQ parameters. Except for a brief time during the

initial part of the scan period. no precipitation occurred at RAD. From

the radiometric scans. it is evident that virtually a~l the liquid water

in this cloud system was concentrated over the windward slopes of the

barrier. The liquid water content slowly decreased with time.

indicating that the production of liquid water was primarily due to the

orographic component of the vertical motion. Some contribution to the

liquid water field was probably associated with enhanced li.quid water

production in individual convective elements. but the strong association

between the strength of the mid-level winds and the quantity of

supercooled water present in the system indicates that the convective

component of the liquid water production in the cloud was a secondary

effect.

The presence of liquid water in the zone over the windward slopes

was confirmed both by observations of crystals at SPL and by the Rotorod

measurements. During the observation period. the cloud enveloping Storm

Peak had liquid water contents near the surface ranging from 0.25 to

-30.32 gm . Although only light precipitation fell at SPL. all of the

precipitating crystals were rimed. During the first hour of radiometric
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scans, crystals were heavily rimed. The amount of rime reduced with

time as the cloud system slowly dissipated, but the laboratory remained

in a liquid cloud throughout the period.

(3) Orographic systems

a. Case study: 14 December 81

Synoptic scale and local weather conditions

The evolution of the large scale weather pattern over the western

United States on 14 and 15 Dec 81 at the surface and at 70 kPa is shown

on Fig. 35. Radiometric. scans were performed during the period 1800

2100.

At 1200, 8. low pressure center was located in central Montana with

a front extending southeast through Salt Lake City, Utah, across Nevada

and into central California. This front separated a warm, moist Pacific

airmass to the west from colder continental air to the east and south.

Well ahead of the front at mid-levels, in a basically anticyclonic upper

level flow pattern, an area of moist air and clouds approached the study

area. At the same time, a lee side trough was present east of the

Continental Divide. During the 12 hr period between 1200 and 0000, the

lee side trough deepened significantly in response to the southeasterly

movement of the surface low from Montana to western Nebraska, causing an

intensification of the pressure gradient across the mountains and an

enhancement of the mid-level cross-barrier wind velocity. The storm on

14 Dec 81 developed in response to an intensification of the cross

barrier pressure gradient and a simultaneous influx of mid-level

moisture from the west. The presence of a foehn wall visible from the

lee side of the Park Range and the shallow nature of the cloud system

indicated that the storm durir~ the study period was primarily
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Fig. 35. Synoptic scale weather features for the 14 December 1981 storm
system.
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orographically forced. Warm air advection occurred during the study

period.

Storm evolution and supercooled water distribution

The cloud system occur'ring on 14 Dec 81 was shallow, with tops

around 4000 m (-lSoC). Despite these warm temperatures, considerable

precipitation fell from the cloud system, predominantly as aggregated

crystals. The storm was stably stratified during the observation

period. Figure 36, the vertical profile of equivalent potential

temperature from an 1300. sounding at CG, indicated that one potentially

unstable layer existed between 4097 and 4766 m. For the greater part of

this storm, this layer was located above cloud top and did not

contribute to cloud destabilization. The intensity of the mid- level

winds increased during the period when radiometric scans were conducted.

Winds at the 70 kPa level normal to the barrier measured at CG increased

from 7.2 mls at 1800 to 15.7 mls at 2100. This increase was partly

responsible for changes observed in the cloud liquid water distribution.

The time evolution of the supercooled liqUid water distribution is

shown in Fig. 37, along with associated measurements from SPL and HAD.

Between 1800 and 2000, liquid water was present throughout the cloud

system, but was concentrated over the mountain crest, particularly to

the southeast. Precipitation, primarily aggregates, fell at moderate

intensity at HAD. During this time, single crystals collected at HAD

had no observable rime accumulation, but some of the crystals clustered

in aggregates were lightly rimed. At SPL, the mountain crest was

enveloped in cloud with liquid water contents ranging from 0.16 to 0.24
...

-;>
gm Aggregated snowfall was also predominant at this location, but
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approximately half of both the single and aggregated crystals observed

at this site were lightly to moderately rimed.

A change in the character of the precipitation at RAD occurred at

2030. Just before this time, liquid water contents increased

significantly upstream of RAD. This increase in liquid water was

accompanied by a decrease in snowfall intensity. By 2030, the

predominant precipitation growth mechanism for crystals arriving at RAD

had changed from aggregation to accretion, although many of the orystals

were only lightly rimed. Liquid water contents also increased in the

vicinity of the barrier during this period. Crystals continued to be

lightly to moderately rimed and mostly aggregated at SPL until 2100. AT

2100, as liquid water contents continued to increase, a reduction in

aggregation occurred and all crystals became heavily rimed. No

significant change in the character of cloud top occurred during this

period. The observed increase in mid-level wind speed during this time

may have accounted for the increased liquid water content throughout the

cloud. By changing the total growth time available for cloud particles,

the increase in wind speed may also have at least partially affected the

microphysical growth mechanisms in the cloud; this may partially account

for the observed changes in the intensity and character of the

precipitation.

b. Case study: 16 December 1981

Synoptic scale and local weather conditions

Major synoptic scale weather features at the surface and at 70 kPa

for 16 and 17 Dec 81 are shown in Fig. 38. The radiometer operated in

the scan mode from 1200 to 1500 during this storm. At 0600 on 16 Dec

81, a strong low pressure system was centered over the plains of
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Fig. 38. Synoptic scale weather features for the 16 December 1981 storm
system.
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northeast Colorado. Extending north and west from this system, a wide

area of cloud cover associated with a large occlusion produced

widespread precipitation through Wyoming and Montana. As this low

pressure system moved southeast during the day, the souther'n boundary of

the moisture associated with the occlusion progressed southward into the

Park Range area. Prior' to this moistur'e intrusion, strong mid-level

northwesterly winds produced a small orographic cloud system over the

Park Range. At 1300, the southern end of the moist occluded airmass

entered the area. Until 1400, precipitation from the system fell only

on the mountain. From 1400 through 0000 on 17 Dec 81, light to moderate

snowfall occurred throughout the Park Range region. The orographic

storm system prior to 1400 \o1as forced largely by the strong pressure

gradient present across the mountains. After 1400, precipitation

processes were signj.ficantly enhanced by the advection of deeper clouds

and moisture associated with the occluded region into the area. During

the study period, winds progressively weakened.

Storm evolution and sgpercooled water distribution

Before the onset of the deeper clouds associated with the

occlusion, the cloud system present over the Park Range region was

orographic in nattlre. Cloud tops during this period were approximately

3800 m (-140 C), and precipi.tation fell only at higher elevations. After

the occluded airmass entered the area, cloud tops increased to 5400 ill

(-23 0 C). Within the hour, light precipitation began to fall throughout

the valley.

Unfortunately, local soundings were not available during the

observation period to assess the potential for instability in these

clouds. Qualitative evidence from the vertically pointing radar
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indicated that at least the early portion of this storm was stably

stratified.

The time evolution of the supercooled water distribution is shown

in Fig. 39. Except for one observation near the end of the storm period

at SPL, no microphysical observations were available at the SPL or RAD

sites. Radar characteristics and HAD surface temperature are included

in the figure. During the orographic portion of the storm, liquid water

was distributed throughout the cloud, but strongly concentrated over the

slopes of the barrier. As the cloud from the occluded region advected

into the area, liquid water concentrations throughout the cloud system

dropped substantially. This was first evident upstream of HAD and later

over the mountain. The reduction in liquid water content throughout the

cloud system was most likely associated with more efficient ice crystal

production in the cloud system due to nucleation at colder cloud

temperatures and subsequent removal of the crystals by diffusional

growth and accretion processes. Unfortunately, observations of crystal

rime characteristics were not available for this storm.

c. Case study: 13 January 1982

Synoptic scale and local weather conditions

The mechanism of formation of the 13 Jan 82 cloud system was

typical of many purely orographic cloud systems occurring over the

northern Colorado Rockies. This type of cloud system often occurs when

a strong high pressure system develops over the Great Basin, a trough of

low pressure is present over the western Great Plains, and the lower

atmosphere north and west of the Colorado Rockies is near saturation.

The combination of the strong cross-barrier pressure gradient and

sufficient low level moisture lead to a quasi-steady state cloud system
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that exists for many hours. Despite the generally low precipitation

rates associated with this type of cloud system, the system often

produces a substantial amount of precipitation because of its duration.

On 13 Jan 82, a rapidly moving trough system had passed through

Colorado and had propagated eastward into Texas. To the west of the

trough, shown on Fig. 40, a strong high pressure system and associated

upper level ridge continued to build over the western United States.

Along the east side of this ridge system, west of the Continental

Divide, a shallow mid-level layer of moisture produced shallow

orographic cloud systems over the mountains of Utah and northern

Colorado. During the period from 1200 to 0000, the ridge system

continued to build eastward with warm advection occurring throughout the

depth of the troposphere. Moist air continued to advect into the Park

Range region from the northwest. During the entire period, a widespread

shallow cloud system was present over the western slopes of the

mountains. Radar cloud tops seldom exceeded 1 km above ridgetop level,

although light to moderate snow fell continuously at both mountain and

valley sites throughout the day.

Figure 41 shows a sounding taken at 2100. The atmosphere was

stable during the period. The upper cloud region was marked by a near

isothermal 5 kPa deep layer. Two moist layers were identified in the

rawinsonde data. Cloud top of the upper layer was -21.3 0 C, very close

to that measured with radar and satellite. Despite the shallow nature

of this cloud system, it produced precipitation at HAD at rates varying

from 0.1 to 0.8 mm/h.
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Fig. 40. 70 kPa chart for 14 Jan 82 at 0000 GMT.
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Fig. 41. 2100 GMT sounding for 13 January 82.
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Storm evolution and supercooled water distribution

The time evolution of the supercooled liquid water distribution

during a three hour period from 2030 to 2330 is shown in Fig. 42.

Associated parameters from RAD are also shown. SPL operated on a

limited basis during this storm. Only one observation of crystal rime

characteristics was available during the scan period. Precipitation

rates during the storm varied slowly. Corresponding variations were

observed in the liquid water distribution; liquid water contents

increased in the cloud from, 0.25 mm to 1.25 mm as the precipitation rate

decreased from 0.8 to 0.1 mm/h. Precipitation particles were generally

dendritic and lightly aggregated. At the beginning of the radiometric

scans, nearly all the precipitation was unrimed, although a few R3

crystals were occasionally observed. Extremely light rime was also

occasionally observed on crystals collected in aggregates. As

precipitation rates decreased and the cloud water content increased, the

frequency of rime on the aggregates increased. Many R3 crystals were

also observed at RAD after this time. The maximum liquid water contents

occurred at 2235, the time of the lowest precipitation rates. From this

time onward, precipitation rates started to increase and liquid water

contents throughout the cloud system began to decrease slowly.

Throughout most of the period, water contents were slightly larger over

the slopes of the ridge.

The single observation at SPL at 2240 occurred at the time of the

maximum liquid water contents. The observation was taken at a

otemperature of -10 C. Precipitation at this location was moderate to

heavy and consisted of aggregates of unrimed planar crystals. This

limited observation, together with the observations of rime at RAD,
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suggests that the liquid water detected by the radiometer was located in

the low levels of the cloud system between cloud base and ridgetop.

The primary characteristic of the liquid water evolution on 13 Jan

82 was the inverse relationship between precipitation rate and cloud

water content. No significant change in cloud top temperature occurred.

Changes in the cross-barrier wind speed were uncertain because only one

sounding was available. The 70 kPa cross-barrier wind speed at that

time was 9.7 m/s.

The processes in the clpud system which resulted in the observable

changes in liquid water content and precipitation rate are uncertain.

One possible mechanism which would result in such observed behavior is a

decrease in either ice crystal concentrations or growth rates within the

cloud. Such changes could be related to variations in the moisture

supply, ice nuclei concentrations or several other factors.

B. Discussion

(1) Pre-frontal and frontal cloud systems

Pre-frontal cloud systems in the northern Colorado Rockies are

generally characterized by wide area stratiform cloud regions formed

primarily by lifting associated with the Rocky Mountain massif. Regions

of deeper clouds and heavier precipitation are frequently superimposed

on this stratiform cloud system. Many of these regions are observed to

be convective, but some occur in a stably stratified or neutral

atmosphere.

The mesoscale characteristics of the stratiform component of the

pre-frontal cloud system are strongly controlled by the depth of the

moisture in the pre-frontal environment and the strength of the

component of the wind normal to the barrier. In the northern Colorado
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Rocky Mountain region. these parameters are closely associated. Because

the mountains in this region are oriented north-south. winds with a

strong southerly component undergo weak orographic forcing. In

addition. the source of air is much more continental. generally

originating over the southwest desert regions and often crossing several

mountain ranges before arriving in the area. Pre-frontal mid-level

winds with a strong westerly component undergo stronger orographic

forcing and generally have higher moisture content. The predominant

direction of the flow is closely associated with the orientation of the

approaching front. The southwesterly flow situation applies to the case

of 22 Jan 82. The 15 Dec 81 case is an example of more predominant

westerly flow. The pre-frontal environment of the 30 Dec 8:1 case was

more similar to 22 Jan 82. but not as extreme. The stratiform clouds in

the pre-frontal environment for the three cases discussed had tops

around 4000-5000 m and weak reflectivities. With the exception of the

22 Jan 82 case. which had a strong southerly mid-level wind component

prior to the passage of the convective band. precipitation rates were

low in the valley and moderate at high elevations. On 22 Jan 82. the

cloud was non-precipitating prior to band passage.

The convective regions of' the pre-frontal environment are sometimes

organized into a banded structure. The duration of these convective

bands is generally about an hour. Two or three of' these convective

regions are frequently observed prior to frontal passage. In one case.

30 Dec 81,. the convective activity was less organized. The convective

components of the pre-frontal cloud systems have higher precipitation

rates at all elevations and stronger radar reflectivities.
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The distribution of supercooled water in the stratiform regions of cloud

systems in the pre-frontal environment is closely related to the

strength of the orographic component of the airflow. In the case of 22

Jan 82, where this component was extremely weak, the shallo~1 stratiform

cloud system contained virtually no supercooled water. In the more

developed cases of 15 Dec 81 and 30 Dec 81, supercooled water was

present throughout the cloud system. Highest values were located over

the windward slopes of the range in the zone of strong orographically

forced vertical motions.

The concentration of liquid water in convective regions in the

pre-frontal environment was observed to be much lower than in the

stratiform cloud regions. Maximum liquid water contents in the

convective regions were observed during the initial stages of

development, but the concentration of liquid water was rapidly depleted

by extremely efficient precipitation growth processes. In general,

within 15-20 minutes after the onset of the convection, liquid water

concentrations reached a minimum. Evidence from rime observations at

SPL and RAD indicated that any supercooled water present in these cloud

systems after the initial period was confined to the lower cloud levels.

The microphysical characteristics of precipitation observed at SPL

and RAD during stratiform and convective storm periods provided

important information concerning the evolution of the precipitation

process during these events. During stratiform periods, cloud particles

arriving at RAD were often lightly rimed. At SPL, the concentration of

rime on the particles was considerably greater. Precipitation rates

were generally low at HAD and moderate at SPL. With the onset of

convective activity, the, amount of rime observed on crystals sometimes
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increased initially, but rapidly reduced in intensity and ofteD was

completely eliminated. Precipitation observed during e:onveetive periods

was heavy at both sites and consisted initially of rimed and aggregated

particles followed by a decrease in rirae.

These observations imply that mid-level stratiform cloud systems

have ice crystal concentrations that are low enough that the condensate

supply rat.e in the cloud frequently exceeds the bulk diffusional growth

rate of the ice phase, particularly in the vicinity of the barrier. In

general, the production ar::.d growth of water droplets in this envirorunent

is sufficient that accretion procElsses beeome important. Ire the case of

mountaintop precipitation, accretion often becomes the dominant growth

process. SignJficalit amounts of liquid wa.ter are frequently present at

the barrier crest.

With the onset of convection, liquie water production is initially

enhanced .. par'ticular-ly in the vicinity of the barrier, but r-apid

production of ice crystals in the cloud system leads to effective

removal of the water initially by &ccretion and li?ter by diffusional

growth processes. Indie:a tions that cloud ice crystal concentrations are

generally large ar'E' the high precipitation rates associc,ted wi til these

bands and the tendency for aggregation of the falling crystals. After

ccnvective periods, the liq&id water distribution was generally observed

to return to a configuration similar to that in the stratiform cloud

system prior to band passage.

(2) Post-frontal cloud_~stems

Post-frontal cloud systems are also characterized by wide area

stratiform cloud regions. These stratiform systems generally have a

much stronger orographic wind component because of considerably greater
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mid-level wind speeds normal to the barrier. Two regions of convective

instability were observed in these systems, the first occurring just

after frontal passage and the second during trough passage as the storm

is decaying. The first region of convection associ~ted with frontal

passage \oras discuflsed in the 30 Dec 81 case. The discussions concerni ng

convection in tne previous section all apply to this region. The second

convecti.ve period oocurred late in the storm. Convective cells during

this period were disorganized, shallO\v, and occurred primarily ever

higher topography.

In general, the stratiform component of the post-frontal cloud

system produced significarit amounts of precipitation at high elevations.

Three factors contributed to this large amount of precipi tation: (1)

winds in the pest-frontal airmass had a strong orographic component

forcing additional condensate production in the vicinity of the

mountain; (2) the post-frontal airmass typically has its origins over

the northeast Pacific Ocean and often contains considerable middle and

low level moisture; (3) probably most important, these cloud systems

often exist for long durations. The horizontal extent of the cloud

varies with the moisture supply, generally decreaf>ing with time, but a

cap cloud extending 15-20 kIT; upstream can often survive for 24-36 hr.

This cloud makes little contribution to the total snowfall at low

elevations, but can contribute substantially to the snowfall at higher

eleva tions.

The distribution of the supercooled liquid water in the stratiform

regions of the post-frontal cloud system is generally well defined and

strongly associated with the orographic component of the vertical air

motion. High liquid water concentrations were found to develop about
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10-15 km upwind of the barrier crest and reach a maximum over the

windward slopes. This is expected since condensate supply rates are

generally highest in this region. The presence of this zone of high

liqUid water content was most evident on 27 Jan 82, but also evident on

the other post-frontal cases. In these cases, lesser amounts of liquid

water were also present upstream.

The initial convective bands associated with frontal passage

generally move through the region within an hour or two. These bands

produce moderate to heavy precipitation at both valley and mountain

sites. Radar evidence from the 30 Dec 8J case indicates that these

bands may be less organized, possessing more cellular structure.

Precipitation intensity and cloud depth during these periods are similar

to the pre-frontal bands described in the previous section. The late

post-frontal period is characterized by weak cells extending to about

6000 Ill. These cells usually occur in the latest par·t of the storM.

Because of thE'ir limited dura,tion and spatial extent, they probably make

a minor contribution to the total snowpack.

The concerltration of the cloud water in the convective bands in the

post-frontal regions is complicated somewhat by the interaction of the

convective and orographic eomponerts of the a.irflow. The convective

activity generally consisted of deep clouds capable of producing

effective number's of icE' crystals tc aecrete any watel~ droplets

genera ted by the convective vertical motions. HOi,ever, steady orographic

produotion of addi.tional cloud water in the lOYI levels of the clou.d may

have occurred on some oocasions. This may be the explcnation for the

observed rime collected or" aggregates observed at RAD on 30 Dec 81. In
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general, however, total cloud water concentrations decreased

substantially dur>ing periods of organized ccnvection.

The distribution of supercooled vlater in the late post-frontal

convective cells is difficult to ascertain because these cells generally

develop over the rid.ges in regions of strong orographic lUte With

radiometric da tel., it is difficul t to separate the contribution of the

convective and the orographic components of the motion. In general, the

steady natur'e of the cloud liquid water field in the vicinity of the

barrier during thef;e periods indica. tes that the predominant mechanism

producing the liquid water in the[\e clouds is vertical motion due to

orographic lifting.

The microphysical characteristics of the precipitation observed at

SPL and RAD were consistent with the liquid water measurements. DIJ.ring

strati-form events, generally light rime, no rime or nc precipi tati-on vias

observed at RAD, while nearly all precipitation observed at SPL was

moderately to heavily rirr:.ed. During organized convective activity, high

precipitation rater, anti some aggregation occurred. Some rime was

observed at HAD during band passage.

(3) Orogr£p~ic clqud systems

Orographic systems, as discussed in this paper, are cloud sy~tems

that occur over mountainous regions during periods "'illen no majO!'

synoptic soale disturbance is directly influencing the region. These

cloud sy::,tems typically form vihen a strong cross-barrier pressure

gradient is present and sufficiently moist air is simultaneously

advected into the region from the \-iest. The clouds are generally

shallow, stable, and persist for many hours. Despite their shallO\v

nature, they can produce signi.ficar:t amounts of precipitation cit botl:
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101'1 and high elevations because of continuous production of cloud

condensate for a long period of time.

The distribution of liquid water in these cloud systems was found

to vary considerably from storm to storm. The highest liquid water

contents were generally found over the slopes of the barrier. However,

liquid wat,oor' was obe.ervec. to increase uniformly throughout the cloud

system on 13 Jan 82 and 14 Dec 81 ....Ii thout any sj.gnificant changes in the

mesoscale characteristics of the storm systems, except for 2 reduction

in precipitaticn rate.

These observations indicate that var'iations in ice crystal

concentra tiorts in these clouds strongly affect tbe liquid water

production in the clouds. The causes of these variations are poorly

understood. Recent evidence presented by DeMott et al. (1985) indicates

that enhanced nucleation of ice particles occurs in localized zones of

high supersaturations associated with vertical motions near cloud top.

Variations in crystal production may in fact be associated wi th small

scale changes in the characteristics of cloue. top. Processes associated

with these changes will be discussed in the following chapter.

2. Physiq~l arill-wicrophysi~~l structu~e of the superooo~ed water field

Five N83r~! and three N306D flights occurred during the CaSE

progr'ams for rlhich FSSP and supporting data wer'e available. The eight

flights all occurred in cloud sy~tems which were stable to neutrally

stratified, or had only weak low level convective instability. Airborne

data during periods of strong convective band passage were not obtained,

primarily due to logistics problems associated with foreca8ti.ng and

aircraft base location. Two flights occurred in shallow cloud systems

wi th tops slightly above the minimum allowable 2lircr'aft al ti tude. The
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cloud top temperature (CTT) in these systems was between -150 and -20oe.

Flight tracks in these systems consisted of the lowf:st horizontal Jeg in

Fig. 5. Five flights occurred in deep cloud systems (CTT < -2SoC). One

flight occurred during the transition from a shallow cloud to a deep

cloud. All N306D flights werE: in deep cloud sy::'1tems.

A. Liquid water distribution

Supercooled water can be produced locally in cloud systems in

regions where the condensate supply rate exceeds the diffusional growth

rate of ice crystals present in the cloud volume. In stratified cloud

systems over the Northern Colorado River Basin, three regions of the

cloud exist where this condition is frequently met. Two of these

regions are directly observable with aircraft in the Park Range ar-ea.

The third is belo"! the minimum altitude for aircraft flight, but can be

inferred from rad.iometric measurements, observations of crystal habit at

the surface, and measurements of ice crystal growth rates reported in

the literature. These three regions are discussed below.

( 1) Cloud-.-t.QQ

Three N83'IW flights occurred. when shallow cloud systems "iere

present over the Park Range. These clouds extended at least 60 kIn

upwind of the crest of the range, had cloud tops near the 60 kPa level

(-lSoC to -20oC) and produced precipitation at RAD and SPL. During

these flights, supercooled liqUid water was consistently observed near

cloud top. Liquid water contents generally varied between 0.05 and 0.10

-3 -3gm but occasionally exceeded 0.30 gm . An example of liquiC water

measurements near cloud top on 16 Jan 82 is shown in Fig. 43. Only one

penetration of cloud top occurred in a deep cloud system. During this

penetration, 0.09 gm-3 liquid water was observed at -31
cC.
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The presence of liquid water near cloud top results from an

imbalance between the condensate supply rate and ice crystal ma~s growth

rate which is unique to this region of the cloud. Observations of ice

crystals near cloud top in the Park Range region have i.ndicat.ed that

crystal sizes in this region seldom exceed 100 /.lm. This is not

surprising; ice particles of larger size soon fall deeper into the

cloud. Because of the minimal size of the crystals present in the cloud

volume near the top of the cloud, the mass deposition rate on the

crystals is relatively smalL

The vlater bale.nce neC',r cloud top can be examined quantitatively by

considering the instantaneous condensate supply rate as a function of

pressure, temperature and vertical VE.doci ty and comparing it with the

ice crystal mass growth rates for crystal populations of various mean

size and concentration. Condensate supply rates were calculated using

the pseudoadiaba tic thermodynamic ener'gy equation,

L
c dIn T - R. In P + d (r -Y) 0,pave T

in the form,

c
A p :;=«-l?
dt v L

v

r v·'"-"}
T ) rID - t ) pw.

v

Bere c is the specific heat of dry air at constant pressure, Rd is the
p

gas constact for dry air, L is the latent heat of vaporization, r is
v vs

the saturati.on mixing rati.o , P is pressure, T is temperature, p is
v

vapor density, r i~ the moist adiabatic lapse rate, p is air density, wm ".'

is vertical velocity and g is gravi.ty.

Ice crystal growth rcttes were calculated twine::. the equation

presented by Pruppacher and Klett (1978, p.448) with the ventilation

factor equal to unity and the capacitanoe factor either that of E1 small
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oplate (for temperatures warmer than -22 C) or that for a colillnLar

crystal.

Figure 44 summarizes the results of these calculations. Four

diagrams are shown in the figure. Figur'e 442 represents condi tiolls

characteristic of an extremely warm cloud top in the Park Hange region

(T = -lODe, P = 65 kPa). Figure 44b shows conditions near cloud top for

conditions characteristic of the cases presented in this paper (T =

o-15 C, P = 600 kPa). Figure 44c illustrates conditions characteristic of

the \olarmest cloud top temperatures where columnar crystals are likely to

be produced and Fig. 44d shows the conditions typical at the tops of

deep, cold cloud systems over the Park Range. All four figures show

instantaneous condensate production rates near cloud top as a function

of cloud top temperature, pressure and vertical velocity. Also shown are

mass gro~rth r2.tes for several uniform size distributions of ice

particles as a function of crystal concentration. In these diagrams,

production of the liquid phase will be maintained in regions where the

condensate supply rate exceeds the diffusional growth rate of the ice

crystals present in the volume.

Figure 44a shows that liquic water can be produced at -lOoe by a

0.01 m 8-
1 updraft if the concentration of ice crystals is less than 50

-1
I near cloud top and the cry~,tals are no larger than 50 /Jm. Liquid

water production will occur at this vertical velocity and temperature if

the crystals are smaller than 200 ~m and do not exceed 12.5 1-1. For

greater updraft speed, a substantial increase in both crystal

concentration and size would be necessary to maintain equilibriuw. At

-lsoe (Fig. 44b), the concentration of ice crystals required to r-emove

the water mass produced by vertical motion near cloud top is somewhat
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-·1
reduced. Still, 25 ~m ice crystals in concentrations of 50 1 are

-1
required to extract the water mass produced by a 0.01 Iri s updr'aft. Ice

crystals of 200 ~lm size in a concentration of 6 1-1 woule have the same

effect.
--I

For a 0.05 m s updraft, 32 crye.tal~: of 200 ".IIi; si.ze wouln be

required. At colder temperatures (Figs. 44c,d), the requirerrents for ice

crystal concentration and size become less stringent, but the presence

of supercooled water can still occur, at least for SOIDe cloud

conditions.

It is important to note that in complex terrain, updraft velocities

--I
frequently exceed 0.01 m s due to perturbations in the airflo\-!

associated with topographic obstructions. Figure 44 includes

calculations for updraft velocities near cloud top as high as 0.20 m

s-l. When velocities of this magnitude are considered, liquic water

production can occur over a wide range of ice crystal sizes and

concentrations. It is because of the characteristic small sizes of

crystals populating the cloud top region that these minimal updraft

velocities are capable of generating at least small quantities of

supercooled water. Evidence from the CaSE data set indicates that this

superceoled liquid layer can occur even in cold, deep systems. On 21

Dec 81, liquid water was observed at cloud top when the cloud top was at

43.5 kPa and the temperature was -noe. In this case, the liquid water
....

-"content was 0.09 g m •

Two additional processes operatE! in the region near cloud top in

wintertime mountcdn cloud systems which were not considered in these

calculations, but can significantly affect the production of supercooled

water, the evolution of the droplet distribution and the ice nucleation

rate. Cloud top entrainment can modify the droplet distribution
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substantially by causing droplet evapora tion in the entrai! ing regions.

Entrainment can also limit the production of liquid w2ter if the mixi.ng

processes are sigI".:i,ficant. In most cloud systems over the Park Range in

wintertime, the upper regions of the cloud are stably stratifi~d and

often capped by an inversio!:. In these cases, the mechanism of

entrainment is most likely 8.ssociated with instability induced by

vertical shear. In Hds case, entrcinmer.t r'egic·ns would be localized

regions where droplet evapor'aticn vJould oocur.

RadiaUve cooling also has not been considered in the cc.lculations.

This process serves to enhance the production of liquie water near cloud

top. The effects of radiative cooJing can be exanlined Que.,litatively by

comparing radiative cooling rates near cloud top with the moist

adiabatic cooling rates. Chen (1984) has considered the radiative

cooling rates associated with the tops of the marinE:: stratocUIDuJl.-S layer

.lith cloud top ten;peratures near +10oC. Chen found that radiative

cooling rates can exceed 200 °C/day within a narrow (5 kPcd layer near

cloud top. Subsequent unpublished work with Chen's model tas indicated

that cooling rates of this magnitude also occur at the top 0f ffiuch

colder cli1l!ulcnimbus clouds with top temperatures between -30°C and --40°C

(Chen, personal communioa tion). The weak dependence of c] oud top

temperature on tbe magnitud~ of the radiative cooling r'at.e::; in the Cben

,::,tudies suggests that the rates found by Chen can be used to estimat.e

the importance of radialive cooling near the tops of Park Range cloud

systems.
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oConsider a cloud system with a cloud top temperature of -20 C at a

pressure of 50 kPa. For a moist adiabatic ascent of an air parcel near

cloud top, the cooling rate due to adiabatic expansion is given by

&Tot = 665.3 w K/day

\\dth w (vertical velocity) in ms-I. If one considers the value of

radiative cooling near cloud top to be of the magnitude of 200 °C/day,

as determined by Chen (1984), cooling by adiabatic expansion waule

require a 0.3 rn/s updraft to equal the radiative coolj.ng rate near cloud

top. Although these estimates are crude, they point to the importance

of radiative processes in the cloud top region. Clearly, the production

of liquid water near cloud top is strongly reinforced by radiative

cooling. In fact, in many cases, radiative cooling may be the dominant

term in the total cooling rate and hence in the liquid water production.

Mean cloud base, as determined by visual observations during

p'ecipitating storms over the Park Range, occurs between 200 and 300 m

belm·] ridgetop. Occasionally cloud base can lo\~er to as much as 500 m

belay! r'idgetop or rise to about 50-100 m above r·i.dgetop. Cloud base

temperature normally varies between -SoC and -10°C, although more

extreme values occasionally occur.

The lower part of the cloud was inaccessible to aircraft during the

CaSE progr'ams. The rad.iometric measurements of liquid Wetter over the

Park Range presented in the previous section have shown that liquid

water is frequently preserlt insignificant quanti ties in these cloud

systems, particularly when the cloud top temperatures are \-J2rID. However,

the location of the liquid water could not be specified in the vertical.
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Observa.tions of crystal habit and degr'ee of rime at HAD provide evidence

that part of the liquid water present in the system is located in the

lower cloud layers. Figure 45 summarizes the crystal observc.ti.ons

collected at RAD during seven stor-ms wbere the radar cloue. top ..las

warmer than -220C. This level vias chosen to insure that all cry.stais

forming in the upper part of the cloud would have pla.nar habi ts. Only

ocrystals which nucleated and grm~ at temperatures warrler than abou.t -9

C would acquire col~lnar characteristics. It can be seen from Fig. 45

that nearly all the crystals falling as precipita tion at HAD during

these events originated at te~peratures colder than _gOC. Only 1% of

the observations had any crystals with distinct columnar shapes. In

nearly all samples, rime accuI:1ulation was present on SOLle of the

crystals. Because most of the rimed crystals were already well

developed when the rime accL~ulation occurred, the crystals had to

encounter the liquid Hater durirg the lower part of trleir trajectories

through the cloud.

The existence of supercooled water at 10H cloud levels can be

related to the growth rates, habits, and concentrations of ice crystals

present in the Park Range cloud systems. Many experiments ha.ve been

conducted in laboratori.es to det€:rmine the growth rates for ice crystals

as a function of temperature (e.g. Fyan et al., 1976). These

experiments he.ve consistently shown that crystal axial gr'owth rates

oexhibit a sharp IJ'.aximUL1 along the pla.nar, or a-axis at -15 C for planar

crystals and a maximum at -6°C along the basal, or c-axis for col~lDar

crystals. However, little information exists concerning the growth rates

of well developed plar,ar crystals originating at cloud temperatures

between -12oC and -22°C after they fall into the cloud region between
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-9°C and -SoC. From Fig. 4S. it is clear that virtually all of the

crystals precipitating from these systems fall into this category.

Measurements of crystal axis dimensions by several authors (Auer

and Veal. 1970; Ono. 1969. 1970; Kajikawa. 1972; Davis. 1974) have shown

that the thickness and diameter of planar ice crysta.ls possess

characteristic relationships. Since a-axis growth is suppressed between

-40e and _gOe and c-axis development is limited by the crystal structure

of well developed a-axis crystals, it is likely that a mininrum in the

°bulk ice crystal diffusional growth rate exists between -9 C and cloud

base in Park Range cloud systems. It is iwportant to note that although

a-axis growth rates increase with decreasing temperature below -90 e,

they do not become significantly larger until about -120 e or -13°C (Ryan

et a1., 1976). Under some conditions. it may be possible for the low

level liquid water region to extend to such temperatures. Ar; additional

factor contributing to the production of liquic water in the low levels

of the cloud is the larger condens8.te production rates associated with

the vlarmer tem.peratures near cloud base.

The most important contri.bl.ltor to the decrease in liqUid w2.ter

content associated with deep cloud systems with cold cloud tops is the

frequent large concentration of ice particles associated with these

systems. Although direct measurements of ice crystal concentrations in

the lowest cloud levels could not be obtained with c-circraft.

measurements of number flux of ice crystals at RAD were routinely made.

Figure 46 show~~ the relationship betweer. number flux of crye,tals at RAD

and echo top temperature for storms occurring during the 1981-82

experiment. It can be seen from this figure that the presence of deep

clouds with tops colder than -22°C often resulted in half to an order of
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magnitude increase in the number of crystals arriving at the surface.

This large crystal flux has three effects on the liqUid we.ter zone near

cloud base: (1) the greater flux of crystals eliminates liquid water

present in the cloud 10") levels by accretion; (2) the increase in

crystal concentration increases the bulk ice crystal growth rate

limi ting the production of cloud wat6r; and (3) the pr€[~ence of columnar

crystals originating at higher cloud levels erillances the bulk

diffusional growth rate. These three effects combine to reduce or

elimina te the low le'vel .wa tel' zone in deep cloud systems.

Aircraft observations of liqui~ water. as well as the radiometric

meas.uremente, have generally shown that the highest liqUid water

contents are located directly upwind of mountain crests. Liquid water

conter,ts were found to vary significantly in this region from storm to

storm. -3 .The maximum liqUid water content observed was 0.43 gm Just

up"lind of the Park Range crest. The liquid "later content in this region

-·3
were generally between 0.05 and O.ZO gm .

The presence of liquid water near the barrier crest results from

high condensate prcduction rates associated with the large verticc..l

veloci ties induced by airflo\·J deflection over the steep torJography.

However. data pr'esented in the pr'evious section i.ndicate that the

magnitud8 of the liquid water content in this zone is modulated by the

net wat(Jr depletion associated with the accretional and Mffusional

growth of cr'ystals passing through the zone. The number of ice

particles par.,si.ng thr'ough this region is probably small for cloud top

otempera tures warmer than about -22 C. based on Fig. 46. HO\-Tever. at

colder cloud top temperatures, the number flux of particlE:s can
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frequently be large. Under these conditions, removal of liqtJid by

accretion and diffusional growth can be significant.

B. Microphysical characteristics

Droplet concentrations in all cloud systems viere very lOVI compared

to those expected for continental cloud systems. On one flight, cloud
....

-~

regions where liquid water contents were measured at 0.35-0.40 gm had

-3
<3. mean droplet concentration of only 70.9 em . Table 68. summarizes the

measurements of droplet concentration as a function of liquid water

content for all flights. The mean concentration of droplets never

-3
exceeded 300 cm in any liquid water content category during any of the

flights. Droplet concentrations varied by as much as an order of

magnitude in comparable liquid water content categories. In all cases,

the concentration of droplets was found to be a function of liquid water

content. Figure 47 shows the rela tionship between droplet concentration

and liquic. water content for the 23 Jan 82 flight. The best fit line

and correlation coefficient based on a linear regression analysis

between liquic water content and droplet concentration for each flight

is given in Table 7.

At least four environmental factors contribute to the low droplet

concentra tionf.'. and varj.8 tions sUlnroarizecl. in Table 6a: (1) During the

winter in the northern Colorado Rockies, stable layers are frequently

present over broad regions. These st.able layers limit the mixing which

occurs between boundary layer air and the mid-level c]oud layers and

inhibit the rate at which cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) are resupplied

to tbe cloud system; (2) a IG.rge fraction of the land surface in the

area is frequently snow covered dUl"ing wil1ter. Sl:'OW cover inhibits

mechanical interaction "lith the su.rfa.ce, reducing the supply of CeN; (3)
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Table 6
Droplet Spectra Characteristics

-3
LWC (r."' ) .01'LWC<.05 .05<LWC<.JO .10<LWC<.15 . 15 <L\oIC < .20 . 20<U1C<. 25 . 25<LI{C<. 30 .30<LWC<.35 . 35<LWC<. 40

-,,,-.__C_o_ll_centration (cm- 3t
23 Jan 82

5 Jan H2

24 Nov 79

21 flee HI

22 flee 79

16 Jan H2

31 Jan H2

26 Nov 79

8.6 + 6.0 22.2 + 9.1

20.7 ± 12.6 32.2 + 11.0

45.6 + 21.1 52.0 + 9.8

51.8 + 17.1 62.1 + 15.1

103.8 ± 49.0 243.9 ± 80.9

114.5 + 41.8 131.7 ± 33.7

128.0 + 103.4 244.5 + 59.4

171.9 + 67.9

40.0 + 14.9 58.0 + 22.0 77.6 + 34.1 101.3 + 51.6 102.1 + 41.8- -
36.2 + 4.4

54.4 ± 7.5 62.7 + 2.5

263.0 + 48.7

140.9 + 40.0 162.2 + 54.3 242.7 + 10.1

70.9 + 6.1

16.9 + 1.8

13.7 + 3.0

12.8 + 1.1

11.8+1.0

H.l + 0.7

9.7+ L 1

7.8 + 0.5

__I~,_---="I_(·-'I.!!.-D_i_~~t~E_J-,,--mL

23 J;lII H2 15.7 + 2.5

5 .fan 1'2 9.8 + 3.6

24 Nov 7q 10.5 + 1.9

21 J)(> c ~ 1 8. 7 + 1. 4

22 Dec 79 7.7 + 1.2

16 .Jan H2 7.8 + 1.4

31 .Jan 1'2 8.6 + 4.5

26 Nov 79 5.7 + 0.6

_c-,- __ Sta,~dilt:dQ~~~i1l:!~Il_lIJmL

23 Jan 82 5.7 + 2.2 6.0 + 1.9

5 Jan 82 5.0 + 1.2 6.0 + 2.3

24 Nov 79 2.3 ± 0.8 3.2 + 0.6

21 Dec 81 2.7 ± 0.8 3.1 + 0.8

22 Dec 79 1.8 + 0.4 1.8 + 0.3

16 Jan 82 1.9 + 0.7 2.3 + 0.7

31 Jdn 82 2.9 + 1.8 1.8 + 0.2

26 ~ov 79 1.9 + 0.3

16.8 + 2.1

17.0+1.6

14.9 + 0.6

9.1 + 0.6

11. 3 + 1. 2

5.5+1.9

3.4 + 2.5

4.3 + 0.7

2.1 + 0.3

2.7 + 0.6

16.4 + 2.4

15.8+ 0.4

12.3+1.3

5.8 + 2.2

4.5 + 0.3

2.6 + 0.4

16.9 + 2.0

1l.5±0.3

4.8 + 2.0

2.4 + 0.1

17.2 + 2.2

4.0 + 1.5

17.9 + 2.0

3.9 + 1.4

20.0 + 0.9

5.5 + 0.3

f-'
+:
V1
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Table 7

Linear Regression Statistics

Droplet Concentration (C) VS. Liquid Water Content (LWC)

C == m(LWC) + b

Date Slope (m) Intercept(b) Correlation

(cm-3g-1m3) -3 Coefficient(cm )

23 Jan 82 344.0 0.0 0.89

5 Jan 82 512.0 3.8 0.69

24 Nov 79 527.6 0.7 0.60

21 Dec 81 1406.0 2.9 0.80

22 Dec 79 2844.6 1.7 0.90

16 Jan 82 1612.9 9.7 0.83

31 Jan 82 4685.1 -6.3 0.80

26 Nov 79 2636.5 -22.0 0.81
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the northern Colorado Rocky Mountain region is relatively free of large

anthropogenic sources of CCN. Except for isolated pO\~er plants and

mine~, many wh:1.ch do not operate in winter, few significant sources are

present; (4) scavenging of CCN can occur iT! doua systems devdopj.ng

over upwind barriers such as the Vlasatch and Uinta Ranges of Utah. Hhen

these factors ar'e considered, i.t is not sUf'priE",ing that the

concentration of dr'oplets measured in the clouds is quite low.

Variations in the stability of the airmass, the extent of sno\~ cover and

the predominant wind dir.eotion can lead to the variations i.r, droplet

concentration listed in Table 6a.

Both the ambient concentration of CCN and the highest

supersaturation to which those eel) are subjected will limit the maximum

concentra tioD of droplets present in the cloud system. If the flm"

through the cloud system is relatively smooth, the maximum

supersatura tioD vlill be achieved close to the upwind edge of the cloud

and the droplet concentration will be established at that point. An

excellent example is the data r'epor-ted by Politovicb and Vali (1983) for

the winter cap clouds which form over Elk Mountain, Wyoming. In that

case. an increase in liqUid water cont~nt was reflected primarily as a

change in droplet SiZE~, with little effect on the ambient droplet

concentration. Tbe fact that droplet concentration is a funetion of

liquid water content in Park Range clouds indioa tes that peak

supersaturations ar'e achieved at a number of locations in tl'1e cloud at

the leading edge of lecal liquid water production zones. These zones

can be associated with gravity waves generated in the flow by

topographic variations as well as vertical motions generated by

convective or' shear in~:tability. In all cloud samples, liquid water



contents vJere found to vc.ry significantly over short distance.s in the

cloud systems.

The mean droplet diameter and standard deviation of the droplet

spectra in Park Range cloud systems were ~ltrongly and inversely related

to the ambient droplet concentration. Hean droplet speetra for four

liquid water' content ranges for four flights are shown in Fig. 48. The

spectra are arranged in the figure se that the cloud with the highest

droplet concentrations is on the left and the lOvlest on the right. A

systematic broadening of the spectra is evident as the concentration of

droplets available to the cloud system decreases. Tables 6b and 6c

summarize the mean droplet diameter and standard deviation of tte

droplet spectra as a function of liq~id water content for all flights.

In cases where large droplet concentrations were observed, the

small !'Jean diameter and na!'r'ow dispersion characteristics lirri t droplet

size. Flights Vlith low droplet concentrations had significant nu:n:.bers of

large droplets <) 20~m). Based on these observatioDs, &ccretion will be

mucb more effective during storm sydems v,-hich are naturally deficient

in CCN. During these storms, large dr'oplets with high efficienC'y for

collection by ice crystals will cause the accreticn process to

aCCele1'2.te, resul ting in a more efficient precipi ta tion process.

3. Comparison with other loc~ti~

Previous studies on the variability of liquic Hater iE v!intertime

cloud systems over the mountains of the western United States have been

published by Cooper and Har'Witz (I 980) for the San Jl:..an Hountains of

Colorado, Heggli at a1. (982) for the Sierr'a of CaliforrJ.e> and Hobbs

(197 Sa) for \'Jashir:gton' s Cascades. Both the physical dj.1:;tribution and

temporal variations in the liql:..1d water field were addressed in these
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studies. However, because of the difference in observation technique,

temporal variations were generally adcressed on time scales associated

wi th the passage of synoptic disturbances. Tbi~· thesis is the first

effort at documenting liquid water variations on short (J 0 min) time

scales. Comparisons concerning the temporal nature of the liquid water

field are addref::sed here only for synoptic time scales.

Al though the San Juan Nountains and the Park Rar..ge are both in

Colorado, the stor'IDs wI-dch affect these two mountain ranges have quite

different synoptic origin. Thus, Cooper and Hanlitz (1980) found that

storm~; in the San ~Tuan !'egion progress through four ~·,tages, a st.able

stage followed by neutral, unstable, and dissipative stages. In general,

liq~id water contents were found to increase in the cloud from near zero

-3values in the stable' stage to ve.lues between 0.5 to 1.0 gm in the

unstable stage. The increase in liquid water through these stages was

attributec. to increased convective instability and a reduction in

blocked flow upr,Iind of the mountains. In general., the highest and most

persistent liquid water contents were found in the vicinity of' the

mountain slopes.

The pre-frontal storms in this thesis differed from the initial

stage of the San Juan studies both in the degree of instability, the

importance of blocked flow and in the magnitude of the liquiC water.

Clouds in the pre-frontal environment in the Park Range regia!: were

observed to under'go considerable, variations in cloud deptb, cloud top

temperature, pr>eci.pitation rate and liquid water content.. In t.rIO cases,

deep convective motions were possible due to the presence of lc:w-level

potentially unstable layers. In the storms studied, winds below barrier

height at CG had westerly components. The 15 Dec 81 storm had some
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characteristics of the neutral stage in the San Juans. The most similar

aspect was that the middle troposphere was near neutral throughout a

large depth. However. the 15 Dec El storm ~as observed to undergo

considerable variation in cloud depth during its evolution. a feature

not observed in the San Juans.

The unstablE' storm stage ir! the San Juan studies and the post-·

frontal storms discussed in this paper exhibited many similar

characteristics. Both sterm types were characterized by low level

potential instability. Convection vias generally confinec to the lower

cloud levels and was embedded rather than emergent. Cloud tops were

relatively uniform. Liquid water contents were highest in the vicinity

of the mountain slopes. The production of liquid water vras associated

with both orographic and convective vertical motions.

One major difference between the San Juan studies and the present

st1.1dy was that shallow orographic :::torms were not observed in the San

Juans. Thi::, may be due to a limited samplE!, or may be a significant

difference in the characteristics of the cloud systems between the two

mountain ranges. The existence or frequency of oocurrence of such

storms in the San Juan region has n~t been clearly established.

Coastal storm systems, such as those described by Eeggli et al.

(l98;l) and Hobbs 0975a), exhibit greater> amounts of convection and

synoptic scale organization than do storms over the interior mountains

of Colorado. In addition. the storms are warmer, with source air for

the clouds originating over the viaI'm Pacific Ocean at temperatures well

oabove 0 C. As a result, the evclution of the storms, magnitudes of the

liquid '.-l?ter contents and temporal var'iations of the liquid water field.s
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can be expected to differ significantly. Some general comparisons ar'e

noted here.

Heggli et a1. (1983) categoriz.ed storms of the Sierra Cooperative

Pilot Project (SCPP) using radar class1fica tions and summu'ized the

variations in li.quid water content as a function of those

class1fications. Based cn two years of aircraft data collected during

the various precipitation echo types (PET), these author's concluded that

cellular convective regions had the highest. liquid water content:::-. High

liquid water contents were also associated with the post 7C kPa trough

envir'onment, with the maximum tending to occur between 6-10 b after

trough passage.

Comparisons between this study and the present one are complicated

by differences in approach. TI1e Sierra study used a statistical

approach whHe the approach here has been the case study approach. In

both cases, it is dear that signi.ficant variations in the liqt,;id water

content occurred in association with the passage of mesoscale feBtures.

The enhancement of liqt..id watE,jr contents in the vicinity of the mountain

in the unstable post-trough period of the Sierran storm2 corresponds

generally to the post-frontal period of the Park Range ::,torms.

Hobbs (19i Sa) found liquid we.ter present in all stages of Cascade

storm systems, but water contents were higher' dlwing the tre.nsi tionaJ.

and post-frontal periods. Be found that the distribution of liquid \-l8.S

generally the same in orographic E.torms in the pre-frontal and post-

frontal periods, suggesting some· similarity between the orographic

storms of the Cascades and the Park Range region. In the Cascades as

well as in all of the other study areas, the post-frontal stage was more

unstable and had streng cross-barrier wind compenents. As a f'E'cul t,
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liquid water production occurred steadily in the vicinity of the

mounta.in slopes.

Stl1dj~es of the distribution of liquid water in cloud systems over

western mountain ranges have been reported by Hill (1980), Cooper- and

Saunders (1980), Cooper and Vali (1981), Politovltch and Valj, (1983),

Hobbs (1975a) and Heggli et al. (1983). Hill (1980) emphasized the

j.reportance of the liquic. ~Jater zone generated by vertical Iwtion near

tbe barrier crest. IUs studie~, which were conducted in the ~lasatch

t-lountain region of northern Utah, led to the conclusion that the

quantity of superceoled water present in the cloud systems over the

Wasatch was related to the cross-barrier wind speed and inversely

related to the preoipitation rate. He found that the preoipitation rate

was inversely re12ted to cloud top temperature. These results are in

general agreement with his observations.

Cooper and Vali (1981) discussed the structure of cap cloud

sy~;tems over Elk Mountain, ~lyoIning and storm systems over the San Juan

Mountains of southVlest Colorado. Their stUdy indicated that the tops of

cap c.louds over Elk Mountain were composed primarily of liquid water.

They also identified a li.quid vlater zone near the cloud leading edge.

Insufficient data were available from the Park Range data set to confirm

the presence of liquid water at the cloud inflow boundary; the clouds

normally extended far upwind of the main stUdy area. Hov;ever, the

arguments presented in this paper for cloud top hold equally well at the

cloud leading edge. For this reasor>, it is likely that the leading edge

of Park Range clouds also contained liquid water.

Cooper and Saunders (1980) discussed the distribution of liquid

water in clouds over the San Juan Hountains in more detail. Three
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regions of liquid water were found: (1) 15-20 kID upwind of the mountain

associated with convection; (2) directly over the mountain crest and (3)

60-70 kID upwind associated wi th a rise j.n the topography. The storms

were categorized in four stages, as discussed in Part 1. The stable and

neutral stage of the San Juan storms had characteristics very ::.imilar to

the deep precipitating stratiform clouds stUdied durirg CaSE. In this

study, liquid water was found only in the vicinity of the mountain in

-3values < 0.2 gm Liquid water contents were similar for the San

Juans, ( 0.1 gm-3 in the stablE' stage and < 0.3 gm-3 in the neutral

stage. The San Juan cloud systems were generally deep during these

~:tages with cloud tops above the 40 kPa level. The general structure of

the unstc.blE' stage of San Juan storms was similar to the post-frontal

storms studied in the Park Range region (see Part I). However,

penetrations of the low level convective regions were not possible with

aircraft to determine the magnituce of the liquid weter contents. The

-3values of 0.5 to 1.0 g~ reported over the ridge in the upper levels of

the San Juan storms v/ere not observed over the Park Range. Thi~: ma.y

have been due to a greater depth of the em.bedded convection in the San

Juans. In the Park Range storms, the eqUilibrium level was generally

below the miniL'Iure flight altitude. Shallow orographic stor·ms, such as

those described here and in Part I, were not among the eight storms

studied in the San Juan project.

Liquic water contents measured in cloud systems over coastal

mountains ~.re generally higher in all storm stages. Thus, Hobbs (1975a)

found liqUid v/ater contents ranging between 0.0 and 0.5 gm-3 in pre-

-;
frontal storms and as high as 0.5 to 2.0 gm ~ in transitional storms.

Post-frontal storms in his study had liquid water contents between 0.1
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and 1.0 gm
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One interesting aspect of Hobb's study was the presence

of water at temperatures warmer than -lOoC. Hobbs found that the liquid

water content at temperatures wa.rmer than -lOoC increased w'ith

increasing wind speed in pr'e-frontal clouds. Riming frequently eccurred

at these levels. In shallower post-frontal clouds, Hebbs found that (1)

low temperature orystals became less common; (2) water droplets became

oincreasingly common, even at temperatures as cold as -15 C; (3) the

aratio of ice to water decreased; and (4) at temperatures below -8 C, the

clouds frequently oontained only supercooled water. Riming was common

in the low levels of these clouds. The observations of Hobbs support

the arguments made here for Park Range clouds.

Liquid water contents reported for Sierra clouds by Heggli et al.

(1983) were also higher than those observed in the Park Range region.

Heggli et al. found the maximum liqUid water content to occur near the

freezing level in all storms and the highest liquid water contents to

occur in association with strong ccnvection. The magnitude and

frequency of convection in winter in the Sierras is much greater than

the Park Range due to the war-mer structure of the California storms. In

addition, the freezing level in the Sierras is frequently within the

cloud while in the Park Range region, the atmospber'e is generally below

The microphysical characteristics of the liqUid water regions in

San ~-uan storms were also discussed by Cooper and Saunders. They

observed tvlO characteristic droplet spectra ir.: their study. Narrow

droplet spectra wer'e generally found in the upwind water' zone and near

cloud base. Wide spectra with large drops were found near the mountain,

particularly during the unstable storm stage. They frequently observed
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bimodality in the spectra in this region. These results are generaJ.ly

similar' to that found in the Park Range dLU'ing storms which had

relati.vely large droplet concentrations but differed from our

observations in clouds with characteristically 10vi concentrations. In

these storms, which included the most stable: storms, bjmodali.ty wag

frequently observed.

Hicr'ophysical measurements made in the Park Range studies differed

from those reported by Politovitch and. Vali (1983) for Elk Mountc,in cap

clouds. In their study, droplet concentrations were established near

the cloud edge and W€I'6 generally independent of liquid water content.

Droplet concentrations vlere generally higher than those reported in the

Park Range clouds by a factor of 2-4 and droplet spectral dispersion

(standard devie,tion/mean diameter) ,",'ere 10Her by c. factor of 2. The

differences between our- observations and those of Politovich and Vali

are probably due to the mechanism of cloud formation. According to

their study, Elk Mountain cap clouds typically occur dur1ng period;:. when

surface Hinds are 10-20 m/s. Under these conditions, significant

transpor·t of boundary layer air to cloud levels occurs. This Hould

introd~ce larger CeN concentrations into the cloud, accounting for the

larger droplet concentrations and narrow droplet spectra

characteristics. In addition, the flovl over Elk Hountain is r·elati.velJ'

laminar. In this situation, independence between droplet concentration

and liquid water content would be expected.



CHAPTER IV THE ICE: PHASE

The physical processes which lead to precipitation develop~ent in

Park Range cloud systems are discuflsed in this chapter. The chapter is

divided into six major sections. General characteristics of the ice

phase inclliding measured ice crystal concentrations, crystal habits and

precipi tation characteristics are discussed in Sec. 1. Crystal growth

by vapor deposition is discussed in Sec. 2. Section 3 describes

nucleation processes in Park Range oloud systems. This section

swnmarizes and extends the work of DeBot t et a1. (986). Secondary ice

crystal production processes (ice multiplication) are discussed in Sec.

4. Crystal fraetur'ing, ice splinter production during riming, and

droplet shattering during freezine are considered. Seotion 5 considers

the role of accretion in precipitation formation. Section 6 considers

the aggregation process.

1. General_.9.D.s\.racj:..§£]..§tics of the-.J,ce~§e

A. ~.rY§ta,.L concentrations.

Figure 49 displays the complete climatology of measured cloud ice

particle concentrations for the 1981-82 flights of the Cheyenne II as a

function of temperature. The data are displayed as a cumulative

distribution, each line specifying the percent of measurements with

concentrations less than the value given on the ordinate. Sample sizes

for each temperature range are given to the right of the figure. In

this figure, ice crystal concentrations were determined by the shadow-or

method (see Chap. 11,2,a). These v&..lues have an err'or of less than 1%
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due to artifacts of the 2D-c probe and represent the largest possible

values of measured concentration. Temperature refers to the ambient

temperature at the point of measurement. The sample time was one second

(approximately 100 m of flight path). Data were inchded in the sample

if the aircraft was in a cloud which had a 2D-c ice particle

concentration of at least 0.1 1-1 or an FSSP droplet concentration of st

-3least 20 em . Data were plotted only for temperatures which had a

sample size of at least 100.

A 'Vli6.e rarlge of ice, particle concentrations, spannine; three orders

of magnitude, were meas,ured at all temperatures. The highest

concentrations measured were 290 1-1 at -lSoC to -16°C. 50% of the

measured values \o,'ere less than 20 1-1 except at the v18rmest

temperatures. A general trend toward higher crystal concentrations was

evident at temperatures warmer than the dendritic growtt temperature

range () -17°C). This trend was particularly pronounced in certain data

sets where dendritic crystals were observed. A possible explanation for

ice crystal concentra tioH enhancement at these temperatures VIill be

discussed in Sec. 4. Crystal concentrations at temperatures betKeen

-2ooe and -30oe displayed no significant trends as a function of

temperature. 10% of the observa.tions were less than 1.0 1--1 , 50% less

-] -1 °than 10 1 and 90lfo less than 50 1 . At colder temperatures « -30 C),

concentrations tended to decrease co~pared to warmer temperature values.

This VIas particularly true for observations between -31°C to -33°C.

The most important feature of this climatology is tbe extreme

variability in ice particle concentration which can occur at any

temperature. Mechanisms responsible for these variations in ice

particle concentration are discussed in later sections.
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B. Crystal habits

This section presents an overview of the crystal habits observed at

the ground and in the middle and upper levels of Park Range cloud

systems. The information draws from many case studies which will be

discussed in more detail in later sections. Crystal habits were

recorded directly at RAD with shadow photography and in-situ in the

clouds with a particle decelerator on board the Cheyenne II aircraft.

(1) Surface measurements

Table 8 presents a sum~ary tabulation of crystal habits appearing

on shadow photographs during the 13 storms when photographs were

available. The crystals were categorized according to the scheme of

Magono and Lee (1966). For convenience, the Magono and Lee

classification is included as Figs. 50 and 51. Two changes to this

classification were made. The category R4b was split into two, one for

snow pellets and a second for larger graupel. The side plane group, Sl,

S2 and S3 were combined in the irregular group. Such particles have

highly variable configurations of plates, sideplanes, columnar

extensions, and irregular planar faces which generally conform to no

particular pattern. As such, they are irregular.

A total of 51,193 crystals were examined. A general summary of the

habit structure of these crystals is given in Table 9. Irregular single

particles dominated most of the sample. 71.07% of all particles

examined were irregular. The production of such a large number of

irregular particles in these cloud systems can be attributed to three

factors:

(a) A significant number of the particles were combinations of plates,

side planes, planar extensions and variously oriented planar
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TABLE 8
SHADOW PHOTOGRAPH CRYSTAL HABIT SUMf1ARY

1981-82 STORMS

Dates 13D 14D 15D 16D 21D 29D 30D 04J 12J 13J 21J 27J 31J

Habit Number of crystals

NEEDLES
N1a 11 0 654 0 33 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
N2a 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

COLUMNS
N1c 21 7 24 0 5 2 1 2 2 0 0 0 0
N1e 0 0 0 31 0 0 0 0 0 0 34 105 94
N2c 9 0 0 19 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 11 21
C1c 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 6 7 137
C1e 0 24 4 16 1 0 0 0 73 1 137 119 213
C2a 6 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 10
C2b 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 4 4
RIb 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

PLATES
PIa 10 101 39 44 0 14 8 28 99 182 107 73 188

PLANAR DENDRITES
P1b 0 1 4 1 0 0 0 4 0 20 0 0 27
PIc 3 43 19 30 8 28 1 55 4 71 6 6 18
Pld 0 10 27 0 14 47 27 48 4 118 40 6 33
Plf 2 697 266 2 17 297 154 143 1 419 48 24 146
P2a 0 19 75 0 1 15 3 11 0 28 0 2 41
P2c 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0
P2d 0 28 0 1 1 5 2 15 0 14 0 0 0
P2e 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0
P2f 0 0 3 0 0 1 0 0 0 79 1 0 70
P2g 0 3 3 17 1 3 0 0 0 53 0 0 6
P3a 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1
P3b 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
P3c 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0
P4a 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0
Nb 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0
P5 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
R2b 0 10 10 0 0 0 3 2 0 0 0 0 0
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TABLE 8 (continued)
SHADOW PHOTOGRAPH CRYSTAL HABIT SUMMARY

1981-82 STORNS

Dates 13D 14D 15D 16D 21D 29D 30D 04J 12J 13J 21J 27J 31J

Habit Number of crystals

COMBINATION OF PLATES
P7a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 35 18 33 0 293
P6a 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

CAPPED COLUMNS
CPla 20 0 5 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 34 9 22
CPlb 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
CPlc 4 0 29 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 2 5

SPATIAL DENDRITIC FORMS
P7b 0 0 3 0 0 8 2 0 0 35 10 13 34
R3b 0 0 58 0 6 71 0 1 0 312 1 0 33

HEAVILY RIMED PARTICLES
R3c 0 25 227 7 39 0 93 0 0 56 0 38 49
R4a 0 0 1 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0
R4b (snow pellet)

0 0 16 0 0 5 502 11 0 0 0 1 4
R4b (graupel)

0 0 0 0 0 0 131 0 0 0 0 0 0

BROKEN DENDRITIC BRANCHES
I3a,b 1 482 449 0 26 371 656 101 6 1111 92 236 438

IRREGULAR
11,2,4

2281 2133 4484 1834 2344 61 6365 209 1212 745 4617 5772 4330

CRYSTALS IN AGGREGATES
0 99 0 0 0 227 378 0 0 457 253 493 154

TOTAL
2369 3701 6402 2015 2894 1155 8330 630 1438 3827 5443 6934 6420
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TABLE 9
SHADOW PHOTOGRAPH CRYSTAL HABIT SUMMARY

1981-82 STORMS

GENERAL SUMMARY OF CRYSTAL HABITS

Habit Number of Percent of
Crystals total sample

Planar Dendrites 3700 7.23
Spatial dendrites 587 1.15
Dendritic branches 3969 7.75

Plates 893 1, 74
Plate assemblies 380 0.74

Needles 700 1,37
Columns 1170 2.29
Capped col umns 138 0.27

Heavily rimed crystals 1208 2.36
Crystals in Aggregates 2061 4.03
Irregular 36387 71,07

Total 51193 100.00
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faces. These crystals were common when the cloud extended to

temperatures well below -200 C. These particle types

are characteristic of such cold te~perature regions (see, for

example, Ono, 1969).

(b) A large number of irregular' particles were sufficiently rimed so

that the original habits wer'e obscured, but not enoug!". to be

oa tegori.zed as graupel or 8nO\.; pellets.

(c) Many of the particles were fragments. Host of these were

associated with dendritic snowfall. Fragments which could

clearly be identified as originating from dendrites, such as

complete dendritic arms, were classified as dendritic fragments

(13a, I3b). Otherwise, the irregular class was used.

Excluding irregular particles, the majority of the particles

(16.13%) were dendritic. If one includes crystals in aggregates, which

were primarily cOLlposed of dendrites, greater than 20% of the particles

had dendritic habits. Of this group, 7.230/3 were planar dendrites, 7.75%

were broken branches. and 1.15% were spatial dendrites.

Plates and plate as.semblies comprised 2.48% of the sample. The

plo.tes observed were generally small « 1000 l'D!). 1.37% of the cry::.;tals

were needles. Nearly all of these were associated with a heavy needle

snowfall over a 90 minute period en 15 Dec 81. This 02se is discussed

in detail in Sec. 4. Columns, bullets and capped columns comprised

2.56lf? of the sample. The lack of colurms at the surfaee is ir,t€Y'esting,

particularly since columnar habits were one of the most common habits

observed by the aircraft.
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(2) Aircraft measurements

Replicas of ice crystals captured in fornvar with the decelerator

were available for five flights of the Cheyenne II. In general, the

slides contained considerable clutter due to multiple crystal impacts

and fragmentation on impact. This was particularly true of delicate

crystals such as dendrites. In this analysis, regions of the slides

were ignored wbere high particle density obscured habit identification.

Irregular particles were generally ignored because they could have

resulted from fragmentation on impact or have been the result of

mul tiplE' impacts. This analysis must be treated as quali_tati ve because

of this selection bias. However, the slides yielded very important

information concerning trajectories of ice particles and diffusional

growth of crystals within mountain cloud systems. The decelerator data

for each flight are summarized on vertical cross-sections of the Park

Range region (Figs. 53-57). Figure 52 explains the format of the data

displayed on Figs. 53-57.

a. 15 December 81: The decelerator slide analysis for the 15 Dec 81

flight has been analyzed and discussed extensively by Uttal (1985). The

data reduction on Fig. 53 is based on her work. Uttal found that upvlind

of the Park Range crest, crystal trajectories in the upper region of the

15 Dec 81 cloud were quasi -horizontal leading to considerable habit

stratification based on temperature. Despite the pronounced number of

columns and bullets at cold temperatures, few of these cryetals were

ever observed at the surface. In fact, precipitation was dominated by

snow pellets, needles and plate assembli.es. These observations, and the

trajectory analysis of Uttal, suggest that interaction between the upper

cloud layers and precipitation during this period of the storm was
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Fig. 52. Format for data displayed on Figs. 52-51:.
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Fig. 55. Crystal habits determined from decelerator slide analysis for
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minimal. It is possible, however, that crystals forming the kernel of

the snow pellets may have originated at higher cloud levels. 1'his

possibility was not investigated in the trajectory analysis. Ldditional

analysis of the 15 Dec 81 case is presented in Sec. 4.

b. 21 December 81: Data for the 21 Dec 81 flight are displayed on Fig.

54. With the exceptions of slides 10, 12, and 14, the upper regions of

the 21 Dec 81 cloud system were dominated by hexagonal plates (P1a).

Columns (Cle, Clf), bullets (Clc), long columns (N1e) and cross-column

assemblies (C2a, C2b) comprised most of the remaining sample. ?rozen

water droplets and large rimed particles were observed upwind of the

mountain at points 9, 10, and 11 in the upper levels of the cloud

system. Supercooled water was observed by the FSSP in this region during

the flight. As with the 15 Dec 81 cloud system, crystal habits observed

at HAD did not mirror those observed by the aircraft. The dominant

particles observed at RAD during the flight were irregular rimed

particles, approaching the rime coverage of snow pellets. NeedJes were

also present. Physical processes governing particle growth in this

cloud system will be discussed more extensively later in this ctapter in

sections 3, 4, and 5.

c. 5 January 82: Figure 55 contains the complete decelerator record for

the 5 Jan 82 flight. The cloud system of 5 Jan 82 underwent an extreme

transition during the course of the flight. The early portion of the

flight, prior to 1450, occurred near the top of a shallow orographic

cloud system. Slides 1, 2, and 3 were collected in this region. At

1450, a very deep cloud system advected into the area overrunnin,s the

shallow orographic system. Slide 4 was collected as the transition was

in progress and all slides following were within the deep cloud ,system.
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The nature and evolution of precipitation in the shallo\-! cloud system

are discussed in Sec. 2 and 3 of thi.s chapter. Processes in the deep

cloud system are discussed in Sec. 4 and 6.

Samples collected near the top of orographic cloud system primarily

contained liquid water. However, several well formed dendrites were

present on two of the slides as well as a few rimed particles. These

slides provide important infornetion concerning dendrite growth in

shallow cloud systems. This is discussed mere extensively in Sec. 2.

The transition slide, slide 4, was taken over the mountain crest as

the cloud transition phase commenced. This slide, at -BoC, primarily

contained pl~tes but also contained a mixture of cold temperature

columns. This slide also had a very heavy density of particles which

could not be identified. These appeared to be fragments. The same \olaS

true of slide 5, also taken during the cloud system transition at -170 C.

After the transition, the dominant crystal habits were col~lnar. Plates

also made up a significant portion of the slides.

In contrast to the cloud observations by the aircraft, the surface

p!>ecipitation was dominated by aggregates of planar dendrites. Spatial

dendrites were also present. These precipitation characteristics

persisted throughout the flight during the deep storm phase.

Unfortunately, only one slide ,vas taken in the dendritic zone during

this time. This slide had such a high density of particles that only 13

individual particles could be identified. These were split evel~y

between plates and columns.

d. 23 January 82: During the flight period, the 23 Jan 82 storm was

shallow, stable, and capped by an inversion. The deceler'ator data for

this flight are displayed on Fig. 56. All samples were collected near
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cloud top and were composed enb-rely of liquid water, dendrites or rimed

particles. Surface precipitation observations at SPL (RAt observations

were unavailable) indicated that t.he 8no\<lfa11 vIas almost enUrely

dendritic. This cloud system w"'s similar to the 5 Jan 82 shaJ.lo\·! ~ystem

and will be discus~;ed more completely in Sections 2, 3 "end 6.

e. 31 January 82: The decelerator record for the flight of 31 Jan 82 is

displayed on Fig. 57. This fligh t was the only opportunity to obtain

10vl level infornati.on near the mountain durir.g the COSE programs. On 31

Jan 82, the aircraft departed from St.eamboa t Springs airport after the

onset of the storm. Samples collected at the low altitude points 1 and

2 contained a mixture of plates, dendrites, columns, cepped columns and

other particles. At middle and high levels, the dominant cry~tal habit

was columnar. Plates were numerous on several slides and irregular

particles were present on all slides. The limited rumber of vi.sual

observo tions, supplemented by sevel~e.l shadow photograph8, indica ted that

crystal habits observed at the ground were similar to those observed by

aircraft. This was in contrast to the deep cloud systems described

earlier ~!here 8. distinct decoupling between the upper cloud region 8.nd

the low level p!'ecipi to. tion proceSfes v18.3 evident.

C. Precipitation rat§§

98.5 hours of preCipitation occurred durirg meaf:,Urer.:Nlt periods at

HAD during the 1981-82 progr'am. 58.04 mm of precipitatioll (water

equivalent) accuL'lulc ted durir~g tbose periods. From these data, E)

climatology of precipitation r'ates arId precipitation accUI:1ulation vIas

assembled. The results are shown as cumula.ti.ve frequer.cy distributions

in Fig. 58.



Fig. 58. Cumulative frequency diagram showing (A) the percent of
observations where the precipation rate (R) was less than R and (B) the
percent of total precipitation which fell at precipitation rates less
than R.
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According to these data, low snowfall rates are very common in Park

Range systems. The nearly straight line character of line D in Fig. 58

between the 0 and 90% level indicates that equal amounts of

precipitation were pt'cduced over the field season in each precipitation

rate interval" This, is clue to the disproportionat'·, ar:!Olmt of time at

\-!hich low snoc,/all rates occur. Forty percent of the time that

measurements were conducted, the snowf2.l1 rate at RAD waf: bet\\leen 0.0

and 0.2 mm/b. This sno'\oJfall accounted for- only 6% of the total

accumulation. Snowfall rates between 0.2 and 1.0 mm/h accounted for 35%

of the total pl'ecipita tion. Suoh snowfa.ll rates occurred dur'l.ng 40% of

the observation period. Snowfc,ll rates between 1.0 and 2.0 mlL!b

accounted for 37% of the precipitation. These events occurred during

15% of the observation period. Snovlfall rates greater than 2.0 Ii1m/h

accounted for 22% of the precipita tior:> , although they only occurred 5%

of the time.

2. Grow..tlJ by vapor de.Q9sition

Analysis of growth by vapor' deposition with field da ta is most

adequately done in a Lagrangian reference frame, follol-ling j:·articles as

they move along trajectories tbrough the cloud system. The poi.nt of

nuclea tion should be known as Hell as characteristics of the changi ng

environment. Such analysis is far beyond the capabilities of this data

set. The appr'oach taken here was to exarrine three aspects of the

diffusional growth process in Par-k Range cloud systems. In tbe first

section, characteristics of the cloud environment w-hich lead to the

production and growth of dendritic crystal::: are diEicussed. ThE: second

section considers cold temperature crystals «-17°C) and their influence
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on the cloud enviroI1.ment. The last section discusses wal'm temperature

crystals (> -IOoC) and their contribution to Park H2.nge s110\>lf,,;].1.

A. Dendri tic sr)owfal.Levents

Dendritic crystals comprised about 20% of the snowfcl1 during the

1981-82 storm. events. A common feature of all but one dendritic

snowfall eveI.1t was the shallovJ nature of the clouds. Except for part of

the 5 Jan 82 storm system, virtually all major dendritic snowfall events

had echo tops in or near the dendritic temperature range.

Studies such as Kobayashi (1961) and Rottner and Vali (1974) have

shown that laboratory gr'oHn dendrites only develop in environments

supersaturated with respect to water. Harshall and LaJ:l..gleben's (1954)

analysis suggests that effective supersaturations at ice crystal

surfaces are increa~1ed by the presence of cloud droplets. Together

these studies suggest that the ideal environment for dendritic growth in

the a tmospbere would be a region of supercooled liquid water production

between approximately -17oC and -13°C.

As discussed in Chapter 3, cloud top provides 8 unique envj.ronment

for liquid water production, particularly in shallow cloud sy~\tems with

cloud top temperatures warmer than about -20°C. In the Park Range

region in wintertime, the tops of shallow cloud systems frequently are

near or within the dendritic growth region. This vias the case for seven

shalloVJ cloud systeLis occurring dur'ing the two month fiE:ld program.

These cases produced light to moderate <0.0 to 0.7 mm/h) snowfall

pri~arily composed of dendrites. Fortunately. five of these oases were

studied extensively, three with aircraft in the cloud top region. These

da ta are summarized belm~.
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(1) Chara~teristics of the dendritic-Erowth region in shall~~_cloud

.§.Y.stem..§.

The 5 J8.n 82 storm system under'Went considerable evolution during

passage through the Park Range r·egion. During the period from 1400 to

1450, the storm system had characteristics discussed above -- the cloud

system was shallow, had tops near - 17°C, and produced light rimed

dendritic snow-fall. The tops of this cloud system were penetr'ated by

aircraft and a descent scunding through the dendritic zone was completed

upwind of the mountain rar~e near CG. This cloud system was chosen to

discuss the characteristics of the dendritic growth region because it

was the most complete de. ta set. The other two cloud systems vii th

aircraft data had similar characteristics. Data from these systems will

be inoluded in the discussion where appropriate.

Figures 59 and 60 contain photographs of decelerator slides taken

in the cloud top region during the 5 Jan 82 and 23 Jan 82 shallow storm

events. On these slides, dendritic and stellar crystals wef'c'

interspersed among liquid water droplets and liquid water accumu12,ti,ons.

Some rimed particles were also evident. These slides show that

dendritic crystal production can occur quite rapidly near cloud top in

these systems due to the presence of water droplets. The presence of

dendrites indicates that saturation with respect to water is maintained

in this region of the cloud and that water supersaturations probably

often occur. Once forrDed, the grmlth of these dend!'i tic cr'y stala was

rapid. Figure 61 shows a series of 2D-c images taken during a descent

through cloud top and the dendritic growth ter:'lperature range duriLg the

5 Jan 82 storm. Over the 800 m (4°C) vertical distance, particles

nucleated and grevi into stellar structure~;. By the time the parU eles
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Fig. 59. Photographs of decelerator slides from 5 Jan 82 flight when the
shallow storm system was present.
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Fig. 60. Photographs of decelerator slides from 23 Jan 82 flight near
cloud top.
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had fallen 800 m, they reached proportions (2-3 mm) wherE aggregation

was occurring.

Approximate growth rates for dendritic particles can be estimated

in this cloud. Consider a particle which nucleated at 4900 ill (-17o C)

and fell 800 ill to -13 0 C, growing to a size of 3 mm (largest image)

during the fall. If one assumes an average fall velocity of 0.3 ro! s

over the distance of the fall, the average growth rO.te would have been

1.1 flm! s. This estimate is not far from those carefully measured in the

laboratory by Ryan e t al. (1976). Ryan e t a1. found grow th ra te s near

1. 0 ~lIDl s.

(2) Trajectories of dendritic crystals in shallow stor~~

The rate at which dendritic crystals formed in the upper cloud

region actually reach the surface is a function of the horizontal extent

of the cloud s~Tstem and the wind velocity profile in the cloud. These

parameters change considerably from cloud to cloud as Vlell as i,i thin

storms due to variations in the vapor supply in the upwind airstream.

For thi::: re2.~,on, generalizations about trajectories and precipitation

rates are not warranted.

HOHever, the 16 Jan 82 shallOl-J cloud system pr'ovided an opportunity

to estimate various trajectories of ice particles arriving at the

observation sites HAD and SPL. 16 Jan 82 was chosen because this storm

had a well defined upwind cloud edge. Figure 62 shows a profile of the

cloud system. Hean particle trajectories are shown for par·ticles

arriving at RAD and 8Ft. Each trajectory was calculated assuming a mean

net fall speed. Size thresholds of particles growiDg at 1 ~m!s growth

rates from the cloud boundaries are also shown. If one assumes that the

mean fall speed of ar.. unrirr,ed dendrite throughout its trajectory was
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only 0.1-0.25 mis, crystals originating in the dendritic zone near the

upwind edge of the 16 Jan 82 cloud system could still arrive at RAD.

Riming in the low levels and near the barrier- crest .iOuld increase the

particle fall velocity and subsequent likelihood of surface j.mpact

occurring in the valley. Aggrega tion .iOuld also contribute to higher

fall velocities. At higher mountain elevations, the probability of many

particles reaching the surface j s greater. If one considers the effects

of riming on the fall velocities of the particles near the mountain

crest, it is clear that many of the dendritic particles formed in the

cloud woule impact near mountaintop. This is one reason why heavier

snowfall rates consistently occur near mountaintop dUf'i.ng these shallow

storm events. However, cloud systems with much greater hor-izontal

extent have a much greater capacity to produce valley as well as

mountain snowfall. The storm of 14 Dec 81 was such an event. Valley

snowfall rates were as high as 0.7 mm/h during this stor~. Figure 63

b,c,d shows photographs of dendrites collected at RAD during this storm.

(3) Dendritic sn..9wfall from deep storms

Shallm., storm systeos domina ted dendritic snm;'fall events during

the 1981-82 field season. However, occasional dendrites WE're ob~erved

to fall from deeper cloud systems wi.th cold tops. On only one occasion

were dendrites the dominant habit in snowfall from deep clouds. This

case also occurred OD 5 Jan 82 during the deep storm phase from 1450 to

1700. The complete 5 Jan 82 case is described in detail :in Sec. 6 on

aggregation processes. Evidence from the 5 Jan 82 aircraft soundings

over RAD suggest that dendrites formed in this cloud syste~ in the

absence of supercooled water. HO\;E)ver, these observations are not

conclusive because they were limited to one point very near the mountain
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crest. The possibility that supercooled liquid via tel' existed upwind of

the mountain cannot be ruled out. Pilot reports from the research

aircraft indicated an upper deck prier to the onset of the deep cloud

system and virtually no cold temperature crystals were observeel at the

surface throughout the deep storm event. These obsE"~rvations suggest

that a mul tHayer cloud system may have been present upwind of the

sounding location. Without more data, the source of the dendrites

observed at the surface during tbis deep storm event are speculation at

best. However, it is important to document that such cases do occur.

B. ~.91d teJ!1"psratuI'.sL.-9£.Y§tals

The origin and diffusional growth patterns of crystals formed at

cold cloud temperatures are particularly difficult to assess with field

data. In this section, the complexities which lead to the wide variety

of crystal forms originating at cold temperatures «-200 C) are di8cussed

qualitatively. This section is included because the mo~;t important

component of Park Range cloud system precipitation, irregular crystals,

include these cold temperature babits.

Studies of crystal diffusional growth in the literature have

concentrated on measurement of the growth rates, dimensions and habits

of crystals growing at particular temperatures and vapor density

excesses (aufm Kampe, 1951; NakaY2., 1954; Hallett and Hason, 1958;

Kobayashi, 1961; Rattner and Vali, 1974; Ryan et al., 1976). These

experiments have provided important information about the growth of

natural ice crystals in the atmospbere. HOviever, in naturel cloud

systems, ice crystals are continuously exposed to variat.ions in

tempera ture and vapor density excess, as well as pressure, proximity to

supercooled liqui~ water droplets, ventilation rates and several less
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significant factors. The combined effect of all of these variations on

the actual diffusional grovlth of natural ice crystals is unknown.

Clearly, a crystal collected at the ground at a temperature of -3°C

which originated hundreds of kilometers up.!ind at a temperature of -290 e

can possess characteristi cs of many gr'o"Jth environments. Since each

individual crystal encounters a unique set of envirorumental conditions

during its trajectory, a ./ide variety of complex crystal shapes can be

expected. Indeed, this is the case in Park Range cloud systems,

particularly those clouds with tops much colder than -200 e. Figure 64

shows the percent of irregular single crystals appearing on shadow

photograph as a function of echo top temperature. Nearly all the

photographs taken when the echo top was colder than -200 e contained a

high percentage of irregular single particles. The two outlying points

colder than -300 e (L and J) occurred during a period of dendritic

SnOl,.lfe.ll and aggregated snmvfall respecti.vely. Virtually all other

point s were above 50;::, and mos t above 7 (JJf.'. As discussed earlier, a large

class of irregular crystals were composed of variable combinations of

sideplanes, plates, columnar and planar extensions and irregular

protrusions. These irregular particles, characteristic of cold

temper-a ture growth, are clear record~, of the variable environments in

which they gr·eH.

An important aspect of deep wide-area cloud systems j.s the

influence that the crystal flux from colder cloud levels can have on the

mid-level dendritic growth layers. In this data set, dendritic cr'ystals

seldom appeared in significant number's during periods of heavy irregular

crystal snoHfc.ll. In most cases, the two cry::;tal habi t.s seldom appeared

together at all. One possible reason for such exclusion is that
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dendritic crystals require vlater supersaturation to develop. A

significant flux of cold temperature crystals through the dendritic zone

would reduce the potential for such supersaturations to occur. Thus, to

a large degree, the crystal habits viould be mutually exclusive. The

available data suggests that this often is the case.

oWarm temperature () -10 C} crystals are crystals which nucleate and

grOviT in the lOHest, warmest levels of Park Range cloud systems. In

general, such crystals should not have a structure copSounded by

multiple growth regimes and should appear in precipitation as col~lns or

needles. In Chapter 3, the presence of supercooled water near cloud

base was partially attributed to the scarcity of these crystals in the

low levels of many orographic cloud systems. In this section, this

ass~Jption is evaluated more quantitatively.

Figure 65 shows the percent of columnar crystals (Nlc, ~le, N2c,

CIc, Cle, C2a, Rlb, CPla, CPIb, ePIc) appearing on the shadow

photogrcwhs as a function of echo top tempera.ture. Figure 66 shows a

similar plot for needles (Nlc~, N2aJ. 6aKl of the photographs taken when

oecho tops were vl2.rmer than -20 C had no coluDmar crystals whatsoever.

87% of the photographs contained less than 2% colillanar habits. However,

3 photographs did contain 4-7% columns and one photograph on 12 Jan 82

had a large population (16.8%) of coll~ns. Radar echoes on this day

were shallow and broken suggesting small isolated cloud cells.

\H th the exception of 15 Dec 81, needles were qui te rare in Park

Range cloud syE',terns. Host observations conta,inee. no needles at all.

Needles exceeded 2% of the crystal population on only one photograph (21

Dec 81) excluding the 15 Dec event. The high percentage of needles
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present in snowfccll on 15 Dec 81 may have been associated Hi ttl secondary

ice particle production. This case is discussed i.r.. detail in Sec. 4.

The large majority of the cloud systems with echo tops warmer than

-20°C contained few ice particles nucleated and grown at temperatures

warmer than -10°C. Although such particles do exist, they seldom

exceeded more than 2% of the total crystal population arriving at the

ground as precipitation. The important exception was the 15 Dec 81

case.

The data on Figs. 65 and 66 also extend to the cold temperature

ranges. Columnar crystals were more commonly observed during co16 cloud

events. AI though suer, particles probably originated in the higher cloud

levels, the possibility exists that at least some of them origin2.ted at

\o,'armer cloud temperatures. With the present data, no conclusion could

be drawn. However, the columnar crystals were generally a mix of pure

colillans as well as capped columns and bullets. The latter two are

associated with cold temperatures which suggests that the remaining

columns indeed fell from thE high cold regions of the cloud.

3" J.ge n.1lcl.§aticn

The prima.!'y work on natural ice nucleation processes in Park Range

cloud systems Hill be published shortly by DeHot t et. 0.1. (19[16),

hereafter referred to as DM. For completeness of this present work, the

article by DN is slUi]r.J.8rized here. Tvic additional data. sets not included

in the DI1 study are addressed in later sections.

Previous work on ice nucleation in orographic cloud systems.

reported by Cooper and Vali (1981) and Rogers (1982), described the

formation and developn:ent of ice crystal~: in cap clouds over v:yoming' s
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Elk Mountain. Both of these studies found that ice originated only in

association 'friith the initial condensation at the upwind edge of the cap

cloud. These investigators concluded that condensation freezing or

contact nucleation were functiordng.

DM extended the work of these investigators by studyirlg nucleation

processes ill two larger orographic cloud systems over the Park Range.

The cloud systems occurred on 16 Jan 82 2nd 23 Jan 82. DB used the

laboratory developed chemical kinetics methodology described by DeMott

et ale (1983) to identify the primary mechanism of ice nucleation

operating in these cloud systems. DM showed that rate constants

governing the formation of ice crystals in nucleation regions of these

clouds were too large to support contact freezing nucleation. DM

calculated that ice nuclei would have to have radii < 0.007 /lm to

account for the rapid nucleation rates observed. Such radii are

unrealistically small for atmospheric ice nuclei.

Evidence supporting condensation freezing nucleation as the

dominant nucleation mechanisEl was presented by determining the rate

constants for j.ce crystel formation in nucleation zones and comparing

them with supersaturations estimated from droplet spectra changes. Rate

constants, estimccted supersaturations, and increases in tot.al ice

crystal concentration ell correlated welL strongly implying that

condensation freezing nucleation was the dominant ~echanisIT.

One region of apparent ice crystal enhancement with a behavior

anomalous to that. observed up\oiind of the Park Range occurred in the

descending air on the lee sir]e of the mountain. In thi::::: region, cloud

ice crystal concentrations rose sharply in coincidence with rather

strong liquid water depletion. The source of ttle crystal::.: could not be
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identified from the data set. DE hypothesi.zed that contaet nucleation

by thermophoretic collection (Young, 1974a) may have occur-!'ed or that

the aircraft may have encountered a region of compressed airflow in the

descending lee wave which induced a loca.l convergence of ice cry~;tals.

DM used arguments presented in Chapter 3 to show that the cloud top

environment is favorable to liquid vIa tel' formation. Because this region

is the coldest region of the cloud and has a favorable water balance for

supporting water supersaturations, DM concluded that the cloud top

region acted as a primary source region for ice crystals. HOviever, m~

noted that cloud top temperature alone vJill not correlate Hell witb ice

crystal concentra tiom'; in a set. of observa tions of many orographic cloud

systems because supersaturations at cloud top are also a function of

vertical velocity as well as ambient droplet and ice crystal size

spectra and concentration. DB also poir.ted out that ioe nucleation may

well occur ir: the lower regions of the cloud vlhere liquid water

production is occurring. Data were too spar·Re to address such a problem

conclusively .

Sur.1IDC'.rizine from DeLat t et a1. (1986):

"In the case studies of winter orographic cloud systems presented,
prin:ary ice cry e,tal nucleation was identified to occur mel.inly in
association with liquid condensate production. Condensate produotion
occurred not only at cloud edge, but within the upper cloud region. in
regions wher'e orographically induced lifting was oocurring. A
correlation between the estimated supersaturaUon and bott the mur.bers
and rates of appearance of new ice particles supported condensation
freezing as the functioning ice nucleatien mode. The dependence of this
nucleation mode on both temperature and supersaturation makes it
difficul t to determine a simple ice nucleus temperature spectra and
could easily be a source of a wide variance of ice crystal
concentrations at a particular temperature. The quantificc)tion of ~.\Uch

a process is not possible witr.i the small data set presented in this
paper. Laboratory methods. such as those employed by Fogel'S (1982) are
perhaps the best approach to quantifying the condensation freezing
process for a range of temperatures and supersaturations.
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Theoretical calculations of the wa.ter balance in the upper' cloud regions
of the systems studied explained the frequent existence of liquid water
in these cloud regions and confirmed this to be a location favorable for
condensation freezing nucleation to occur on natural nuclei. Cloud top
is a primary source for natural nucleation because of 1)
supersaturations generated in this region, 2) the location near to a
continuous nucleus supply (via cloud top entrainment), and 3) the
occurrence of the coldest cloud temperatures there."

The study of DN examines the nucleation process at the top of two

shallow oloud systems. However, evidence from other cases suggests that

nucleation may occur deeper within the cloud, particularly in the region

of orographic lift. The 21 Dec 81 case study is an example of a case

when nucleation rray have occurred interior to the cloud. This case is

described in the following section.

B. 21 Dec 81 case study

The 21 Dec 81 storm system was a deep cloud system with tops near

-31oC. The data used in this study were collected during a \'lest to east

pass toward and over tbe Park Range at the -16oC level. A data analysis

similar to that of DV was not possible because ice crystals at the

observation level could have originated above, below or at the

observation level. However, this case is important because it does

provide evidence of ice nucleation ir. mid-levels of deep nountain cloud

systems. The newly nucleated crystals developed in the primary lift

zone of the Park Range.

Ice crystal concentrations along the flight path are displayed on

Fig. 67. Crystal concentrations were steady at about 10 1-1 until the

aircraft was about 10 km upv/ind of the Park Range crest. Between this

point and the east slope of the range, concentrations rose somewhat

monotonically to 35 -1
ShOvlD Fig. 68 six ice cry~:tal sizeI . cn are

spectra taken 2.long the flight path. The spectr'a are averages over 30
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seconds. The locations of these spectra on the flight track are

indicated on Fig. 67.

FroID the spectra, it is evident tbat the majority of the

contribution to the crystal concentration enhancement near the Park

Range came from particles less than 250 !lm in diameter. Between points

4 and 6, the concentration of particles with sizes les~; than 100 !lm

increased by a factor of 2-3. If one aSSUL1es a slml gr'owth rate of 0.1

-1
11m s for these particles, and assumes that the particles fell (or

-1rose) through the cloud at 0.1 IDS during the growth, the nucleati.on

point of these particles would be within 100 vertical meters « 10C) of

the observe-tion point.

The most intriguing aspect of this data set was the absence of

liquid water along the flight path. Virtually no liquid water was

observed. If the small ice particles near the crest nucleated in the

absence of measurable liquid water, the possible nucleation mechapisms

are limited to deposition or sorption nucleation.

The increase in concentration was sufficiently close to the range

(the peak concentration was east of the crest) that increases in

concerJtra tion could have been associated with airflow compression in the

primary mountain wave. Small particles could have developed due to

fracturing of larger particles as collision rates increased if-

turbulence near the mountain crest. In short, other possibilities exi5t

to explain the observations. However, the most likely explanation is

nucleation by sorption or v~pcr deposition. If this is the case, the

mechanism must require sufficient vapor supply rates sinc:e it was

limited to the region near the mountain crest. Additional evidence must

be obtained in future field work to determine if deposition or sorption
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nucleation is important in Park Rar~e cloud systems. Clearly, such

mechanisms may be operating.

C. Surface measurement~

In this section, measurements of precipitation rate, number flux

(from shadovl photographs), and echo top temperature ar-e used to examine

the relationship between echo top temperature and the flux of cryt;tals

to the surface.

Fi£ure 69 shov,s the relationship bet\oC'een precipi.tation rate and

number flux of particles arriving at the surface. In general, the

number of particles arriving at the surfa.ce increases as the

precipitation rate intensifies. Variations in particle densities due to

various growth modes and dispar'i ty in the sample times necessary to take

a shadow photograph (5-60 s) and make a precipitation measurement (15

min) contribute to the scatter.

Figure 70 showe the corresponding relationship between nmaber flux

and echo top temperature. With the exception of two points, all of the

measurements vdth ecbo top temperatures warmer than -22oC produced

-2 -1precipi tation ...'i th number fluxes no greater than 0.5 em s . In

contrast, clouds with echo tops colder than -22 0 C produced precipitation

h · 2 6 -2-1with crystal number flux as ~gh as .3 em's . 64% of the

observations with echo tops colder than -22°C were greater than 0.5 em

2 -1s . The data of Fig. 69 imp1y that these deep cold clouds can

generally be associated with higher precipitation rates.

These data tend to confirm that nucleation processes are more

effective in clouds which extend to temperatures colder than -22°C.

BOHeveI', it must be remembered that cloud deptb is increased in these
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cases. The greater depth of cloud alone can contribute more crystals to

the surface precipitation.

4. Jee multiplication

In this section, the physical evidence for secondary ice particle

production in Park Range cloud systems is presented. Of the physical

mechanisms suggested for ice crystal concentration enhancement, three

have received considerable attention in the literature. These include

(1) crystal fragmentation during collisions of ice particles; (2) ice

splinter formation during riming and (3) droplet fragmentation during

freezing. Based on criteria. established in the literature and physical

observa tions collected during the field programs, the potential of each

of these mechanisr,ls to modify crystal concentrations in Park Range cloud

systems is assessed. A review of current research concerni.ng these

mechanisms preceeds the analysis.

1\.. Re3j,~w

(1) Crystal fragmentation: Field observa.tions and modelling studies of

crystal fragmentation in clouds have been reported by Hobbs arid Farber'

(1972) and Vardiman 0972, 1978). Hobbs and Farber found that 50% of 2,1l

stellar crystals collected a t the ground in Vlashington' s Cascade

Mountains were fragments. The habits most frequently fragmented were

P1b-f, P2a, P2f, P2g, P4b and CP1a. UI.':ing a simple modeL they showed

that fragmentation was pr'obable when a 1 mm stellar crystal collides

with droplets with diameters greater than 150 ~ or graupel greater than

800 I-Im.

Vardiman (1972) investigated crystal fragmentation in four storms

over the central Colorado mountains. He found an increase in the

concentration of fragments during the passage of convective ceJJ.s
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embedded in orographic clouds. No habit descrimination was reported in

his study. In his later paper, Vardiman (1978) observed collisions

between natural particles and a fixed plate. By measuring the number of

fragments produced and the fall velocity of the initial particle, he was

able to parameterize fragmentation as a function of momentum of the

ini.tial particle, crystal habit (planar dendrites, spatial dendrites,

and graupel) and degree of rime. He used this parameterization in a

model of fragmentation which incorporated collision frequency and a

"fragment generation function". His model results indica ted that a

broad distrlbution of ice particles promoted fragmentation, that unrimed

particle collisions did not result in secondary ice particles, that

fragmentation increases as particles become more heavily rimed, and that

smooth orogr'aphic clouds ar'e unlikely to produce fragments. The results

of Hobbs and Farber suggest that Vardiman underestimated the

fragmentation potential of dendritic crystals.

(2) Ice splinter production during riming: Prior to the classic

experiments of Hallett and Mossop (1974), several studies of ice

splinter production during riming failed to show any appreciable

increase in the formation of secondary ice particles (Aufdermaur and

Johnson, ]972; Mossop at al., 1974; Hemni, 1974). In 1974, Hallett and

Mossop showed that copious numbers of ice splinters could be produced

during rirring under particular conditions not present in any of the

previous experiments. Subsequent experiments by Hossop and Hallett

(1974), Goldsmi.th et al. (1976), Mossop (1976) and Mossop (1978) defined

conditior.s necessary for the ice splintering process to occur. These

experiments showed that (1) ice splinter production was cOl~ined to a

temperature range of -3°C to -SOC; (2) the cloud must contain droplets >
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25 f.lm diameter and < 13 f.lID diameter; and (3) the cloud must contain ice

particles large enough to initiate riming. They found that the

production of splinters during riming reaches a maximum at -SoC. At

this temperature, approximately one splinter is produced for every 250

droplets of > 25 11m diameter accreted. Chisnell and Letham (1976)

showed. that this meclJanism could account for the high concentration of

ice particles observed in many marine cumuli with relatively warm ()

o-10 C) tops (Mossop, 1970).

Subsequent experiments (Nossop 2.n.d Wishart, 1978; Choularton et

al., 1978; ~~ssop, 1980; Choularton et al, 1980; Griggs and Choularton,

1983) have studied the mechanism of ice splinter production and the

physical explanation for the bounds specified by the previous

experiments. Griggs and Choularton (1983) provided the most

comprehensive explanation to date. Their study showed that internal

freezing of a droplet occurred in one of three modes depending on

tempera ture, if the heat loss to the droplet was fairly syr,lmetrical.

These three modes were related to protuberence production on the

freezing droplets. Griggs and Choularton estimated that 1% of the

protuberences fragment to form secondary ice particles although they

were unable to document such fragmentation photographically. However,

Mossop (1980) and Griggs and Choularton (1983) showed that introduction

of ammonia into riming droplets suppressed both ice splinter production

and protuberence foruation. These experiments stro!~ly imply that a

relationship exists between protuberance production and iee splinter

formation.

(3) Droplet shattering upon freeziJ1g: Studies of droplet shatterine

upon freezing \orhieh pertain to this study are those which ey,amined the
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process for small droplets. Hobbs and Alkezweeny (1968) found that only

a small fraction of 50-100 11m diameter droplets shattered at

temperatures between -20oe and -32oe and at -SoC vrhen nucleated by AgI

suspended in the drops. In a later study, Brownscombe and Goldsmith

(1972) found no significant shatter between -lOoe and -lSoe for smaller

droplets in the size range 20-50 ~ dic~eter. Finally, Bader et al.

(1974) measured the number of sub-micrcn ice particles produced during a

droplet freezing event in freefall for two droplet sizes. They found

that fewer than 10 sub-micron fragments were ejected when an 84 ~m

diameter droplet froze and less than 1 fragment per droplet when 30-42

IHI! droplets froze. Many other studies of droplet shattering have been

conducted, but these all pertained to droplets much larger than those

found in Park Range cloud systems.

B. 1QsLparticle fragmentation

This section examines crystal fragmentation as a mechanism for

enhancing ice crystal concentrations in Park Range cloud systems.

Surface observations of ice particle structure are compiled for each

habit class. ThesE' observations imply that dendritic crystals have a

high potential for fragmentation. Aircraft measurements of ice particle

spectra suggest that high ice crystal concentrations in the dendri tic

growth region may be associated with fragmentation during dendritic

snovlfall events.

(1) Surface observations: Eighty-nine shadow photographs containing

51,193 individual particles were collected during 13 separate storm

events. These par·ticlE:s were classified and examined for fragmentation.

71% of the crystals were irregular. The amount of fra.gmentation, if

any, could not be accurately assessed for these complex shapes. 4% of
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the crystals were contained in aggregates and their detailed stru(:ture

was obscured. 2.4% were heavily rirred. An additional 1.]% were complex

spatial crystals. Fragmentation for these crystals was also difficult

to assess. The remail:ing 21.5%, about 11,000 cryE.ta1s, were examined

for evidence of fragmentation. The results are sl~arized in Table 10.

Two groups of crystals emerge from this compilation. The first

group, consisting of needles, columns, sheaths, bullets, capped columns,

and plates, all showed little evidence of fragmentation. The vast

majority of the crystals in this group, with the exception of needles,

were < 1500 ~lm in their longest dimension. Needles were larger, often

reaching 3000 I'm. The tips of the needles and sheaths did not appear to

suffer from fragmentation, such as that observed by Hobbs and Farber'

(1972). This difference may be due to different crystal concentrations

and collision frequencies in the cloud systems studied. Hobbs et ale

(1974) observed aggregates of needles, a feature not present in Park

Range cloud systems. These aggregates imply higher collision rates for

needles and a gr'eater potentia.l for' fragmentation.

The ~econd group of crystals, dendrites, underwent signifi.cant

fragmenta tion. 7669 dendritic crystal forms wer'e observed. 21.2% were

large fragments and 51.7% were broken branches. Fragmentation \oIas

common Hhether or not riming \oTaS occurring. However, fragments appeared

more frequent when rirre was present on the bra.nches. ExamplE:s of

fragments are shown on Fig. 63,b,c,d.

It is important to note that fragmentation can occur as a result of

impact with other crystals in the <" tmosphere or due to colli~ions Hi th

the collecting surface. In general, crystals which impacted and

fragmented on the collector remaidng in the vi cini ty of the impact and
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TABLE 10
SURFACE OBSERVATIONS OF CRYSTAL FRAGfJiENTATION

1981-82 STORHS
NUHBER PERCENT

HABIT CODE SAMPLE SIZE FRAGMENTED FRAGMENTED

Needles N1a 699 0 0.0
N2a 1 0 0.0

Sheaths N1c 64 0 0.0

Columns N1e 264 0 0.0
N2c 71 1 1.4
C1e 43 0 0.0
C2b 12 0 0.0
R1b 1 0 0.0

Bullets C1c 19 0 0.0
C2a 19 0 0.0

Capped Columns CP1a 93 0 0.0
CP1b 1 0 0.0
CP1c 44 0 0.0

Plates P1a 893 0 0.0

Stellar Dendrites P1b 57 21 36.8
P1c 292 35 11.9
P1d 374 88 23.5
P1f 2216 1211 54.6

Endplate Dend. P2a 195 102 52.3
P2c 3 0 0.0
P2d 66 24 36.3

Centerplate Dend. P2e 145 43 29.6
P2f 154 59 38.3
P2g 86 20 23.2

Other Dendrites P3a 6 0 0.0
P3b 2 0 0.0
P3c 7 0 0.0
P4a 6 0 0.0
P4b 4 0 0.0
P5 1 0 0.0
R2b 25 9 36.0

Broken Branches I3a,b 3969 3969 100.0
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were easily identified as a single particle. Such fragments were not

included in the fragment count. Only fr'agments with no clearly

identifiable parent crystal or group ,Jere ca tegorizecl as fragments.

These observations show that cloud ice crystal concentrations may

be enhanced by fragmentation during cry~;tal-crystal coll.isi.ons in

snowfall events Vlhich are characterized by a large dendrite population.

Concentration erJ1ancenent should occur prirr.arily in and belmJ the

dendritic growth zone (-170 C to -13 0 C) and should be accompanied by an

increase in the population of aggregates, since aggregates are also a

product of the collision of dendrites. Aircraft measurements which

suggest that fragmentation may be important are discussed in the next

section.

(2) Aircraft measurements: Aircraft soundings were carried out over RAD

during fcur deep storm systems. T"ViO of these systems had dendritic

crystals present in the snowfall at HAD. Ice crystal concentrations and

characteristics of the 2D-c spectra measured during these soundings are

examined for evidence of ice crystal concentration erllancer.J.ent by

fragmenta tion. The other tvro cases are discussed in the foll0,:ing

section on ice splinter producti.cn during rirr.ing. The date. are

presented in a case study format.

a. 5 January 82: Crystal concentrations and representative spectra from

2-Dc probe from a. sounding over HAD between 1539 and 1546 are ShOWL in

Figs. 71 and 72. Durir:.g this period, a.ggregated snowfall prj.ITiarily

consisting of planar and spatial dendrites fell at RAD and SPL Figure

71 shows that a rapid increase in the concentration of cry dals occurred

through the depth of' the dendri tic growth region. Particle f;ize spectra

shown on Fig. 72 indicate that the majority of the increase in
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concentration was due to particles sma~ler than 300 !lW. The cloud

system was practically devoid of liquid water in this region. For this

reason, nucleation processes were limited largely to vapor deposition or

sorption. At such warm temperatures, it is unlikely that deposition

nucleation could account for such a rapid increase in the sma~l particle

population. Because of their size, it is also unlikely that these

particles originated much higher in the cloud. Secondary particle

production by droplet freezing or ice splintering during riming was

unlikely beca~se of the absence of liquid water. The only plausible

explanation for the observed increase is fragmentation. However, an

instrumental question remains concerning the source of the

fragmentation. Although it is clear from surface observations that

fragments occur regularly in association with dendritic snowfall, it is

likely that dendrites colliding with the 2D-c probe tips may also have

fragmented and produced the increase in concentration. In this case,

the contribution from each source is uncertain. However, ground

observations of fragments clearly indicate that at least a portion of

the increase W8.S due to natural collisions. Clearly, all the

appropriate conditions for fragmentation to occur were present in this

case.

b. 31 January 82

The 31 Jan 82 case was the only case where the aircraft penentrated

the low level cloud region near the mountain. In this case, the

aircraft departed from Steamboat Springs Airport after th~ storn system

moved into the area. The data extends from near ground level to 6100 m,

still belo~ cloud top.
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Crystal concentrations and representative 2D-c spectra at poi~ts on the

sounding are shown on Figs. 73, 74 and 75. During this period, .snowfall

consisted of cold temperature crystals, pri~arily irregulars, sideplanes

(81, 82, 83), plate assemblages (P7a) and cold temperature coloolns (elf,

C2a, CP1a). However, decelerator data collected during the ascent (see

Fig. 57) indiccLted that dendritic crystals were also present in the

snowfall. The slides also contained a very high density of

unrecognizable particles.

From Fig. 73, it is evident that two distinct regions of er~anced

ice crystal concentrations existed, the first at -24°C and the second

over the temperature range -9°C to -12°C. Between the top of the

sounding and -240 C crystal concentrations were nearly uniform at 20 1-1 .

Spectra A in Fig. 74 was characteristic of this layer. Particles were

distributed somewhat uniformly in the size ranges from 0-1000 I1ID. In

the zone betweer: -24°C and -23°C crystal concentrations increased to a

-1
maximum of 70 1 . Spectra B, characteristic of this region, shows a

rapid increase in the small particle population, possibly associated

with new nucleation and grow·th. Below this layer, crystal
1

-.1.
concentraUons dropped to 30 1 . Spectra C, froL1 this region, suggest~

that some of the lar'ge particles from the layer above may have

precipi ta ted into this layer. Beginning at -12. 7°C, a. significant.

enhancement in ice cry~,tal concentrations occurred, rea.chir..g a high

concentration of 87 1-1 at -9 0 C. Spectra D from Fig. 74 and E from Fie;.

75 show the size distribution of crystals in this region. The greatest

contribution to crystal concentration erJ1ancement in this zone came from

crystals in the small size ranges, particularly less than 350 ~m. No

liquid water was observed in this region or at lower altitudee..
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Such increases in crystal concentration in the small size ranges

must either be attributed to primary nucleation or a secondary ice

crystal production mechar~sm. Nucleation in this case must be limited

to deposition or sorption, neither efficient nor likely at such warm

temperatures. Ice mul tiplica tion by riming or droplet freezing is

impossible in the absence of liquid water. As with 5 Jan 82, the only

reasonable mechanism for the observed ice crystal concentration

enhancement is fragmentation. In this case, it appears that the large

flux of cold crystals with high fall velocities collided with the

smaller popula tion of 10\<T fall velocity planar crystals promoting

fragmentation. Such collisions would increase the population of

crystals in the small size range. The magnitude of the enhancement j.n

this case seems extreme considering the rela tively small number of

complete dendritic crystals observed. A second unknown is the source of

the branched planar crystals, since the dendritic zone in the sampling

area was not water supersaturated. These questions could not be

addressed with the limited data set.

Laboratory studies discussed in the review have established three

constraints for ice splinter production during riming:

o(1) The temperature must be between -3 and -3 C.

(2) Droplets with diameters L25 Mm and i13 Mm must be present.

(3) Ice particlE;s with size and stl'ucture suitable for riming must be

present.

In this section, each of these constraints are examined for Park

Range cloud systems. The 1981-82 data set is reviewed for evidence of
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the Hallett-Mossop (EM) mechanism. Two case studies are presented in

lolhich the HH process may have occurred.

(1) Physical constraints on the HM mechanism

a. Temperature: The narrow temperclture limits which bound the HH ice

splintering mechanism somewhat specify the al ti tude range .There this

process can occur in wintertime clouds over the Park Range. Figure 76

shows a 19 year climatology of the 70 KFa temperature for the months of

November through March at Grand Junetion, Co., approximately 200 km

southwest of the Park Range. The 70 KPa level is approximately the same

al titude as the crest of the mountain. During the mid-winter months of

December to February, the mean 70 KPa temperature varies between -5 and

-7°C. Nearly 40% of the time, the temperature at ridgetop is within the

EN range. Most storm events occur at these temperatures, which

correspond to the transition temperatures between a warm ddge and a

cold trough. In the early and late winter months of November and March,

the HH temperature range is generally wi thin a few hundred meters of

ridgetop.

Durir,g storm periods, liquid cloud base varies from 500 In belm.... to

100 ITt above ridgetop. Therefore, if the HM process is to operate

effectively in these wintertime cloud systems, it must occur vlithin the

lowest km of the cloud, and generally near the level of the ridgetop.

b. Presence of small « 13.um) and large () 25 urn) droplet~:

Climatologically, the m: temperature range is near cloud base in Park

Range cloud systems. Measurements of droplet spectra at SPL in years

subsequent to the 1981-82 experiment with a cloud gun have shown that

droplets ( 13 !lm dj.ameter are common in these clouds. HO'l-lever, droplets

vd th diameters ) 25 11m have seldom been observed. Droplets) 30 /lm have
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not been observed. Three possible reasons may explain the lack of large

droplets: (1) Due to the proximity to cloud base, insufficient time is

available for droplets to grow to the necessary sizes; (2) Cloud base is

closer to the boundary layer and at least in some cases, I:iay have CCN

concentrations more characteristic of continental air. Droplet spectra

in this region would therefore be more narrow; (3) Due to the large ice

crystal flux through cloud base from the colder oloud regions, larger

droplets will preferentially be removed by riming before they hC:lve a

chance to grow to the necessary sizes. The major limitation of the HH

mul tiplica tion mechanism in Park Range clouds is the requirement for

large droplets in the appropriate temperature range near cloud base.

c. Rresence of large ice particles: Large ice partioles falling from

levels colder than -100 C are nearly always present in Park Range cloud

systems. Virtually all of these particles are large enough to be

capable of accreting cloud droplets. Therefore, this constr'aint is not

a limitati,on.

(2) Evidence for the HM process

Because of the temperature constraints associated ,lith the Bt-!

mecha1'lism, ice splinters ejected during riming have a high probability

of developing into needles. If the HM mechanism had a positive impact

on the precipita tion, such needles should appear in the precipitation,

particularly in Park Range clouds vihere they would form at al ti tudes

near or below the mountain crest. During the 1981-82 program, needles

were not present during most storms. However, significant noolbers of

needles were present during a two hour period of the 15 Dec 81 ~;torm

system. Needles were also present in smaller numbers during three hours
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of the 21 Dec 81 storm. Shadow photographs taken during the 15 Dec el

event are shown on Fig. 77.

Sixteen samples containing needles were collected at BAD at

approximately 15 minute intervals during the two events. Of the 16

samples, 13 contained snow pellets and 15 contained rimed cryEtals. At

SPL, 31 separate samples containing needles were collected at

approximately 5-10 minute frequency. Of these, 20 contained snow

pellets and 28 contained rimed crystals. These observa tions fr'om the

surface network indicate that liquid water was present in the cloud

system, that riming did occur and that the crystal habits expected from

an EM mechar~sm were present.

Figure 78 shows the vertical temperature structure of the

atmosphere ID6asured by the CG rawinsonde at 1500 and 1800 on 15 Dec 81.

From this figure, one can see that the HN temperature range extended

over a kilometer from 2800 to 3900 roo This temperature zone encompassed

SPL. The temperature of maximum activity for the process vIeW at 3100 m,

about 100 m above the laboratory. Figure 79 shows the 2D-o crystal

concentra tion measurements during a sounding over HAD. The uppel' levels

of the cloud system contained several distinct layerf-. No crystal

concentration enhancement occurred in association with the dendritic

zone. Thj.s is consistent with the surface obser'vations vIhere planar

particles were absent. More important to this section was the large

enhancement in crystal concentration near -10oC. Such enhancement was

almost entirely due to an increase in zero area ima.ges on the probe.

Zero area images occur in association with particles of less than about

100 /lm in diameter. Unfortunately, the aircraft could not descend

further into the cloud. Th€ spectra from the sounding are illustrated
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in Fig. 80. At RAD and SPL during this period, precipitation consisted

entirely of needles and :snow pellet~. Riming clearly wa~! oocurring

during this event.

Droplet distributions were unavC'.ilable from aircraft or at the

mountaintop on 15 Dec 8]. Evidence of substantial liquid water

concentrations in the cloud duriLg this period were measured by the

radiometer. Slant path values exceeded 2.0 mm to the north and soub

and exceeded 3.0 om over the mountain. These were some of the highe~

values observed during the program. Based on this data., the existen::e

of large droplets in the EM temperature range was clearly possible.

Figure 81 shows thE. vertical temperature structure of the

atmosphere on 21 Dec 81 at 1500 and 1800 from rawinsondes launched at

CG. These times nearly encompass the aircraft flight period and the

needle/graupel precipitation event. From these soundings it is clea]'

that the m~ temper2.ture range extended ever 600 m in thE.' verticaL

lowered in elevation over the three hours and encompassed SPL during the

entire period. The temperature of maximum activity of the splintering

oprocess (-5 C) was below the level of the laboratory.

Evidence for liquid vIa tel' presence in the 10vIer levels of the c:.oud

below the aircraft measuremerJts was available from the radjometric data.

The magni tude of the liquid vIater contents meaE,ured by the radioroetel'

during this period were too large to account for the water ()b~,erved :.n

the upper cloud layers. HmJever, Rotorod measurements at SPL sugges'~ a
..

magnitude of liquid water content in the levI levels of about 0.1 gm-;'.

With such liquid water contents, the probability of a significant

concentration of droplets> 25 ~m in the HM region was low. Despite the

precipitation signature characteristic of the IWI process at RAD and ~)PL,
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it is questionable whether the H~1 process did occur in the 21 Dec 81

cloud system.

In summary, circumstantial evidenoe exists that in a few cases, the

HH process may be active. Em:ever, the general lack of needle-like

precipitation and the absence of large droplets at mountaintop suggests

that the process is probably not important in tbe majority of

precipi to. ti. on events.

The characteristics of cloud droplet spectra observed in Park Range

douct systems were summarized in Table 6 of Chapter 3. These

measurements shm!ec that mean droplet diameters seldom exceed 20 fim.

Droplet concentrations in the large!t size bin of the FSSP were less

-3 -1than 1 em !lm when large droplets i-lere present. These measurements

indica te that droplets with diameters greater> than 50 fill are rare. The

only laboratory studi€:s \-!hich considereci the freez.ing behavior of such

~:;mall droplets Here Hobbs and Alkezi-;eeny (196 8), Brovmscombe and

Goldsmith (1972) and Eader et al. (1974). These ::'tudie,s were all

conducted using droplets in freef2.11. The former tI..-a studie~ repor·ted

no fragmentation of droplets with diameters less than 50 pIL Bader et

Col. determined that less than one sub-micr'on ice fragment was ejected

for every three droplet freezing events when droplets witb dj.ameters

between 30 and 42 ~!m froze.

These studies, together with the measurements of droplet spectra

presented in Chapter 3. suggest that ice splinter produotion during

droplet freezing is not ar important source of ice crystals in Park

Flange cloud sy~.tem~. E:ince virtually all of the droplets in these
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clouds have diameters less than 30 IlIl1, ice mu1 t.ipli.ca tion during droplet

freezing is probably an extremely rare event.

5. Accretion

Accretion measurements can be used to infer the temporal evolution

and physical dtstribution of liqvi.d water in cloud systems. By

necessi ty, the accretion process bas already been discussed in some

detail in the pr'evious chapter. In Chapter 3, thne regions of Park

Range cloud. systems have been identified where liquid tolater production

may occur. Accretional growth is limited to these regions. In general,

growth by accretion will contribute the most mass to particles in tHO of

these regions, the lo,~ level region at temperatures warmer than -IOoC,

and the primary lift region near the mountain crest. Due to safety

limitations, the accretion process in these regions could not be studied

directly with aircraft. Information concerning accretion must be

implied from surface and radiometrio observations. Su.ch analyses were

ccmplt'ted in Chapter 3. The role of accretion in the upper cloud layer,

particularly near cloud top, is limited by the small size of the ice

crystals. Still, accretion may play an important role in c:rystal habit

development and may indirectly effect the later growth of precipi ta tion

particles by 2.ggrega tion. The purpose of this section is to supplemellt

the analyses of liquid water' structure in Chapter 3 with addi tional

information concerning accretion in Park Range cloud sy~teros. ~o

aspects of the accretion process are cor-sidered: (1) the role of

accretion ir. upper cloud layers and near cloud top ar-d (2) the frequency

of occurrence of the accretion process and its effect en the

distribution of precipitation. A brief review of literature pertinent

to these discussions is presented in the follOldng sectiop.
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A. Review

Studies of accretion in cloud systems have primarily focused on the

microphysical aspects of the accretion process. Many research groups

over the last two decades have attempted to determine the minim~l

crystal dimensions required for the onset of accretion. These studies

have used direct measurements as 'Vle11 as theoretical models of accretion

(Ono. 1969; Wilkins and Auer. 1970; Reinking. 1973; IwaL 1973;

Harimaya. 1975; D'Errico and Auer, 1978; Reinking, 1979; Hir.drnan and

.Johnson. 1972; Pitter and Pruppacher, 1974; Schlamp et a1.. 1975;

Pit tel", 1 977) •

Such studies have established that the riming threshold diameter

for plates is near 150 /lIU diameter and columns between 30-50 pm

diameter. Branched planar crystals commenced riming after growing

beyond about 250 !tID di.ameter. radiating crystals at about 300 !lIn.

Heasured and theoretical eollection efficiencies have also been

determined (Kajikawa. 1974. Pitter and Pruppacher. 1974; Schlamp et. a],

1975; Pit tel". 1 977) •

A second emphasis of the microphysical studies has been to

dietermine the of'ienta tion of fall of l'irning crystals, cry:::,tal cr08S

sectional 2.rea. and distribution of droplets on the crystal face (Ono,

1969; Sae-.yo, 1971; Zikmunda and Va~i, 1972; Ivrai, 1973; Reinki.ng, 1973,

1974; Har·imaya, 1975; D'Errico and Auer, 1978). These studies have

generally concluded that crystals fall presenting the facE· of maximum

resi stance to the airflow. Rime accumula tes on the prism face of

col umns and sheaths. and on the c!or,.Jnward basal face of plate sand

branched planar cry:::;tal:::.\. The largest accumulc~tions of droplets occur

on the edges of' the crystcds except for sheaths, v·]hich appear to rime
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uniformly. One goal of many studies has been to determine the size

distributio~ of droplets which typically interact with ice crystals

(Wilkins and Auer, 1970; Har'iyama, 1975; D'Errico and Auer, 1978;

Pitter, 1977; Schlamp et al., 1975). Such studies have generally

concluded that droplets in the 10-15 ~m dj.c:uneter size range have a high

efficiency for colJ.ection by plate-like ice crystals betvJeen 150 and 400

~ID in diameter. The lOHer cutoff size was generally around 5 flID

diameter.

Another emphasis of accretion research has been to deterr.dne the

crystallographic structure and subsequent diffusional growth of accreted

drops (Ono, 1969; Brownscombe and Hallett, 1967; Kikuchi and Uyeda,

1979a,b). The studies by Kikuchi and Uyeda attempted to explain the

development of spatial dendritic crystals based on polycrystalline

structure of accreted drops.

Unfortunately, very few studies have attempted to interpret cloud

system structure in terms of accretion processes. Notable exceptions

are the series of papers by Reinking (1973, 1975, 1979) and the work of

Hobbs and collaborators in the Cascades (Hobbs et 0.1., 1971; Hobbs,

19750.). Reinking found that many cr·ystaJ.~; in a given populc:tion did not

begin to rime when the critic2.1 minimum size was reached. Rather, the

onset of accretion was delayed or never occurred for large fractions of

the crystals in a sample. Reinking attributed these variations to small

scale variations in the liquic water content of the clouds. Hobbs used

observations of riming on crystals collected at surface locations and

with aircraft to specify the altitude and depth of liquid water layers

in pre-frontal, fron.tal, post-frontal and orographic cloud condi tions.

It is interesting to note that many olouds in the Cascades frequently
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have significant liquid water contents at temperatures warmer than

-IOoC, a feature found in Dlany Park Range systems.

B. Accretion in upper cloud regions

(1) Cloud t.QQ. region ,in warm clouds-.J..toPU -20oC)

Accretion near cloud top is limited by the size of the ice

particles and water droplets as well a~; the residence time of the

particles in the liquid water zone. Residence tiDle is controlled by the

size and fall velocity of the particle, the vertical velocity and

condensa tion production rate in the cloud, and the ambient ice crystal

concentration and size distribution. As a consequence, the residence

time in the lj.quic:. vlater zone and subsequent riming potential of an.

individual crystal will vary from cloud to cloud.

In general, cloud systems with tops in the -lOoe to -20oC rap~e

will produce crystals with plate-like habits during their earliest

growth. Studies quoted in the previous section have found that the

ri~ing threshold of these crystals is near 150 ~m diameter. Using

growth rates measured by Ryar. et al. (1976) and fall velocities measured

by Davis (1974), it is possible to calculate the fall distance of a Fia

crystal prior to growing to the riming threshold. For the PIa habit,

this fall distance is only a few meters. Based on this estimate, j t is

possible for riming to at least initiate in the liquid water regions

near the tops of many cloud systems. In cases where the liquid water

depth extends over a hundred meters, riming could become an important

growth mechanism, particularly for particles originating near the very

top of the cloud.

The droplet size distribution in the cloud top rebion can also

stongly influence the effectiveness of the accretion process. Studies
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described ea.rlier havE determined that droplets of 10-15 !lm d.iameter

have high collection efficiencies for small crystals. Comparing the

spectra of 16 Jan 82 and 23 Jan 82 (Fig. 48), it is evident that cloud

top riming can vary considerably due to droplet spectra variations.

oBoth of these cloud systems vlere shallow vli.th tops near -17 C and were

very similar in many other respects.

Kikuchi and Uyeda 0979a, b) have e:::tablished through direct

observation that droplets often freeze in a polycrystalline structure.

Such crystal structures serve as the framevlOrk for' continued diffusional

growth in many directions depending on the oriEntation of the

crystalline axes in the frozen droplets. Riming near cloud top,

particularly in cloud systems with tops in the vicinity of the dendritic

growth l'egion, pr'omotes the development of spatial crystals. In cases

of significant riming, these particles can develop the characteristics

of the R3b spatial crystal. Crystals encountering few droplets

potentially can develop such spatial habits as the F7a or P7b crystal.

Unrimed particles vTould continue to develop as branched planar erystals.

Particle combj.nations such as those described are ofter: present during

aggregation events. In Sec. 6, it is hypothesized that spatial

dendritic particlES promote aggregation particularly well due to thei 1"

complex bur'r-like structures-.

In summary, a.ccretion near cloud top in warm (> -20°C) clouds is

highly dependent on Diany factors including CCN concentration and

subsequent cloud droplet distribution, vertical velocity and condensate

production rate near cloud top, ice particle concentrations and liquid

water depth. When accretion occurs, it most likely will result in the

production of spaUal crystals. These crystals, because of their'
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complex shapes, frequently p!'omotf: aggregation. Becau:.oe these aggregates

typi.cally have higher fall velocities than the cry~,tals \-Ihich compose

them, cloud top riming in these clouds may indirectly contribute to

increased precipitation rates.

Despi te the cold temperatures associated wi ttl the upper levelE; of

deeI' cloud systems, liquid water' has been observed in these regions.

Date. collected on 21 Dec 81 has confirmed that liquicl wc:.ter contents of

up to 0.15 gm-3 can occur at temperatures between -20oe and -32oC and

that. this liquid water interacts with ice particles in the f'irdng

process. The distribution of liquid water along the flight track is

sho\-; n in Fig. 82. The conditions whj.ch must be present for such liquid

Tl'lc.tEr production are unclear because of the limited data set. HOl-Jever,

-1
thi~ case bad very low ice particle concentrations ( 5 1 ) throughout

the region where liquid water was observed (Fig. 83). The liqui.d we ter

in this region contributed to the production of rather large rimed

particles. The rapid spread in the particle size distribution through

the depth of the upper cloud layers (Fig. 84) and thE: r-;hape of the 2D-c

images (FiE':' 85) stroIlgly implies that snow pellet foruCLtion occurred in

this region.

The frequency that high level supercooled wa tel' layers occur in

Park Range cloud systems is unknown. The data available for other

flig.1ts in deep cloud systems did not show any evidence of such large

liqutd water le.yers. Accurate assessment of the role of accretion in

ice )article development in these cold cloud regions \-lill require a much

largHr data set..
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C. Frequency of accretion and effects on ~cipitation di§~sibution

Surface measurements of rime intensity in Chapter 3 were used in

coordination with other data sets to examine the temporal evolution of

liqui.d water in Park Range cloud sy~,tems. From these analyses, i t wa~

clear that liquid water frequently oocurs in sufficient quanti ti.es to

initiate the accretion process. This section presents a more general

sDn,mary of surface observations of accretion. This is follo\vec; by a

qualitative discussion of accretion and its effect on ice particle

trajectories.

The summary of ice particle habits presented in Table 9

differentiated rimed parU cles from unrimed particles only if the rimE d

particles were snow pellets or large graupel. Such graupel made up

2.36% of the total sampl e froU! the shadow photogr·aph analysis. HowevE:r,

a much larger number of crye,tals in the shado\-l photograph samples werE

rimed to some degree.

To estimate the frequency that rimed particles occur in Park Hane:e

systems, the. visual observations of particles on black felt were used.

Tbese were chosen over the shadow photographs because they were made E.t

a much higher frequency, covered a wider range of storms, and were

available from more than one 8i te. The observe.tions ~lere divided intci

trIO classes, those where rimed parUcles were present and tho::;e Hhere

only unrimed particles were observed. The results of this

classifica tion are shown in Fig. 86.

During the storm events of 1981-82, 216 individual observations

were made at SPL and 254 at RAD. These observations were collectivelr

made during 23 separate storm events. During the storms, 77.7% of the

samples at RAD and 72.2% of the samples at SPL contained rimed crystals.
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34.2% of the RAD samples and 36.1% of the SPL samples contained at least

some heavily rimed crystals. It. is important to note that in most

samples, many crystals were present which were not rimed, or rimed very

lightly. Often, these were in the majori ty. Examples of such a mj.xture

of rimed and unrimed cr'ystals are shm·m in Fig. 87. As in the ReinkirJg

studies, the degree of rime varied considerably in anyone sample. The

percentages quoted here represent the number of observations where rime

was observed on at least part of the crystals in the sample. These

observations imply that the accretion process is significant in

production of both valley and mountaintop precipitation in Park Range

~.ystems.

The observations have some implications concerning trajectories of

particles and the subsequent distribution of precipitation across the

mountain. A general conclusion of many studies of ice crystal fall

velocity is that rimed particles fall faster than their up..rimed

counterparts. Trajectories of rimed particles are naturally steeper.

In generaL the earlier diffusional growth of particles arriving rimed

at RAD or SPL must have occurred much closer to the mountain than

unrimed crystals of similar siZE: and habit. In other words, riming

selectively occurring on crystals falling within the zone of liquid

water production near the mountain causes particles to f811 at the ~Jame

location as unrirr"ed particles generated much further upwind.

A wide distribution of rime oc a population of particles can. be a

consequence of the increase in liquid water production near the mountain

in the orographic airflow. TIle dispersive nature of rime accillnulation

in a si.ngle sample can al~;o be attributed to small scale variations in

the liquid water structure. Such factors as small scale turbt:lence,
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convection, wave interactions, and variations in the ice crystal

distribution all affect the achlal distribution of liqvid w2ter in the

cloud. Consequently, particles whose trajectories differ by only a few

hundred meters may encounter quite different liquid water contents.

In any case, the effect of accretion is to cause particles to have

steeper trajectories. The 1'.§.i resul t is to stift the distribution of

precipitation windward of that which would have occurred had diffusional

growth processes acted alone.

6 . .£ggregation

Aggregated ice particles comprise an important component of the

total precipitation falling from Park Range cloud systems. The

mechanisms by which aggregati.on occurs in these cloud systems are

complex. SigI1ificant variations in the intensity and charact.eristics of

the aggregates occur over time scales of Jess than an hour and often as

short as five or ten minutes. The physical processes aS20ciated with

the formation of c..ggregated snowfall in northwest Colorado ~lintertime

cloud systems are discussed in the follo\'Jing seetion~. A revie\~· of

previ.ous work precedes the analysis.

A. Bevie.1!

(1) Particle adhesion: Previous studies of the aggregation process have

identified five mechanisms by \-!hich particles in contact adbere to each

other. These mechanisms include (1) contact freezing of a liquic' layer

present on tbe crystals, (2) ice particle sintering, (3) electrical

attraction, (4) rr.echanical interlocking of cOL,plEx crystal shapes and

(5) "oementir"g" of crystals during riming.

Farly experiments ooncerning the force of adhesion of ice particles

were done by Nakaya and lflCltsUIDOto (1954) a.nd Hosler et. al. (1957>.
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Nakaya and Mats~loto found that the force of adhesion decreased by a

factor of five as the temperature during the experiment vias lowered from

-2°C to -lSoC. Hosler et al. (19~7) found the force of adhesion to vary

from a few dynes at -2SoC to 660 dynes at OOC. Hosler and Hallgren

(1960) measured the collection efficiency of very sI!,all (<10 /lm)

crystals or.. discs with diameters of 127 and 360 11m in a wind tunnel.

They found that aggrega tion occurred over a temperature range of -6 to

-2SoC, the limits of the experiment. Measured collection efficiencies

were highest at -12°C. They associated this maximum with a transition

in crystal habit.

Hosler and Hallgren speculated that their experiments could be

explained by· the existence of a liquid surface layer on the ice

particles. This liquiC surface was assumed to vary in thickness

according tc temperature and to freeze on contact with a colliding ice

particle. oThey explained the maximum at -12 C by suggesting that the

liquid layer' was thicker on the basal plane than the prism face,

enhancing the a.dhesive capability of platelike cryst81s. TIleoretical

support for the existence of a liquid layer was presented by Fletcher

(968) .

An al ternative mechanism for the adhesion of ice particles was

studied experimentally and theoretically by Hobbs and Mason (1964).

This process, called sintering, occurs because ice particles in point

contact form a non-equilibrium system. In order to minimize the total

free surfa.ce energy of the system, a requirement for equilibriULl, a

transport. of water molecules toward the contact point must occur. Hobbs
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(1965) showed that ice particles with radii of curva.ture of the order of

10 ~m need to contaot about 10 seoonds to develop ice bonds of

apprecia.ble size.

A third mechanism that may enhance ice crystal aggregation is

electrical attraction. Heasurements of ar.. excess posi tive chm~ge on the

basal plane of orystals by Smith-Johannsen (1965) have been used by

Odencranz et 0.1. (1968) and Hagono and Tazavla (1972) to explai.!l their

observations of i'-shaped aggregates of columns or plates. However,

Smith-Johannsen (1969), in a later paper, calculated the charge

separa tion induced by temperature gradients across growing crystals and

found them insufficient to account for the large number of 1"s

experimentally observed. The first quantitative measurements of the

effects of electrical fields on orystal collection efficiency wer'e

reported by Latham and Saunders (1970). In their experiment, ice

crystals of 1-10 l.lIn diameter were carried past 0.2 em ice spheres in 8

wind tunnel at temperatures ranging from -7oC to -27 oC. They found that

the growth rate of the collector in the presence of an induced

electrical field exceeded the rate when no field was applied by l~J at

-1 -1 -1
500 V em , 400/0 at 1000 V cm a.nd 80% at 1500 V em

Observations of aggregation in natural snowfall have strongly

implied that mechanioal interlocking is responsible for the ini tial

collection of ice crystals. Rogers (1974) found that aggregates of

sizes greater than 1 Cffi were composed primarily of planar dendritic

fJabits and spa.tial crystals with habits P7a, P7b and R3b. Ohtake (1969)

concluded that large snowflake formation was due to mechanical

interaction of crystals with fine branched structure. A similar

conclusion was reached by Jiusto and Weickmann (1973) based on their
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observations of snowflakes in Great Lake snowstorms and upslope storms

near Denver, Colorado.

Hobbs et ale (1974) identified five types of aggregates in snowfall

over the Cascade Mountains of Washington:

(1) combinati.ons of tvlO or more bullets, side ple.nes, columns,

assemblages of plates, assemblages of sectors;

(2) combinations of needles;

(5) aggregates of planar dendrites;

(4) aggregates of radiating assemblages of dendrites;

(5) combinations of planar dendrites and radiating assemblages of

dendrites.

The first two groups contained very small aggregates, seldom exceeding 2

mm. The latter three groups formed aggregates of size 2-6 lOrn, but often

as large as lS mm. The latter three categories have a high potential

for interlocking.

The importance of supercooled water in enhancement of the

aggregation process has received little attention in the literature.

Rogers (1974) reported that many of the spatial crystals had a rimed

core, but he did not observe rime on the branched region of the

crystals. However, Jiusto and Weickmann (1973) reported that aggregates

in Great Lake snowstorms were frequently rimed.

(2) Physical parameters controlling aggregation

a. Jemperature: Studies of tbe relationship between the maximum diameter

of aggregates B.nd surface temperature (Hagono (1953), Rogers (1974),

Hobbs et a1. (1974» have all shown a distinct peak in the maximum

°dimension of aggregates when the surface temperature was near 0 C.

Hobbs et ~l. (1974) showed a secondary maximum near -lSoC with aircraft
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observations. Magono (953) attributed the el".hanced aggregation to a

better sticking efficiency. Hobbs et a1. concluded that differences in

the sizes of the various aggregates were due to differences in the

crystals composing them rather than differences in the ground

temperature or the precipitation rate. Fogel's (1974) attributed the

observations to three effects: 1) the dept!: of the "aggregation zone",

between the dendritic zone and the surface, was larger allowing for more

collisions; (2) warmer t~lperatures allow for more effective adhesion;

and (3) the rate of vapor diffusion may be larger in the OOC layer.

b. Crystal concentration: Modelling studies such as Jiusto (1971) have

implied that aggregation is much more effective when cloud crystal

concentrations are large. The only measurements of the effects of

crystal concentration were provided by Hobbs et al. (1974). Hobbs et

eel. found from 5.ir-craft measurements with a continuous replica tor and

particle decelerator that the probability of aggregate occurrence

increased o.s crystal concentration increased. Their data covered a

-1
rar~e of 10-10000 1 , but had no size 01'" habit discrimination.

c. Crystal size and habit: The size of individual crystals in aggregates

varies considerably. Rogers (1974) r..oted that 75% of the aggregates in

his sample contained an "origin" crystal of significantly larger size

and of different habit. His observation, together with those of Hobbs

et al. (1974) and Jiusto and Weiokmann (1973) suggest that aggregation

ini tiation may be due to ordered collisions of particles of di.fferent

size and habit. This agrees qualitatively with the theoretical results

of Passarelli and Srivastava (979) who found that, at sI:lall dispersion

of parti ole fallspeeds, the most effective collisions were between large

and small particles.
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(3) Collection efficiency and size spectra .evolution

Airborne studies of precipitation evolution have generally shown

that snow size spectra obey exponential relationships similar to those

described by Marshall and Palmer in 1948 (Passarelli, 1973b; Houze et

al., 1979; Lo and Passarelli, 1982). Passarelli (197 8b) used his

analytical model (19780.) and snow size spectr'a in one t;torm to deduce

collection efficiencies of dendrites between -lS
oe and -12°C. Houze et

al. (1979) found from studies of size spectra evolution that observed

parti.cles grorl particulaf'ly \ole11 by collection. La and Passarelli

(1982) implied from thE'ir measurements that aggregate breakup may also

be important in the low clouc levels.

B. Surface observations of ice particle aggregation

Three aspects of the aggregation process were investigated using

measurements collected at HAD and SPL. These include; (1) the role of

surface temperature as a controlling parameter in the flux of aggregate

precipi tation, the number of cry stals composing aggregates and aggregate

formation; (2) the relationship between precipitation rate, the flux of

aggregates to the :::mrface and the number of crystals compos.ine

aggrega.tes; and (3) the role of crystal habit ir. aggregate formation.

(1) Sur'face temperature: Several papers reviewed in the previous

section presented evidence showing that the maximum diameter of

aggregates increased as the surface temperature approached oOe. One

hypothesis suggested by several authors was that the oOe layer is a

region of erllanced collection efficiency due to the increased sticking

efficiency of the ice crystals.

To eX8ffiin,e this effect quantitatively for Park Range c:loud systems,

surfac:e data on aggregation was stratified according to temperature
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measured at RAD. During the 1981-82 experiment, precipitation samples

were collected every 15 minutes on a 250 cm2 felt board. The number of

single crystals and crystals composing aggrega tes were counted under

magnification for each sample. Simultaneous measurements of

precipitation rate were made by weighing 15 minute samplEls of

precipitation collected in a plastic container with a 160 cm2 orifice.

These measurements were used to determine aggregate flux defined as

n
F::: = R ( _L )

- n +na s

Here, F is the aggregate flux (mm/hr), R is the precipitation ratea

(mm/hr), n is the total number of crystals contained in aggregatesa

collected in the sample and n is the total nuruber of single crystals ins

the sample.

Figure 88 shows the aggregate flux as a function of surf2ce

temperature for all observations at HAD during the 1981-82 field season.

No significant trend in the aggregate flux with surface temperature is

evident from these de-tao During the experiment, the majority of the

observations viera made between -2.5 and +l.OoC. 55% of the samples in

this temperature rar~e contained no aggregates despite considerable

variation in the precipitation rate (see next section). Values of

aggregate flux greater than 1 mm/hr were observed over the temperature

o
rap~e of +2.2 to -7.2 C. Considerable variability was evident in all

storms regardless of the surface temperature.

In Figure e9, the number of crystals composing aggregates is shevTn

as a function of surface temperature. The vertical bars in the diagram

represent the range of values observed in a si.ngle sample. Again, no

significant trend is evident in the data. Aggregates witt greater than

20 crystals were observed. over' a Hide range of surface temperatures.
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However, observ2tions of aggregates with over 50 crystals were limited

oto the range -1.2 to -4.4 e.

Durir~ most storm periods, simultaneous observations of crystal

structure were availa.ble at RAD and SPL 3Pt., approximately one

kilometer above RAD, generally has a teIi1perature 6-10oC colder than HAD

during storm periods. A comparision of observations at both sites

provided an opportunity to assess the importance of the warru surface

layer in promoting aggregation.

Figure 90 presents the complE!te climatology of obser'vations of

aggregation at both sites for all storms when simultaneous observations

were available. Or. these figures, the boxes represent periods when

routine obE;ervations were carried out at each site. Darkened areas

indicate that aggregates were present in the collected samples. White

areas indicate that only unaggregated parti.cles were present. The

surface te~peratures at both sites are located directly below the boxes.

A sl~mary of all simultaneous observations produced somewhat

surprising results. Seventy-five percent of the observations vlere in

agreement, that is, SPI. and RAD both observed aggregates (3W> of the

observations), or neither observed aggregates (45% of the observations).

Hovrever, 14% of the time, SPI. observed aggregates and RAD observed only

Elingle particles. These observations occurred almost exclusively in

shallow cloud systems. The precipita tion mechanism which led to such

observations will be discussed in a case study in Sec. C. Eleven

percent of the time, only HAD observed aggregates. A third of these

observations occurred in the 27 Jan 82 storm when the SPL temperature

wa~ -iloe and the surface temperature at RAD was between -2 and -3°C.
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Fig. 90. Cli.trJatology of observations of aggregation at RAD and SPL when
simultaneous measurements were available.
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These observations strongly suggest that the aggregation process

initiates at temperatures well below OOC in Park Range cloud systems and

that a warm surface layer is not a general condition for the development

of large aggregates. An important observation is the high degree of

variabHity in the aggregation process in individual storms at the same

temperature. Possible mechanisms for such variability will be discussed

in Sec. D.

(2) Precipitation rate

Empirical assessment of observations of precipitation and liquid

water structure presented in Chapter 3 suggested that higher

precipitation rates v:ere often associated vlith a higher degr'ee of

aggregated precipitation. This observation is examined more

quantitatively in this section. Figure 91 shows the aggregate flux as a

function of precipitation rate for each measurement at RAD during the

1981-82 experiment. Four slopir~ lines are placed on the diagram for

visual interpretation. These are where 100lb, 5<J'k., 25% and 10% of the

total precipitation was in aggregated form. Several important

characteristics of aggregcLted precipitation are evident in this diagram.

In moderate to heavy precipitation <> 1 mm/hr), aggregates have a

greater tendency to appear in the samples, but they often do not

contribute substantially to the total precipitation fl\;.x. Aggregates

appeared in 58% of the samples collected when precipitation rates were

greater than 1 mm/hr. HOvlever, aggregates contributed over half the

precipitation mass in only 2~o of the samples. Many of the samples

(42%) with precipitation rates> 1 mm/hr contained no aggregates. A

general tendency tOvlard increased riming was observed during heavy

precipitation events where no aggregation occurred.
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In light precipitation « 1 mm/hr), 40% of the samples observed

contained aggregates. In 2~9 of the samples. aggregates comprised over

half the total precipitation mass. As indicated on Figure 92,

aggregates were frequently observed at very low precipitation rates.

A high degree of variability in the a~gregation potential of ice

crystals occurred withiE short time periods in individual storms even

when the precipitation rate did not change substantially. A good

example is the data of 19 Jan 82 (see Fig. 91).

The relationship betvleen precipitation rate and the: number of

crystals contained in aggregates is shown in Fi.g. 92. No significant

trend is evident in this data. The most interesting aspect of the data

is the occasional tendency for rather large aggregates of 20-40 crystals

to form during periods with very low precipitation rates.

The general tendency for aggregates to form regardless of

precipitation rate suggests that changing cloud ice crystal

concentrations may play only a secondary role in the ice crystal

aggregation process. Although high ice crystal concentrations in clouds

will undoubtedly erillance the frequency of collision, the collection

efficiency of these crystals is often low. However, particular habits

exhibit high collection efficiencies due to their complex shapes. These

particular crystals dominated all moderate to large ~~ized aggregates.

The effects of crystal habit are considered in the next section.

(3) Crystal habit

The characteristics of aggregates collected at RAD are examined in

this section using shadow photography and visual observations on black

velvet boards. The data are presented on a case study basis. Sixteen
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storms are examined. Shadow photographs for these storms are presented

in Figs. 63, 93, 94, and 95.

&. 13 December 81: Two periods of aggregation occurred on 13 Dec 81.

The first occurred between 1500 and 1800. The crystal habits were

predominantly 81 and C2a. Based on the available photographs, these

crystals were irregular, consisting of combinations of side planes. An

example of these aggregates is shown on Fig. 63a. Aggregates were

small, generally consisting of 2-3 crystals. Individu~l crystals were

less than 1 rr..m. During the aggregation event, snowfall rates varied

between 1.0 and 0.1 mm/hr.

The second aggregation event occurred during a 30 minute period

beginrung at 1940. Crystals in these aggregates were planar dendritic

types with various degrees of rime (PIe, Pld, Plf, R2b, RId). The

snowfall rate was 0.1 mmlhr during this event. Shadow photographs were

unavailable.

b. 14 December 81: Aggregates on 14 Dec 81 consisted almost entirely of

planar dendritic forms, primarily PIe and Plf. Aggregates were observed

over a six hour period. During this time, echo tops from the radar

indicated that the cloud system was shallow, with tops near -16oC.

Three shadow photographs from 14 Dec 81 are shown on Fig. 63. The

aggregates on 14 Dec 81 were often composed of 10 crystals and

frequently as many as 40. One characteristic evident on all the shadow

photographs was that an unusually large (3-5 ~~) well-branched planar

dendrite was present in many of the aggregates. This vias particularly

true in large aggregates. Examples are clearly evident in Fig. 63c in

the center and in all the large aggregates on Fig. 63d. Close

examination of' the large aggregate in Fig. 63b shows similar structure.
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It is evident from these photographs that the presence of large

delicately branched crysta.ls contributed substantially to the collection

efficiency through mechanical interlocking. Light rime was also present

on many of the aggregates. This rime appears to have accumulated after

the aggregate formed. Aggrega tes of similar type were observed

throughout the period at SPL (-7°C) indicating that the zone of

aggregation formation extended well above the elevation of the -70 C

isotherm. In fact, aggregates continued to be observed at SPL durir~

several periods when only sip~le crystals were observed at RAD.

c. 15 December 81: Aggregation occurred during five periods on 15 Dec

81, totalling about 3 hours of a ten hour storm event. Aggregation was

generally light, despite a large precipitation rate at times. The two

extended periode of aggregation were from 1200-1320 and 1520-1640. A
.-

shadow photograph from each of these periods is shown on Fig. 93a and

93b. The characteristics of aggregates in the samples were somewhat

masked by rirr:e accumulation and breakage. BOHever, it is evident in the

shadow photograph of Fig. 93a that large branched dendrites serve as

collectors for lUany of the irregulc.r crystal shapes. In the sample at

1530, the colleetion of rime on the aggregate is undoubtedly servj.ng to

consolidate the ice mass into a firmer structure. Although a large core

crystal cannot always be identified in these photographs, many of the

aggregates do contain the larger dendritic crystals. These may serve as

the foundation of the aggregate structure. Only light aggloegation was

observed durir:.g these periods at SPL (-60 C). Aggregates at SPL were

composed of planar dendritic forms.

d. 16 December 81: Crystals on this day were very small vlith irregular

shapes characteristic of cold clouds. Nearly all crystals were
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unaggregated. The few aggregates which did fall were primarily composed

of 2-3 P7a crystals. An exception to this were occasional aggregates of

up to 20 crystals. These only occurred during periods whe~ planar

dendritic forms were also observed. Unfortunately, shadow photographs

were unavailable for periods with aggregated snOlvfa.ll.

e. l.1 DeceroberJ1.: One major aggregation event occurred. during the 12

hour storm on 21 Dec 81. During this period, which lasted 1.5 hours,

riming was significant. The component crystals of' thE: aggregates were

PH, P7b, and P7a, but in most cases identification was difficult

because of heavy rime. Only one poor' quality shadow photograph was

available. In this case, riming clearly aided in cementing crystals

into a single ice mass. Very light aggregation occurred occasionally

later in the day. These aggregates were also heavily rimed.

f. 29 Qecembe~~: Several excellent photographs of aggregates which

fell during light snowfall «0.2 mm/hr) were available for 29 Dec 81.

These are shown on F'igs. 930, d and 94a. These aggregates are typical of

the two types of large aggregates observed in Park Range snowfall. All

of' the aggregates contained rather large (4-5 rum) planar dendrites of

PIf habit. The first type of aggregate (Fig. 93c,d) also contains

numerous R3b and P7b crystals. These spatial crystals most frequently

have a visibly rimed core upon v~hich dendritic extensions grow. The

rimed core present in these crysta.ls indicates that riming occurred

prior to the diffusional growth of the extensions. This is strong

evidence that supercooled water was present within the dendritic growth

regime. Fvidence of such high level supercooled water was presented in

Chapter 3. These cry~.tals appear to collect on a "platform" provided

by the larger planar crystals. Once the aggregate growth initiates, the
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"platform" then continues the capture of smaller crystals as the fall

velocity of the aggregates increases. A second type of large aggregate

which occurs in the absence of R3b and P7b spatials is an assemblage of

very large F1f planar dendrites. An example of such an aggregate is

shown on Fig. 94a. TheSE: aggregates have been observed ir. very light

snowfall at RAD.

g. 30 December 81: Three distinct periods of aggregation occurred on 30

Dec 81. The first period. which lasted 30 minutes. involved very light

aggregation and extensive riming. The only photograph available had

virtually all single parti.cles except for one small aggregate with only

one identifiable crystal. The second period. 2 hours long, was a heavy

aggregation event. These aggregates were typical of large aggregates

associated with moderate to heavy snowfall. Examples are shown on Fig.

94b and c. Again the core crystals were dendritic with few large

crystals identifiable. The primary characteristic of these aggregates

was the rime accumulation. It is this large mass accumulation that

contributes substantially to the increase in precipi tation rate. It

appears that the rime accumulation occurred l'lell after' the ini tial

formation stage of the aggregate indicating that the supercooled water

occupied th~ lower cloud levels. From the photographs, it also appeared

that fragmentation may have occurred along the aggregate edges. The

third aggregation episode occurred late in the storm after a change in

habit to colder crystals occurred. Unfortunately. no pictu.res were

available to estimate the effeotiveness of the aggrega.tion during this

period.

h. 4 January 82: This day was examined because aggregation did not

occur despite the presence of many large planar dendritic crystals.
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Figure 94d shows an example of such crystals. Aggregates were also not

observed at SPL. despite light-moderate snowfall composed almost

entirely of these crystals. Three factors contributed to the lack of

aggregates on this day. Close examination of the majority of the

crystals photographed indicated that these dendrites had a complex

internal structure more similar to a P2d crystal. rather than the

delicately branched PIf. A good example is the large dendrite in the

upper right corner of Fig. 94d. These crystal forms do not have as

great a capability to interlock with other crystals of similar type

because few gaps exist in their structure. It is likely that collisions

of these crystals result in few successful captures. The second factor

which prevented aggregation was that the spatial dendritic forms (P7b.

R3b) were not present. These crystals have arms perpendicular to the

basal plane of a dendrite falling in hydrodynamic equilibrium and can

interlock easier to provide a base for subsequent crystal capture. The

last and possibly most important factor was that the precipitation rates

were very low (0.025 mm/hr) during the dendritic snowfall period. Such

low rates imply that collisions in the cloud were infrequent.

i. 5 January 82: This storm is presented as a major case study in

section C.

j. 13 January 82: Aggregates fell throughout the day from this cloud

system. Snowfall rates were light-moderate (0.2-0.8 mm/hr). despite the

fact that the cloud was orographic and quite shallow, with echo tops at

the -160 c level. Heavily aggregated snow fell much of the day at SPL

(-IOoe) indicating that the aggregation process operated very

efficiently in the upper layers of the cloud. Aggregates during the

early part of the storm were primarily composed of R3b and P7b crystals
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although some planar dendritic crystals were evident. Figure 95a shows

an example of a chain of seven spatials. As the storm progressed, both

planar and spatial crystal types became more common. Figure 95b shows

large aggregates composed of planar dendritic forms and primarily R3b

spatials. Given the shallow nature of the cloud, the rapid formation of

such aggregates requires specific conditions in the upper cloud region.

These conditions will be described in the second major case study

described in section C.

k. 16 JanuakY 82: This storm is presented as a major case study in

section C.

1. 19 January 82: Aggregation was observed in association witb strong

convection on this day. Unfortunately, only limited observations were

available. Spatial dendritio crystals dominated the aggregates but

other crystal types, primarily SI, S2 and P7a were observed.

m. 21-22 January 82: This storm system was interesting because only one

short period in the storm had aggregated precipitatiop. During most of

the storm, the crystals were extremely small and unaggregated. Near the

end of the storm, a rapid change occurred in the size and habit of the

crystals, and large aggregates began to fall. An eX2p-ple of a 2.5 cm

aggregate is shown on Figure 95c. The surface temperature at the time

the sample was collected was -4.70 C. The primary crystal habits again

were planar (Plf) and spatial (R3b) dendrites. Other crystals may be

present in the aggregate, but its large size prevented a more detailed

examination. This particular sample contained over 200 crystals.

Aggregates were observed simultaneously at SPL (-13°C), although windy

conditions prevented detailed observations.
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n. 23 January 82: Data were not collected at RAD duri~g this storm.

HO\.,rever, measurements were made at SPL and with aircraft. The aircraft

penetrations were during the shallow storm stage, late in the storm's

evolution, During the entire period, the SPL temperature was -12 to

-14°C. Heavy aggregation oecurred. The primary crystal habj.ts were PIf,

RIb, and R2d. Some R4b snow pellets were observed. Aircraft

measurements confirmed that the cloud was shallow and stable, with

strong wave motion to the lee of the Range. Cloud top was 1.5 km above

mountain top. A substantial quantity of supercooled liquid water was

present at cloud top. This case study was very similar to the 16 Jan 82

storm described in section C. A detailed discussion of this type of

cloud system t-rill be given in that section.

o. 27~..nlJ.ary 82: Aggregates on 27 Jan 82 were composed primarily of

small highly rimed spatial crystals and fragmented dendritic forms. The

habit of the majority of the crystals was masked by large rime

accumule.tions. This storm was the only storm where aggregation occurred

at RAD and not SPL for an extended period. During this period, ho\.jever,

aggregation was extremely light, with 96-9~a of the crystals at HAD

remaining unaggregated. Figure 9Sd shows an example of a rimed

aggregate which fell during the early part of the storm. It appears in

this case that rime accumulation was instrumental in solidifying the

aggregate structure.

p. 31 January 82: Two types of aggregates appeared during this storm.

The first type were very smalJ aggregates of C2a, P7a, and R3c crystals.

Aggregates were generally limited in size to 2-3 crystals. During a

later phase of the storm, large planar dendritic forms appeared.

Numerous spatial crystals (R3c, R3b) were also present. The S\-Jitch in
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crystal habit was accompanied by an increase in the size and number of

aggregates.

C. Physical models of aggregation in cold cloud system~

(1) Aggregation in a deep cloud system

The storm selected for detailed study was the 5 Jan 82 system.

This storm has also b6en discussed in Sees. 2 and 4. The 5 Jan 82 storm

system eval ved through several distinct stages durir"g its passage

through the study area. The storm developed in association with a

rapidly movi.ng trough system which passed over the Northern Colorado

mountains. Warm advection occurred throughout the period.

Figure 96, three infra-red satellite images taken at 1315, 1415 and

1515, illustrate the stages of evolution of the storm. Two deep cloud

regions are evident on Fig. 96a: the first, a narrow band extending

southward into Colorado from Wyoming, and the second, a deep cloud

region covering much of the state of Utah. Between the deep cloud

regions a shallow orographically induced system was present. The deep

cloud regions were characterized by heavier precipitation rates and

aggregated precipita.tiol'l.. The orogr'aphic system. produced light

precipitation rates, with single rimed particles. The deep cloud region

which covered the state of Utat (Fig. 96a) arrived in the Park Range

region at 1450 (see Fig. 96b,c). Upon its arrival, a 2 hour quasi

steady period of heavy precipitation consisting primarily of un~imed

aggregates commenced.

Figure 97 ShO\;'8 a sounding taken 60 km upwind of the crest of the

Park Range at 1500, directly after the system moved over the region. Two

important features ar'e evident on this sounding: 1) the atmosphere vias

stable throughout the depth of the troposphere and 2) the winds aloft
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Fig. 96. Satellite images of the 5 Jan 82 storm at 1315, 1415, and 1515
GMT.
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were particularly strong. Winds veered with height from southwesterly

-1 -1at 18 ms at 70 KPa to westerly at 34 ms at 50 KPa. The sounding

shows the magr.itude of the westerly component of the wind velocity.

The ground based physice.l and remote sensing observations for the

entire storm are shown on Fig. 98 and Fig. 99. The two hour quasi-

steady period of heavy aggregated precipitation began at 1500. Crystal

habit s, degr' ee of rime and aggrega tion were observed at 8PL and HAD.

These data are displayed in Figs. 98a,b and 99a,b. The data are

segregated into rimed particles, unrimed particles ar..d aggregates.

Under aggregation, the symbols D and # for SPL indicate the degree of

aggregation (0, no aggregation, M, moderate aggregation, A, virtually

all particles aggregated) and the estimated number of crystals in the

aggregate (#). On the figures, % is the percent of crystals in

aggregates at RAD and #, the number of crystals in aggregates at RAD.

Precipitation rate was estimated at 8FL (Figs. 980 and 990) and measured

at RAD (Figs. 98d and 99d). The 8PL estimate was visual and classified

as 0 (none), L (light), M (moderate) or H (heavy). Figures 98e and 9ge

show the integrated liquid water content measured over the radiometer

during the period. In the figure, 150 values are normalized by

multiplying by the sine of 150 so that they can be coopared to the

vertical values. Figures 98f and 99f show the time-height display of

reflectivi ty measured by the radar.

Throughout the 2 hour period, echo cloud tops ranged from 5.5 - 6.0

kID. Radiometric measurements indicated that the cloud was devoid of

supercooled liquid water. This ltlaS confirmed by crystal observations at

SPL and RAD. Initially after the deep cloud system developed, rimed

crystals were observed at both sites. Within a short time after the
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onset of the deep cloud, virtually all crystals collected at both sites

were unrimed and highly aggregated. Precipitation with these

characteristics continued to fall throughout the r~leinder of the two

hour period. Crystal habits observed at both sites were all PIe, Plf,

P6d and P7b. Based on these observations, the majority of the

diffusional growth of precipitating crystals occurred within the

dendri tic temperature ranges. Precipitation rates at RAD varied from

0.70 to 1.55 mm/hr. Precipitation at SPL was moderate to heavy

throughout the period.

The flight track for the Cheyenne II aircraft on 5 Jan 82 is shown

on Fig. 100. Aircraft observations of the physical structure of this

cloud between 6800 m and 4400 m from a sounding taken just upwind of the

mountain between 1538 and 1546 were discussed in Sec. 4 and are shown on

Figs. 71 and 72. Figure 71 shows the liquid water content measured by

the FSSP and total ice crystal concentrations measured by the 2D-c

probe. Throughout the sounding, liquid water contents ~Iere near zero.

-1 -1Ice particle concentrations ranged from 5 1 near cloud top to 100 1

at 4400 m. The size distribution of these ice particles at selected

points on the sounding are shown in Fig. 72. Two important features

concerning the evolution of the ice phase in this cloud system were

evident froD! these spectra: 1) a large number of small «200 11m)

crystals were present above and within the dendritic growth region, and

2) the upper cloud layers were dominated by diffusional growth

processes. Aggregation growth began in the lower portion of the

dendritic growth zone and accelerated rapidly between this region and

the mountaintop level.
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An example of the rapid acceleration of the aggregation process in the

lower region of the dendritic zone was available from the earlier

sounding near Craig. On this sounding, the aircraft was able to descend

to 4100 m, 300 m lower than the sounding over the radar. 2D-c images

from this sounding were shown on Fig. 61. It is evident from these

images that rapid growth of dendritic crystals occurred by vapor

diffusion and then by aggregation in the region between -l6oC and -l3 oC.

From ice crystal observations in the valley, at mountaintop and by

the aircraft as vlell as radar reflectivity returns, a physical model of

the aggregation process in this cloud system was developed. This is

shown on Fig. 101. Four zones of particle growth were identified.

These were:

o1) Colder than -17 C crystal growth was principally by diffusion.

Crystal concentrations varied between 20 to 40 1-1 between -29 to -lSoC.

The majority of the crystals were < 200 ~m in size. Examples of the

lar~st 2D-c images observed on the sounding are shown on Fig. 102.

o 02) Between -15 C and -12 C aggregate ernbryoes were identified

(i.e., double crystal aggregates) and ice crystal concentrations were as

~ -1hlgh as 100 1 . The great majority of the crystals were small implying

fragmentation (Sec. 4). Only the larger crystals interacted in the

aggregation process.

3) Between -12°C and -10°C significant scavenging of the single

crystal population by mature aggregates was prevalent. By the time

precipitation particles reached the mountaintop observation site,

virtually all crystals were significantly aggregated.

4) From -10oe to the valley floor (-5°C) aggregate-aggregate

collection/breakup processes prevailed, al though single crystal
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Fig. 102. Largest 2D-c images on the S Jan 82 sounding.
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eollection by aggregates continued. By the time precipitation particles

I"eached the valley floor, they consisted of large aggregates.

This case study illustrates the aggregation process in a deep cloud

system. In this case, the prima.ry components of the aggregates were

planar dendri Uc crystaJ.~. Al though many variations are sure to occur

in other deep cold cloud systems which produce heavHy aggregated

precipitation, the importance of the dendritic growth zone is evident.

In the following section, aggregation in a shallow cloud system is

examined. Again, the dendri tic growth region was an important feature.

2. Aggregqtion in a shallow cloud system

Four shallow cloud systems, 14 Dec 81, 13 Jan 82, 16 Jan 82, and 23

Jan 82, produced significant aggregation events during the field

program. These clouds all had tops between 4.0 and 4.5 km (1.0 to 1.5

km above the mountaintop) and cloud top temperatures between -15 and

-20oe. The first two cloud systems, 14 Dec 81 and 13 Jan 82, were

studied usi.ng surface and remote sensiI1..g measurements. Aircraft support

was available for the 16 Jan 82 and 23 Jan 82 storms. In this section,

the 16 Jan 82 case is used to illustrate the processes in shallow clouds

which lead to the production of aggregates. This case was also

discussed in Sec. 2 on dendritic crystal growth.

The 16 Jan 82 cloud system was shallow, stable, and had a well

defi:r..ed edge about 60 km upwind of the Park Range crest. Figure 103

shows a vertical profile of the cloud structure during the period when

aircraft measurements were collected. The flight track is indicated on

the figure.

Surface measurements of ice crystal structure at RAD during the

flight period are compiled in Table 11. During the flight, snowfall was
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Table 11
SURFACE OBSERVATIONS AT RAD ON 16 JAN 82 DURING FLIGHT PERIOD

Time Sample Number of single Single Habits Precip
GMT time crystals and crystals crystal rate

(s) in aggregates size (rom) (mm/h)

1910 10 single: 16 1.0-3.5 R3b, P1d, P7b 0.075
agg: 4,7,15

1920 10 single: 3 1.0-3.5 PIf, R3b 0.025
agg: 4

1937 10 single: 7 1.0-3.5 P1f, P1d, R3b 0.025
agg: 3,7

1950 20 single: 3 2.0-3.5 PIf, R4a 0.025
agg: 7

2008 30 single: 4 1.0-3.5 Plf,R3b 0.025
agg: 3,4,8

2020 10 single: 12 2.0-3.5 PIr, R3b, Pid 0.025
agg: 7,7,7,7,7

2035 10 single: 15 1.5-3.5 Plf, R3b 0.075
agg: 20,20,40,40,50

2047 10 single: 4 1.5-3.0 Plr, R3b 0.100
agg: 3,4,5
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light, consisting primarily of aggregates of unrimed planar crystals and

R3b spatials. At SPL (-9°C), snowfall was moderate and primarily

composed of aggregates of planar dendrites. The sizes of these

aggregates were not measured, but were estimated visually as large.

Individual dendrites in the aggregates were 2-3 mm in diameter.

These particular habits, Pif and R3b, both require an environment

at or above water saturation to grow. In addition, cloud droplets must

be present witbin or above the dendritic growth region (-16 to -!3°C)

for the R3b crystal to develop a rimed core prior to growing dendritic

extensions. Such conditions were found to exist near the top of the 16

Jan 82 cloud system.

Aircraft measurements of crystal concentrations, liquid water

contents and state parameters from the horizontal transect near 3.9 km

between 1932 and 1946 are shown on Figure 104. 2D-c images at two

points along the track are shown on Figure lOS.

Liquid water vlas observed at -l6oC, 200 m below cloud top,

throughout the transect. In addition, ice crystals were present in

-1concentrations of 1-5 I • Such an environment provides the necessary

conditions for the production of the crystal habits observed in the

snowfall OL 16 Jan 82. The 2D-c images exhibit shapes characteristic of

planar dendritic crystals as well as circular particles typical of the

rime core. Spatial dendrites are difficult to separate from planar forms

on the images because the projection often appears similar in two

dimensions.

Typical droplet spectra from FSSP measurements during the

transect are shown on Figure 106. Based on Pitter's (1977) calculations

of ice particle/droplet collection efficiencies, particles of 200-400 ~m
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(size of many images on the 2D-c record) and 10 ~m diameter droplets

have collection efficiencies of 0.6 to 0.8. Based on the 2D-c and FSSP

observations, regions of high liquid water content in this cloud would

support development of the rimed core of the R3b crystal. Other regions

may be more effective in producing planar habits.

In such a shallow cloud system, time is an essential parameter for

aggregatio~. Figure 62 shows a profile of a typical shallow cloud

system such as the cloud of 16 Jan 82. Also shown are the trajectories

of particles arriving at SPL and RAD for constant fall speeds of 10, 25,

50 and 100 cm/s. The dashed lines on the figure indicate the points in

the cloud where the maximum diameter of individual dendritic particles

would reach 500 rm and 1000 rm assuming an average growth rate of 1

rm/s. Typical crystals observed in aggregates at RAD had at least 1000

rm diameters. The 1000 ~m boundary may be considered a somewhat

arbitrary minimum threshold for aggregation initiation.

Individual planar dendritic particles have typical fallspeeds of

30-60 cmls (Brown, 1970). Rimed spatial dendrites vary in fallspeed

between 80 and 160 cm/s (Locatelli and Hobbs, 1974). These two crystal

habits, because of' their large differential fall velocity, have a high

potential for ordered collisions. Aggregates of these crystals have the

greatest potential to reach RAD in the short time available. From Fig.

62, it is clear that such aggregates can reach HAD, provided that

aggregation proceeds quickly. The low snowfall rates at RAD (0.025

mm/h) and crystal habits (P1f and R3b aggregates) suggest that only a

few of the cloud particles did aggregate in time to precipitate at the

mountain base.
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At SPL, the time requirement is relaxed considerably. 1000 ~lm particles

have as long as 40 minutes to grow and collide in the upwind cloud and

fall at SPL. In particular, aggregates of planar dendrites can easily

form over the 35 km region within the 1000 ~m threshold line and reach

the mountain peak. The precipitation rate was much higher at SPL,

individual crystals larger and aggregates much more common. These

observations suggest that time and crystal habit are the most important

parameters governing aggrega tior! in cold cloud systems.



CHAPTER V SUMMARY AND CONCEPTUAL MODELS OF PRECIPITATION FORMATION

Data presented in the previous chapters were obtained during 22

separate storm periods. These storms occurred in a wide variety of

environments, including convective bands, embedded cellular convection,

widespread stratiform systems and shallow orographic clouds, and

represent most major storms types affecting the region. In Chapter III,

the temporal variation, physical distribution, and microphysical

structure of supercooled liqui~ water were addressed. In Chapter IV,

ice phase characteristics were analyzed. These included general

characteristics such as ice crystal concentrations, crystal habits and

precipitation climatology as well as detailed analyses of nucleation,

secondary ice particle production, and growth by deposition, accretion

and aggregation. In this chapter, the major results of the data

analysis are summarized. This information is then assembled into

conceptual models of microphysical processes in three generalized Park

Range cloud systems.

1. ~umma~f data analysis

A. Supercooled water

(1) Temporal variations of the supercooled water field

The case studies of temporal variations in the supercooled liquid

water field discussed in this paper represent various stages in the

synoptic scale evolution of storms which affect the northern Colorado

Rockies. Liquid water was found to occur in all stages of most of these
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storms but the temporal variations in the magnitude of the liquid water

contents were significant.

The cloud systems presented in Chapter III were divided into three

general groups based on their relationship to the general synoptic

features. These groups include pre-frontal and frontal storms, post

frontal storms and orographic storms.

a. Pre-frontal and frontal cloud systems

The analysis of the pre-frontal and frontal cloud systems was

included in Chapter III. An additional case (5 Jan 82) was discussed in

Chapter IV. The pre-frontal and frontal cloud systems exhibited the

most variability in atmospheric structure of the three groups. Because

of this variability, each of the four storms is summarized here.

On 22 Jan 82 and 30 Dec 81, the highest liquid water contents

occurred prior to the onset of precipitation. In both cases. low level

potential instability was present and deep convective motions occurred.

In both cases, after the onset of precipitation, liquid water contents

decreased substantially. However, later in the storm, after a reduction

in precipitation rate, the magnitude of the liquid water content in the

22 Jan 82 storm stayed low, while the liquid water in the 30 Dec 81

storm increased again. The differences between the later evolution of

the liquid water field during these cases were associated with

differences in cloud depth, cloud top temperature and cross-barrier wind

speed, all factors which favored liquid water production in the 30 Dec

81 storm.

The third pre-frontal cloud system occurred on 15 Dec 81. Regions

of potential instability in this system were confined to temperature

levels colder than -250 C. DuriLg this storm system both shallow (-18oe
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tops) and deep (-300 to -35°C tops) cloud regions were observed. The

deeper cloud regions most likely formed in association with weak

convective motions in the upper troposphere. During this storm, no

significant change in vertical temperature structure or cross-barrier

wind speed occurred. The deep cloud regions were associated with high

precipitation rates and low liquid water contents. The highest liquid

water contents occurred during periods when the precipitation rates were

low and the clouds were shallow.

The fourth pre-frontal system occurred on 5 Jan 82. The liquid

water contents in this cloud system evolved in a similar way to 15 Dec

81. However, no potentially unstable layers were evident during this

storm. The deep cloud periods of the 5 Jan 82 storm were associated

with a wide area cloud region which advected into the area from the

west. As with the 15 Dec 81 case, the highest liquid water values

occurred when the cloud tops were warm and the precipitation rates were

low.

Summarizing, three common features concerning the evolution of the

liquid water field were observed in these cases: (1) an inverse

relationship between precipitation rate and liquid water content was

evident; (2) a direct relationship between cloud top temperature and

liquid water content was observed; and (3) the amount of the liquid

water content was consistently higher over the mountain slopes. The

exception to the first relationship was the 22 Jan 82 storm, where a

reduction in precipitation rate was not accompanied by an increase in

liquid water content. However, in this case, the cloud top temperature

remained very cold, between -30°C and -40oC.
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b. Post-frontal cloud systems

The post-frontal cloud systems in this study exhibited more

similarities. In all three cases, low level instability developed a few

hours after frontal passage. The liquid water content in the three

cases exhibited little variability upwind of HAD. However, in the

vicinity of the mountain, liquid water contents varied considerably. As

with the pre-frontal cases, the magnitude of the liquid water content

over the ridge was inversely related to the precipitation rate at RAD.

Liquid water production near the ridgeline was associated with

strong cross-barrier wind speeds and the release of low level potential

instability. Fluctuations in the magnitude of liqUid water and

associated fluctuations in the precipitation rate upwing at RAD

suggested that the liquid water was modulated by the ice crystal flux

through the liquid water zone.

c. Orogr~h~c cloud systems

The three orographic cloud systems discussed in this paper formed

in similar synoptic environments. The three systems were shallow, had

tops warmer than -22oC, and had limited horizontal extent. In two

cases, no significant changes in cloud top occurred. In the third, a

deeper cloud layer advected into the region during the case study.

As in the previous cases, the changes in the liquid water field

were inversely associated with changes in precipitation rate at HAD. In

the case where the deeper cloud region advected into the area, a

decrease in liquid water content was also associated with a decrease in

cloud top temperature.
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(2) Location of the liquid wate~ in Park Range cloud systems

Supercooled liquid water will be produced locally in a cloud system

when the condensate supply rate exceeds the diffusional growth rate of

ice crystals present in the cloud volume. Three regions of stratified

cloud systems over the Park Range satisfied these conditions. The first

region, cloud top, was characterized by a local minimum in the crystal

mass diffusional growth rate. This minimum resulted because the

crystals near cloud top were quite small. The water balance near cloud

top was examined quantitatively. Results of this theoretical study

predicted that supercooled liquid water would be produced with minimum

updraft velocities of a few cm/s, if the size distribution of the

crystals was narrow and. the crystal sizes were small. These

calculations covered the range of crystal concentrations normally

observed in Park Range clouds. Aircraft observations confirmed the

theoretical predictions -- liquid water contents between 0.01 and 0.40

-3gm were consistently observed near cloud top in several shallow storms

o 0with tops between -15 C and -20 C, as well as at the top of a deep storm

with a top temperature of -31oC. Consideration of radiative processes

strengthened the argument that liquid water would be produced at cloud

top. Estimates of radiative cooling based on the work of Chen (1984)

suggested that radiative cooling may often be as effective as adiabatic

cooling in a narrow layer at cloud top.

The second region of liquid water production occurs near cloud

base, particularly in shallow clouds with tops warmer than about -20oC

and bases significantly warmer than -10oC. The presence of liquid water

in this low level region was attributed to three factors: (1) Park Range

cloud systems generally contain few ice particles nucleated and grown
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within the warm temperature column/needle regime. Columnar crystals and

needles have significant growth rates near -6oC. Their absence limits

the rate at which diffusional growth can act to remove the available

condensate; (2) Crystals with a-axis orientation falling through clouds

at temperatures warmer than -lOoC exhibit minimal diffusional growth

rates; and (3) Condensate production rates are large near cloud base due

to the warm temperatures present in this region. In shallow cloud

systems, these three effects act synergistically. In clouds with tops

colder than -20oC, the increased flux of ice particles and the larger

flux of crystals with c-axis orientation from cold cloud levels limited

liquid water production in the warmer low levels. For these reasons,

liquid water occurs most often near cloud base when the tops of the

clouds are warmer than -20oC.

The third region of liquid water production was observed in regions

of strong orographic forcing near steep rises in topography. The most

consistent and highest concentrations of supercooled water in most

storms occurred over the windward slopes of the Park Range. Other

topographic features had similar, but less pronounced effects. Liquid

water production near steep topography is associated strong vertical

motions induced by airflow deflection over the complex terrain.

Only weak evidence was available to determine the distribution of

supercooled water in convective systems. Based on radiometric

measurements and ground based observations of accretion, significant

liquid water production was probably limited to the developing

convective regions. In later stages of convective development, liquid

water contents decreased and the cloud glaciated. Continued research is
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necessary to specify the mechanisms of liquid water production and

depletion in convective systems more precisely.

(3) Microphysical characteristics of the supercooled droplet population

Droplet concentrations in all cloud systems were very low compared

to those expected for continental cloud systems. ~1ean droplet

concentrations never exceeded 300 cm-3 and varied by as much as an order

of magnitude at similar liquid water contents. In all cases, liquid

water content was a function of droplet condcentration. Four

environmental factors were identified which contribute to the low

droplet concentrations found in these systems: (1) during winter,

inversions frequently limit the mixing which occurs between boundary

layer air and the mid-level cloud layers ip~ibiting the rate at which

cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) are resupplied to the cloud system; (2)

a large fraction of the land surface in the area is frequently snow

covered during winter ip~ibiting mechanical interaction with the surface

and reducing the supply of CCN; (3) the northern Colorado region is

relatively free of large anthropogep~c sources of CCN and (4) scavenging

of CCN may occur in cloud systems developing over upwind barriers such

as the Wasatch and Uinta Ranges of Utah.

The functional relationship between droplet concentration and

liquid water content indicates that peak supersaturations are achieved

at a number of locations in the cloud at the leading edge of local

liquid water production zones. These zones may be associated with

gravity waves generated in the flow by topographic variations as well as

vertical motions generated by convective or shear instability. In all

observations, liquid water contents were found to vary sigr~ficantly

over short distances in the cloud systems.
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The mean droplet diameter and standard deviation of the droplet

spectra in Park Range cloud systems was strongly related to the ambient

droplet concentration. A systematic broadening of the spectra was

evident as the concentration of droplets available to the cloud system

decreased. In cases where large droplet concentrations occurred, small

mean diameter and narrow dispersion characteristics were observed.

B. The ice phase

(1) General characteristics

a. Ice particle concentrations

Variations in ice particle concentrations were significant in all

Park Range cloud systems. A wide range of ice particle concentrations,

spanning three orders of magnitude, were measured at all temperatures.

The highest concentrations measured were 290 1-1 at -1SoC to -16oC. 500/0

-1of the measured values were less than 20 1 except at the warmest

temperatures. A general trend toward higher crystal concentrations was

evident at temperatures warmer than the dendritic growth temperature

range () -17oC). This trend was particularly pronounced in certain data

sets where dendritic crystals were observed. The striking feature of

the ice particle distribution was the extreme variability which can

occur at all temperatures. Complexities associated with both nucleation

and secondary ice particle production processes in these clouds give

rise to such variability.

b. Crystal habits

Surface precipitation was dominated by irregular crystal habits and

dendritic snowfall. The irregulars were made up of three crystal

classes: (a) various combinations of side planes, plates, columns,

bullets and randomly oriented crystal faces; (b) rimed particles and (c)
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fragments too small to be clearly associated with any particular crystal

habit. The dendrites were in four broad classes: (a) planar dendritic

forms; (b) broken branches; (c) dendrites in aggregates and (d) spatial

dendritic forms. Irregulars accounted for approximately 7~~ of the

snowfall, dendrites about 20%. The remaining crystals were a mixture of

plates, plate assemblies, columns, bullets, capped columns, needles and

heavily rimed particles.

Aircraft decelerator measurements were limited to five flights.

Two shallow orographic cloud systems, penetrated near cloud top, had

high liquid water contents near cloud top and contained dendritic

crystals. Surface observations confirmed that dendrites were the

dominant crystal habit produced. All deep cloud systems were dominated

at aircraft levels by columnar habits and, to a lesser extent, plates.

Crystal habits observed at the ground in all but one system were

substantially different suggesting at least some decoupling between the

lower and upper levels of the cloud systems.

c. Precipitation rates

Low snowfall rates, measured at mountain base, were very common

during Park Range storms. 40% of the time that measurements were

conducted, the snowfall rate at the base of the mountain was between 0.0

and 0.2 mm/h. This snowfall accounted for only 6% of the total

accumulation. Snowfall rates between 0.2 and 1.0 mm/h accounted for 35%

of the total precipitation. Such snowfall rates also occurred during

40% of the observation period. Snowfall rates between 1.0 and 2.0 mm/h

accounted for 37% of the precipitation. These events occurred during

l~o of the observation period. Snowfall rates greater than 2.0 mm/h
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accounted for 22% of the precipitation. although they only occurred 5%

of the time.

(2) Growth by vapor deposition

Diffusional growth and habit characteristics of ice particles

depend upon their temperature of formation and growth as well as the

vapor density excess in their vicinity. Most of the precipitation from

Park Range cloud systems was found to originate at temperatures colder

than -20oC. Crystals arriving at the surface from such high levels of

the cloud probably had trajectories which began well over a hundred

kilometers upwind. During their fall. crystals generally encountered

continuous changes in vapor density excess and temperature as well as

variations in the concentration of liquid water droplets. As a result,

most crystals arrived at the surface as irregular particles. The

presence of a significant number of irregular cold temperature particles

was seldom accompanied by a large flux of dendritic crystals. The

mutually exclusive nature of these crystal habits suggests that the flux

of cold temperature crystals through the dendritic zone reduces the

vapor density excess in this region to below water saturation so that

dendrites cannot form.

Crystals require a water supersaturated environment in a narrow

temperature range (-13 0 C to -170 C) to form dendritic habits. Despite

these restrictive limits. dendritic particles accounted for about 20% of

the precipitation. A common feature of all but one dendritic snowfall

event was the shallow nature of the clouds. In all of these cases. the

top of the cloud system was in or near the dendritic growth temperature

range. Aircraft flights near the top of several of these cloud systems

confirmed that liquid water was present. indicative of possible water
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supersaturated conditions. Estimates of dendritic growth rates based on

2D-c images through the dendritic region indicated that these crystals

grow at rates near 1.0 ~m/s. Calculations of dendritic trajectories in

shallow storms indicated that dendrites could reach the mountain base if

nucleated in the dendritic growth region provided that the cloud has

sufficient horizontal extent (about 60 km). In general. a much larger

proportion of the crystals formed in the dendritic growth region

precipitate on the mountain crest due to the proximity of the crest

altitude to the dendritic growth regime. Dendritic crystals dominated

the precipitation in only one deep storm. In this case. the dendritic

zone was only penetrated at one location near the mountain crest. Water

saturation in the dendritic zone was not observed. The characteristics

of the cloud upstream were unknown.

Warm temperature crystals () -10oC) generally contributed little to

the total crystal flux. The scarce population of these crystals was

attributed to the inefficiency of nucleation at these temperatures and

the lack of an active secondary ice mUltiplication mechanism.

(3) Ice nucleation

The study reported by DeMott et al. (1986) has shown that

condensation freezing nucleation occurs rapidly in regions of orographic

cloud systems where water droplets are present and water

supersaturations exist. One such region is near cloud top. particularly

in shallow stable clouds. A second possible region is the zone of rapid

condensation near rapidly rising topography. DeMott et al. showed

evidence of possible rapid nucleation in the descending currents to the

lee of the mountain. In this region. contact nucleation through

thermophoretic collection may be possible. The 21 Dec 81 study provided
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limited evidence that deposition or sorption nucleation may also playa

role in crystal formation. However, of these mechanisms, only

condensation freezing nucleation has strong observational support.

Surface observations of crystal flux and echo top temperature implied

that clouds with echo tops colder than about -22oC produce substantially

more ice particles at the surface than clouds with warmer echo tops.

These data suggested that nucleation occurs more rapidly in the cold

upper levels of deep clouds.

(4) Secondary ice particle production

Three mechanisms for secondary ice crystal production were reviewed

and assessed for Park Range cloud systems. The first, crystal

fragmentation, occurred during dendritic snowfall events. Shadow

photograph analysis of over 11,000 crystals indicated that dendritic

crystals have a large potential for fragmentation. Over 50% of all

dendritic particles were fragmented. Enhanced crystal concentrations

were measured in and below the dendritic growth temperature range by

aircraft during two storms which contained dendritic crystals. Crystal

concentrations in and below the dendritic growth range were factors of 2

to 5 higher than concentrations at colder temperatures during these

storms. In one storm where no dendrites were observed in the

precipitation, no increase in concentration was associated with the

dendritic zone.

The second mechanism of secondary ice crystal production, ice

splintering during riming, is constrained by temperature limits to the

region around cloud base in Park Range systems. The limiting factor on

the activity of the mechanism in this location is the presence of

droplets with diameters greater than 25 ~m. Under certain
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circumstances, the proper conditions for the Hallett-Mossop (1974)

mechanism may develop. One case during the experiment clearly had the

potential for such ice multiplication. A second case may have had the

proper conditions. In neither of these cases was the mechanism

conclusively identified.

The third mechanism, droplet shattering during freezing, is

probably rare in Park Range systems due to the very small number of

droplets with diameters greater than 50 ~m present in the clouds.

(S) Accretion

Liquid water was found in three cloud regions in stratified cloud

systems: (1) near cloud top; (2) near cloud base at temperatures warmer

than -lOoe; and (3) in regions of strong orographic forcing.

Supercooled liquid water was also associated with the developing

convection at the leading edge of a convective region. Significant

riming generally occurred in all these liquid water regions. Based on

individual case study analysis. the magnitude of the accretional growth

in individual storms was closely related to the magnitude of the

integrated liquid water content in the cloud system. When liquid water

was present, accretion contributed significantly to the precipitation

process.

In pre-frontal. shallow stratiform cloud systems. cloud particles

arriving at HAD were often lightly rimed. At SPL, the concentration of

rime on the particles was considerably greater. Precipitation rates

were generally low at RAD and moderate at SPL. With the onset of deep

cloud systems, the amount of rime observed on crystals sometimes

increased initially, but rapidly reduced in intensity and often was

completely eliminated. Precipitation observed during convective periods
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was heavy at both sites and consisted initially of rimed and aggregated

particles followed by a decrease in rime. In cases where a deep upper

level stable cloud overruns the shallow stratiform system. the amount of

riming decreased at both sites.

During post-frontal stratiform events. generally light rime. no

rime or no precipitation was observed at RAD. while nearly all

precipitation observed at SPL was moderately to heavily rimed.

One general characteristic of many precipitation samples was that

rime selectively occurred on only a portion of the crystal population.

These observations were attributed to two factors. the general increase

in liquid water content due to orographic lift near the mountain and

small scale variations in the liquid water field due to convection.

turbulence or gravity wave structure. In general. over 70% of all

samples contained lightly rimed particles at mountain and valley sites.

Over 30% of all samples contained at least some heavily rimed particles.

Riming near cloud top was found to occur on certain days. The

magnitude of riming near cloud top was related to many factors including

the water droplet and ice crystal concentration and size distribution as

well as the depth of the liquid water layer. Riming near cloud top may

have been responsible for the development of spatial crystals.

particularly when the cloud tops were near the dendritic growth region.

Riming also was observed in the upper levels of a deep cold cloud

system. Liquid water contents and ice particle size distributions in

this cloud system were such that some snow pellets observed at the

ground may have developed their rime structure at temperatures colder

othan -20 C.
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(6) Aggregation

The primary component of aggregat~s in Park Range cloud systems are

planar dendritic crystals and radiating assemblages of dendrites. In

virtually all cases, the primary mechanism by which the crystals

aggregated was mechanical entanglement. When the proper particles were

present in the snowfall, aggregation occurred independent of surface

temperature and precipitation rate. Significant aggregation failed to

occur when these crystals were not present, even during heavy

precipitation events. Substantial riming of the aggregates was observed

on several occasions. Simultaneous riming and aggregation generally

produced heavy precipitation rates. A feature of many aggregates was

the presence of a large (4-5 mm) Plf planar dendrite within the

aggregate. In aggregates composed entirely of planar dendrites, several

of these crystals were contained in the aggregate structure. In cases

where radiating and planar crystals were present, the radiating crystals

attached to the basal face of the large planar crystal.

Many single and aggregated spatial crystals had a rimed core at the

center of the dendritic arms. This rimed core is evidence of

supercooled liquid water in the upper layers of the clouds. It was

hypothesized that these crystals, because of their "burr" structure,

were excellent collectors.

Aircraft and mountaintop measurements during the storms provided

strong evidence that the aggregation process proceeds rapidly within and

below the dendritic growth region. In the 5 Jan 82 study, an average

effective collision rate of 1 crystal/lOO m was deduced. On 23 Jan 82,

large aggregates of dendrites were observed at mountaintop at -l30 C, the

base of the dendritic region.
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The aggregation process underwent significant temporal variation.

TI~e intensity and characteristics of aggregates were observed to vary

over time scales of an hour or less, and often as short as 5-10 minutes.

These variations were attributed to mesoscale variations in storm system

structure over the Park Range as well as to more subtle changes in the

value of water supersaturation present in the dendritic growth

temperature range.

2. Conceptual models of Park Range cloud systems

From the data presented in the previous sections, conceptual models

of the liquid water distribution and ice phase processes in Park Range

cloud systems have been developed. These are presented schematically in

Fig. 107.

A. The shallow stratiform cloud system with cloud top temperature>

-20oC

Figure 107A depicts a shallow stratiform cloud system with a warm

cloud top (-150 C to -20oC). Based on a radar cloud top climatology of

412 hours of significant cloud cover over the Park Range (Fig. 108),

these shallow clouds are present about 30-40% of the time that

significant cloud cover existed. This type of cloud system generally

had supercooled water in all three regions discussed in the text. The

magnitude of the liquid water content varied significantly from one

cloud system to another. A number of factors can contribute to these

variations. These include temperature, humidity, ambient crystal

concentrations, the magnitude of the cross-barrier wind speed, the cloud

stability, and the ambient droplet concentrations and resulting droplet

size spectra. However, it appears from data presented in previous

sections that the primary control on the magnitude of the liquid water
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content is the ice crystal concentration present in the cloud system.

This conclusion is supported by the inverse relationship between liquid

water concentrations and precipitation rate at HAD observed during many

individual storm systems.

Data presented by DeMott et al. (1986). Rogers (1982). and Cooper

and Vali (1981) all strongly support condensation freezing nucleation as

a primary nucleation mechanism in these winter orographic cloud systems.

By nature. this mechanism is limited to regions of the cloud where

liquid water production occurs. In the shallow orographic cloud systems

described in this work and in these three studies. cloud top and the

upwind edge of the cloud were source regions for the newly nucleated ice

particles. These regions met both requirements of liquid water

production and a continuous source of ice nuclei.

Ice nucleation may not be limited to these regions. Condensation

freezing nucleation may occur interior to the cloud in regions of liquid

water generation near steep topography. Data were not available to

investigate this possibility. Evidence presented by DeMott et al.

(1986) also suggested that contact nucleation may be important in the

strong descending motion to the lee of the mountain due to

thermophoretic capture. The size of crystals nucleated in these latter

two locations would be limited by the short transit time to the lee side

evaporation region.

In addition to promoting nucleation. the liquid water layer near

cloud top strongly influences the subsequent diffusional growth of the

ice particles. Evidence from many shallow storms confirm that the

primary habits of crystals formed in these clouds are dendritic.

Dendrites require a water supersaturated environment in a narrow
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temperature range (-13 0 C to -17oC) to form. conditions satisfied at the

top of many shallow Park Range cloud systems. Variations can be

substantial. For example. a change in relative humidity of a few

percent in the inflow air near cloud top or a change in the depth and

temperature of cloud top by a few degrees can significantly alter the

habits of the crystals produced in the cloud. The results of such

changes near cloud top affect the later growth of particles by both

aggregation and accretion and consequently affect the entire

precipitation process.

In general. aggregation. fragmentation and accretion were all

active processes in these shallow systems. As discussed in Chapter 3.

riming occurred in three locations. at altitudes between cloud base and

approximately the -lOoC isotherm. in the vicinity of strong orographic

lift near the mountain crest. and at cloud top. The formation of the

liquid water in the lower regimes was attributed to three complementing

factors: (1) the highest condensate production rates were generally in

these cloud regions; (2) columnar crystals. which exhibit large

diffusional growth rates at warm temperatures. were absent from these

clouds; and (3) planar crystals exhibit minimal diffusional growth rates

at temperatures warmer than -lOoC. Near cloud top. riming may have

contributed to the development of spatial dendritic crystals.

Aggregation and fragmentation occurred when dendritic crystals were

present. As discussed in previous sections. these fragile habits have

great potential to both fragment and interlock. On many occasions.

aggregation was more frequent at the mountaintop than in the valley. In

these clouds. a large fraction of dendrites nucleated near cloud top

could not reach the valley floor in their short transit through the
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cloud. even with the slightly enhanced fall velocities associated with

aggregation. As discussed earlier. the majority of the particles in

these systems impact on the mountain due to the shortened fall distance.

Other mechanisms of ice crystal concentration enhancement were not found

to be important in these clouds. The limiting factor inhibiting the

Hallett-Mossop ice splintering process in these clouds was the lack of

large droplets between -3 0 C and -80 C. a consequence of the proximity of

this temperature range to cloud base.

In general. shallow orographic cloud systems seldom produced

snowfall rates at mountain base greater than 0.7 mm/h. Snowfall from

this type of cloud can occur for a short period of time or for many

hours. The majority of the measurements were much less than that value.

Snowfall rates were somewhat dependent on the horizontal extent of the

cloud system. Crystals falling through cloud systems of large horizontal

dimensions have sufficient time to grow and fall to the Valley. In

smaller systems. time simply was unavailable. Snowfall rates at

mountaintop were generally heavier and not as critically dependent on

the extent of the cloud system. due to the proximity of mountaintop to

the dendritic growth temperature range and cloud top.

B. Deep stratiform cloud systems with tops colder than -20oC.

Figure 107B depicts the changes which occur in the liquid water

distribution when a deep cloud system with cold tops « -2SoC) is

present over the Park Range. Based on Fig. 108. these deep cloud

systems occur over the region about 30-40% of the time. Deep cloud

systems have reduced liquid water both over the barrier and in the low

level water zone. Crystal rime observations at RAD indicate that many

times. the low level zone is completely eliminated. These storms are
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often accompanied by higher precipitation rates. The higher ice crystal

concentrations associated with the enhanced precipitation rates and

large crystal flux to the surface most likely enhance removal of the

water present in the system by accretion and suppress liquid water

production by increasing the bulk diffusional growth. The cloud top

region was sampled only once when deep cloud systems were present.

Liquid water was observed at -31oC in this case. However, the data

sample is too small to justify a strong conclusion concerning the

presence of liquid water when the cloud tops are this cold.

Details of the nucleation processes in the upper levels of deep

cold stratiform systems were not investigated. It is clear from surface

measurements of crystal number flux that clouds colder than -20oC often

produce higher precipitation rates and many more ice particles than

their warmer counterparts. The lack of liquid water throughout a large

depth of most deep cloud systems suggests that deposition or sorption

nucleation may be important at low temperatures. However, liquid water

observations at temperatures as cold as -31oC near cloud top indicate

that cloud top may still be an important source of crystals in these

systems. Limited evidence presented in Sec. 3 suggests that all

nucleation mechanisms may be active. However, the nucleation mechanism

responsible for the large number of ice particles present in these cloud

systems has not been conclusively established.

The diffusional growth process in these cloud systems is complex.

In general, the largest proportion of particles produced in these clouds

were irregular. The source of most of these crystals was from

temperatures below -20oC. The high percentage of irregular particles

falling from these clouds was explained by considering typical particle
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trajectories. In general, crystals arriving at the surface must have

originated over a hundred kilometers upwind. During their fall,

crystals formed at the colder temperatures encounter continuous changes

in temperature, vapor density excess, and possible changes in cloud

liquid water content. The net result of these many environmental

changes is a complex crystal form.

In certain cases, a partial decoupling of upper and lower cloud

levels was evident. In such cases, trajectories of many crystals in the

upper cloud levels were quasi-horizontal -- the crystals fell slowly

relative to the horizontal wind speed. In three cases studied, the

crystal habits characteristic of the upper cloud levels (generally

columnar) did not appear in significant quantities in the precipitation

at the base of the mountain. Such decoupling is highly dependent upon

the scale and lifetime of the cloud system, as well as the magnitude of

the horizontal wind speed. Crystals from a large scale long-lifetime

deep cloud system with low upper tropospheric wind speeds have a much

higher probability of completing the transit from upper cloud levels to

the surface. Such cloud systems frequently occur in association with

the passage of a large scale trough system. Crystals falling from a

cloud system with smaller scale features and higher upper tropospheric

wind speeds will assume more horizontal trajectories, having less time

to fall before their transit over the mountain. Such cloud systems are

often associated with short waves embedded in the storm track of the

pqlar jet stream.

Accretion in deep cloud systems was generally negligible, except in

two cases where decoupling between the upper and lower levels of the

cloud was evident. In these two cloud systems, precipitation was
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dominated by rimed particles, snow pellets and needles. In one case (21

Dec 81), liquid water and snow pellet formation was observed at

otemperatures colder than -20 C. The needles may have been produced by a

secondary ice splintering process, but liquid water contents measured in

the Hallett-Mossop temperature range at mountaintop did not support such

an argument. In the second case (15 Dec 81), high radiometric liquid

water contents, a large needle flux and high crystal concentrations at

otemperatures warmer than -10 C did, circumstantially, satisfy the

Hallett-Mossop requirements. These two cases, about 4.5 hours of

precipitation, were the only documented times when ice splintering

during riming may have occurred. Firm confirmation of the process was

impossible because droplet spectra between -3 0 e and -SoC were

unavailable.

With the exception of one cloud system, aggregation was generally

limited to small combinations of cold temperature particles, such as

aggregates of side planes (SI, S2, S3), bullet combinations (C2a), and

irregular plate assemblages (P7a). These aggregates were generally

small. In one cloud system (5 Jan 82), aggregates of dendrites

occurred. This type of snowfall was characteristic of the shallow

systems described in the previous section. In nearly all cloud systems,

a large flux of dendrites was seldom accompanied by a large flux of cold

type irregular crystals. The mutually exclusive nature of these habits

suggests that the cold temperature crystals falling through the

dendritic temperature range eliminate the potential for water

supersaturation and effectively stop the production of dendrites. In

the 5 Jan 82 case, where dendritic snowfall did occur from a deep cloud,

decoupling of upper and lower levels was evident from crystal habit
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observations at the surface and with aircraft. In this case, weak

visual evidence from pilot records suggested that the cloud layer may

have been split upwind of the mountain crest, allowir~ water

supersaturation conditions to develop within the dendritic temperature

range. With the data available, this explanation is no more than

speculation. However, such an explanation does satisfy the physical and

microphysical requirements necessary for the production of dendritic

snowfall.

In summary, the general characteristics of deep wide-area

stratiform systems are low liquid water contents, a large flux of

irregular cold temperature crystals, minimal accretion and light

aggregation. The aggregation is generally associated with these cold

temperature crystals. In cases where the scale of the cloud system, the

vertical moisture distribution and horizontal wind speeds at middle and

upper levels promote decoupling, or layering within the cloud, many

growth processes can occur. The structure, temperature, moisture

content and depth of each cloud layer can effect the final means by

which precipitation forms and reaches the surface.

C. Organized convection

Figure l07C depicts a period when a deep cloud region containing

active convection moves through the Northern Colorado River Basin.

Organized convection occurred on several occasions during the field

program. Unfortunately, no aircraft data was available to study the

internal structure of these bands. The lack of aircraft data reflects

the difficulty in forecasting such convection in the northern Colorado

mountains. General inferences can be made about such convective regions

based on the surface and remote sensing data. Limited radiometric
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evidence indicated a general increase in liquid water content in the

cloud just prior to the onset of precipitation. followed by a period of

reduced liquid water contents and heavy precipitation. Precipitation

generally consisted of a mixture of particles from all temperatures

colder than -lOoC. These crystals were frequently rimed and often

aggregated. particularly during the initial precipitation period.

These observations suggest that liquid water develops in the

initial rising currents at the leading edge of the convective region.

Such a water supersaturated environment supports all nucleation modes.

Ice crystal formation probably occurs rapidly. as does diffusional

growth. These high crystal concentrations promote aggregation and

further water removal by accretion. Although such a scenario for

precipitation development in these convective regions is supported by

reasonable physical arguments. physical evidence must be amassed to

determine if it is truly the case. Such questions remain the topic of

future research.



CHAPTER VI PRECIPITATION AUGMENTATION

The primary purpose of weather modification operations in

wintertime mountain cloud systems is to augment seasonal water supplies.

The complete process of precipitation augmentation is complex. Research

to determine the effects of weather modification efforts on single cloud

systems and on total seasonal streamflow requires a multi-phase program

of investigations conducted in a step-by-step logical sequence. The

studies of the natural physical structure of the cloud systems presented

in the previous chapters are the logical first step. From such studies.

hypotheses concerning the evolution of precipitation in seeded cloud

systems can be proposed. Testing such hypotheses in individual cloud

systems is the second logical step in the overall research effort.

The purpose of this chapter is to propose physical hypotheses which

can serve as the basis for future weather modification research efforts.

These hypotheses are based on the physical results discussed in the

previous chapters. The next phase of research in Northern Colorado

River Basin cloud systems should focus on exploratory physical

experiments to confirm or reject these hypotheses. Experiments within

the current observational capabilities of cloud physics research

programs are suggested to test the hypotheses. If such experiments are

successful. a combined physical/statistical randomized approach should

be undertaken. With such a careful approach. the ultimate goal of the

research. evaluation of the use of weather modification technology as a

tool to augment seasonal water supplies. can be achieved.
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1. Requirements for modification of precipitation processes

Four basic requirements are necessary for effective modification of

cloud systems: (1) supercooled water must be present; (2) sufficient

time must be available for dispersion of the seeding agent. growth of

the newly formed ice particles to precipitation size. and fallout to the

surface; (3) artificial nucleants capable of glaciating the liquid at

the appropriate temperatures must be available; and (4) an effective

delivery system must be used. This thesis has primarily been concerned

with the first of these requirements. supercooled water. The

characteristics of ice nucleants used in weather modification operations

have been recently studied by the Colorado State University Cloud

Simulation and Aerosol Laboratory (CSAL). The technology of delivery

has been refined. although no optimum solution exists at present. The

least understood of all the requirements is time. Such information

concerning the dispersion of seeding material. growth of particles. and

changes in precipitation can only be understood by careful

experimentation.

A. Supercooled liquid water

In Chapter III. physical arguments and supporting data were

presented concerning the distribution of supercooled water in different

cloud system types. Three regions of high liquid water contents were

identified: near the top of the cloud. between cloud base and the -100 C

isotherm. and in regions of strong orographic forcing near steep

topography. The general hypothesis of weather modification is that

introduction of additional ice nuclei into these liquid water zones ~ill

enhance nucleation. diffusional growth of additional particles. possible

later growth by riming and aggregation. and finally additional
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precipitation on the ground. For such a process to be effective, liquid

water is required in three stages of growth of the additional particles.

Based on the CSAL results described in the next section. liquid

water is necessary in most cases to initiate nucleation. The mechanism

of all nucleants. with the possible exception of AgI-AgCl at cold

temperatures. requires either the presence of droplets or water

supersaturation (which will lead almost instantly to the presence of

droplets). According to CSAL results, the introduction of additional

ice nuclei into a glaciated cloud will have little effect of the ice

crystal population. Any seeding strategy must be designed so that

nuclei are targeted into one of these high water content zones to

initiate the growth processes.

Once initiated, the diffusional growth process of the newly

nucleated particles should proceed in the manner where cloud droplets

evaporate at the expense of the growing ice particles. Although ice

particles will grow most rapidly in a water droplet environment. the

presence of liquid water is not a requirement for ice particle growth.

However. maximum utilization of the available liquid is best

accomplished by growth of the ice particles in an environment containing

liquid water droplets.

The third growth mechanism which requires supercooled liquid water

presence is accretion. Accretion acts rapidly to deflect particle

trajectories downward by significantly enhancing fall velocities. In

cloud systems with relatively short particle residence times, the

process may often be critical to precipitation production.

Three generalized cloud system models were proposed in Chapters V.

These included the shallow orographic cloud system with cloud tops
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warmer than -20oC. the deep stratiform system with cloud tops colder

than -20oC. and the convective band. In general. liquid water in the

deep cloud systems was limited to the region near the mountain crest.

Such cloud systems were generally efficient at precipitation production.

Only one of the hypotheses discussed in the following section may apply

to these clouds. However. in some deep cloud systems. such as the 15 Dec

81 and 21 Dec 81 cloud systems discussed in the previous chapters. a

distinct decoupling of the upper and lower cloud regions occurred. Such

decoupling was due in part to the quasi-horizontal nature of the

particle trajectories associated with strong middle to upper

tropospheric wind velocities. During such events. riming was observed

on a portion of the crystal population collected at the surface. In

these systems. the potential for liquid water production in the low

level cloud region may have been enhanced. These clouds may have a

greater modification potential.

Convective bands observed during the program were generally very

efficient precipitation producers. These clouds were observed to have

liquid water production in their developing stages. but appeared

extremely efficient at converting this liquid to the ice phase

naturally. The processes within these cloud systems leading to the

rapid utilization of the liquid water could not be studied because of

sparse data. However. based on the high precipitation rates usually

associated with these systems. it is clear that the processes were very

efficient. In addition to the natural rapid utilization of liquid water

in these systems. an even more difficult problem faces any effort at

modification. With present data collection capabilities. the current

sparse data network in the western United States. and the complexities
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of western topography, the onset and duration of these systems is

virtually unpredictable. Even satellite data is generally insufficient

due to the frequent presence of high clouds. These bands are complex

moving targets. Seeding strategies for such systems are difficult to

develop and would be even more difficult to test. For these reasons, a

seeding hypothesis for such systems will not be discussed.

The cloud system with the largest potential for precipitation

augmentation is the shallow orographic cloud. This type of cloud system

frequently has liquid water present in all three cloud regions, is

quasi-stationary with respect to the mountain, can persist for several

hours, frequently has rapid replacement of condensate by strong winds

orthogonal to the barrier, and is the least efficient of all natural

cloud system types. Because this cloud system has the highest potential

for precipitation augmentation, all seeding hypotheses discussed in the

following section can be applied to this cloud system.

B. Artificial ice nucleants

In recent years, the characteristics of materials commonly used in

weather modification operations have been re-evaluated using the

facilities of the CSAL. New, more efficient nucleating agents have also

been developed. The results of the CSAL research have been reported by

DeMott et ale (1983), Finnegan et ale (1984), Rilling et ale (1984),

Morrison et ale (1984), and Blumenstein (1985). These studies have

considered three aspects of the nucleation process: the yield or

effectiveness of the various nucleants, the rate at which nucleation

occurs, and the mechanism by which nucleation takes'place. The major

results of the CSAL investigations are important because of their direct
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application to arguments concerning modification hypotheses. The major

conclusions of the CSAL research are reviewed here.

Three aerosols have been characterized extensively by the CSAL.

These include AgI-AgCl (DeMott et al., 1983), AgI-AgCI-NaCl (Finnegan et

al., 1984), and AgI-NaI (Blumenstein, 1985). The AgI-NaI system was

characterized under conditions of water saturation and three degrees of

water supersaturation. The magnitude and duration of the

supersaturations were unknown. The other systems were only

characterized at water saturation.

The results of measurements of yield (effectiveness) from these

studies are shown on Fig. 109. On this diagram, the degree of

supersaturation associated with AgI-NaI is indicated by the values of

1/4 X (smallest supersaturation), 1/2 X, and X (largest

supersaturation), following the notation of Blumenstein. It is clear

from these measurements that the AgI-AgCl and AgI-AgCI-NaCI systems are

far superior at warm temperatures. At cold temperatures, all systems

approach values of 2 X 1015 g-l, although the AgI-NaI system has a

slight advantage at water supersaturation. Measurements of the

effectiveness of AgI-NaI at cold temperatures and water saturation were

not reported.

The rate at which nucleation occurred varied considerably in these

studies. The time required for 90% of the crystals to be produced with

AgI-AgCl aerosols after introduction into the cloud chamber varied from

25 min at -8°C to 12 min at -20°C. The AgI-AgCl-NaCl aerosol completed

the reaction more quickly, producing 90% of the total crystal population

in 18 min at -6oC and in 1 min at -20oC. Both of these aerosols react

very quickly when introduced into the cloud chamber with transient
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temperatures, the choice can be based on rates and mechanisms. The

contact nucleation mechanism is limited by low droplet concentrations

and inhjLbi ting thermophoretic forces around the growing droplets. In

contrast, the AgI-AgCl-NaCl aerosol serves initially as a cloud

condensation nucleus. In a cloud region with developing liquid water

contents, such nuclei have a distinct advantage. The rather rapid rate

of ice crystal formation of this nucleus also provides an advantage in

allowing the maximum potential growth time of the growing ice particles

before encountering the barrier crestline. For these reasons, the best

choice of nucleant to initiate cloud modification appears to be the

AgI-AgCl-NaCl aerosol.

(2) Growth processes

Many inv1estigators (e.g. Ryan et aI., 1976) have shown that

crystals growing at temperatures warmer than -10oC develop columnar or

needle-like habits. A dramatic minimum in growth rates of both crystal

axes occurs at -90 C, with a maximum in c-axis growth rate between -4oC

and -6oC. The growth rates measured by Ryan et al. were near 0.3 ~/s

at -90 C and 1.1 ~m/s at -6oC. TYpical maximum lengths of columns

reported by many authors (e.g. Auer and Veal, 1970; Ono, 1969; Locatelli

and Hobbs, 19'14) seldom exceeded 2000 ~m. If a growth rate of 0.5 ~m/s

is assumed folt' the lifetime of a column growing by diffusion of water

vapor, and the column grows to a size of 2000 ~m, its residence time

wi thin the 'cloud must be on the order of 4000 seconds or about one hour.

Considering a mean wind speed in the growth layer of about 10 mIs, this

time corresponds to an advection distance of about 40 km. Such

particles in an unrimed state have fall speeds which increase from less

than .1 m/s to over 1 m/s depending on size. Again, assuming a mean
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fall velocity of about 0.5 mls over the lifetime of the particle, this

particle will fall about 2 km. Allowing for orographic lifting (which

will decrease the net fall distance) and riming (which will increase the

net fall distance), it is reasonable to expect that particles gelnerated

in the low-level liquid water zone, 30-40 km upwind of the mountain,

have a high probability of arriving at the surface as precipitation.

Such particles have an even greater probability of impacting the

mountain crest.

These simple calculations were presented to illustrate the general

feasibility of such a process. The magnitude of the effect on

precipitation is much more difficult to assess because it depends

critically on the particular cloud system microstructure and the actual

activity of the generated nuclei in natural clouds. A detrimental

effect will occur on trajectories of natural ice particles originating

at colder cloud levels if there is a sufficient reduction of supercooled

water. The partial or total elimination of the riming process on these

natural crystals will result in a horizontal modification of the

trajectories from those which would have occurred naturally. The timing

of all of these processes is critical to the final effect on surface

precipitation. The details of this complex redistribution of

precipitation can only be assessed by direct testing.

(3) Hypothesis

Seeding the warm low-level water zone to increase precipitation

should be done with the AgI-AgCI-NaCl aerosol because it functions by

the condensation-freezing mechanism and has a high yield at warm

temperatures. The best level for introduction of the nuclei should be

between -SoC and -12oC. This temperature crosses the range where a
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distinct minimum in both the c-axis and a-axis growth rates of crystals

and is a probable location for sufficient water droplet production to

initiate nucleation. Crystals produced in this region should fall into

warmer cloud regions and grow primarily as columns. The crystals should

grow initially by diffusion and possibly by accretion depending on

liquid water availability and the distance between the nucleation point

and cloud base. If introduced at least 30-40 km upwind. most of the

particles should fall to the surface within the target area. The effect

on natural cloud system particles falling from colder levels should be

to decrease their rime accumulation and redistribute them further

downwind. If seeding is conducted far enough upwind. these natural

cloud particles should still fall in the target area. The net result

should be increased precipitation within the target.

B. Precipitation modification by cloud top seeding

The tops of the shallow cloud systems discussed in previous

chapters were consistently composed of supercooled liquid water. The

presence of liquid water in this region presents an ideal opportunity

for initiating nucleation because of the cold temperatures associated

with cloud top. In addition. the distance of fall and temperatures of

particle growth permit development of large particles. A physical

hypothesis for nucleation and precipitation development resulting fram

cloud top seeding is presented in this section.

(1) Nucleation

Cloud tops of the shallow orographic cloud systems observed in the

field study generally varied in temperature from about -lSoC to -20°C.

Within this temperature range. all nuclei function particularly well.

However. the AgI-AgCI and AgI-AgCI-NaCl systems maintain high yields
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over a wider range of temperatures at both water saturation and water

supersaturation. Although a detailed discussion of delivery of seeding

material is beyond the scope of this discussion. it is obvious that the

most effective targeting would require direct delivery either by balloon

releases. ridgetop generators or by aircraft releases. In such cases.

dispersion of the material becomes a problem. In the case of AgI-AgCl

NaCl. the rapid rate of reaction would contribute to this problem rather

than alleviate it. The slower rate of reaction of AgI-AgCl would

provide a natural mechanism of dispersion and. as a consequence. affect

more of the cloud volume.

(2) Growth processes

The evolution of ice particles introduced into the cloud top by

seeding should closely parallel those of natural ice particles in the

cloud systems. Particles exiting the cloud top region and falling

through the -170 C to -13 0 C temperature range should grow as dendritic

crystals. Based on growth rates of natural particles observed in the S

Jan 82 storm. these particles should grow at rates near 1.0 ~m/s.

Assuming dendritic habits. and higher crystal concentrations than occur

in natural clouds. aggregation should occur below the -130 C level. If

the particles pass through the low levels of the cloud in their transit

to the surface. riming may also take place. The most critical factor in

successful seeding of the cloud top region is proper targeting so that

the crystals terminate within the target area. Large variations in wind

speed and direction in storms. variations in cloud depth. and vertical

wind shear will all significantly affect the transport of ice particles

to the target. A few kilometers error in this case can be the

difference between successful targeting and redistribution of
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precipitation into the lee side evaporation region. A technique for

assessing the proper seeding location is discussed in the following

section on hypotheses testing. As with the case of seeding the low

level zone, a detrimental effect on the growth of natural ice particles

may occur. Competition for available condensate between cloud ice

particles will increase substantially after seeding. This may not only

reduce the size of individual ice particles, but may also change their

primary growth habits. An effective reduction in water supersaturation

of less than a few percent to water saturation or below can

substantially alter the growth habits of the crystals. Such changes may

affect later growth by aggregation, decrease (or possibly increase) mean

particle fall velocities, and, as a consequence, affect the entire cloud

system microstructure. The effects on precipitation on the ground are

unpredictable. Such effects can only be assessed by well designed

physical tests. Possible strategies are discussed in a later section.

(3) Hypothesis

Seeding the cloud top region requires nuclei with high yield and

sufficiently low rates of reaction to allow dispersion. Based on the

CSAL results, the best choice is the AgI-AgCI system. Seeding cloud top

utilizes an ideal environment for initiating nucleation because of

persistent liquid water and cold temperatures. By proper selection of a

targeting location at cloud top, the additional particles which develop

will have sufficient time to grow, fall, and impact within the target

area. Initial particle diffusional growth should occur at a rate of

about 1.0 ~/s and result in the formation of branched planar cryst~s.

Due to higher crystal concentrations, many of these particles will

aggregate. The majority will impact on the mountain due to the
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decreased fall distance between cloud top and the mountain crest. Those

particles which do fall into the low-level liquid water content region

will continue growth by accretion. Maximizing this effect requires that

seeding be conducted further upwind so that particles can fall well

upstream of the crest of the mountain.

c. Precipitation modification by seeding the region of strong orographic

lift

Changes in cloud processes associated with seeding the region of

strong orographid lift over the mountain slopes are restricted primarily

by time. In general. flow acceleration due to airflow compression near

the mountain crest complicates the time problem. Modification

strategies to increase precipitation must deal critically with this time

element. In this section. a hypothesis which incorporates this element

is presented.

(1) Nucleation

Clearly. the nucleant with the most rapid rate of formation and

highest effectiveness at warm temperatures is required. The most

favorable choice is the AgI-AgCI-NaCI system.

(2) Growth processes

Limited physical evidence of effects of seeding the zone of strong

orographic lift have been presented by Rhea et al. (1969). In their

study. seeding this zone was associated with the appearance of very

small (less than 100 ~m) plates on crystal replica slides collected at

mountaintop. Such particles contribute very little to the total

precipitation. Based on low fall velocities of such particles. the

majority of the particle popUlation created by seeding probably advects

to the lee side of the mountain. Production of a large number of these
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particles probably decreases the total precipitation falling on the

target ridge, since water utilized in the growth of these particles is

no longer available for accretional growth of natural cloud particles.

However, the downwind effects of such a redistribution of precipitation

from the target ridge are unknown. In locations where several ridges

are parallel to each other, and only short distances (10-20 km) exist

between crestlines, the effect of a large flux of small particles into

downwind liquid water zones could be substantial. Hypothetically, it

could be possible to redistribute snowfall from one mountain ridge to

another downwind, decreasing precipitation on the first ridge,

increasing precipitation on the downwind ridge, and having a net effect

of increasing the snowfall over the area encompassing both ridges. The

most promising location for such an operation is the central mountain

region of Colorado. In the Park Range region, the nearest downwind

ridge is the Front Range, about 60 km to the east. The transport of

particles such a long distance downwind at this location is not assured.

However, the Park Range area does provide an excellent location to

determine the lifetime of such particles. Possible methods to examine

the lee side transport process are discussed later.

(3) Hypothesis

Seeding the zone of strong orographic lift requires a nucleus with

a fast reaction rate and high yield at warm temperatures. The AgI

AgCl-NaCl nucleus meets these requirements. It is expected that direct

seeding of the zone of strong orographic lift will result in a net

decrease in precipitation on the primary target barrier. This will

occur because (1) the newly formed particles have insufficient time to

grow to appreciable sizes to acquire large fall velocities and (2) the
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riming potential of natural ice particles entering the zone from higher

levels will be decreased. The net effect will be an increase in small

particles crossing to the lee side of the mountain. In regions where

downwind ridges are present and the distance between the primary ridge

and the downwind ridge is small, complete particle evaporation may not

occur. The small particles entering the cloud and primary lift region

associated with the second ridge will continue growth by diffusion and

accretion and fall as precipi tation. The ov,erall impact on

precipitation is a decrease on the upwind ridge. an increase on the

downwind ridge. and an overall combined increase on both ridges.

3. Hypothesis testing

The hypotheses presented in the previous section require extensive

physical testing to substantiate or refute their validity. In this

section. a basic field experiment is discussed which can address many of

the physical questions associated with these hypotheses. The design

utilizes instrumentation currently available.. The experiment is

designed for the Park Range region. but can be adapted to other mountain

locations with suitable modifications.

A. Instrumentation

Figure 110 shows a cross-section of the Park Range region with the

instrumentation network required for the studies. Three north-scluth

ridges transect the area. The primary ridge and target for

precipitation enhancement is the Park Range. Directly upwind of the

Park Range is a second ridge. Quarry Mountain. A third ridge. Mt.

Harris. is located 30 km upwind of the Park Range crest. A network of

generators should be placed along the crest of each of these :smaller
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ridges. All generators should be equipped to burn AgI-NH4I-NH4Cl04

NaCl04-acetone solutions to generate AgI-AgCI-NaCl aerosol.

Four major instrumentation locations are required. Approximately

half way between the small ridges. a rawinsonde. Ku-band radar. ground

microphysics station and operation center should be colocated.

Colocation is important because information from this network will

provide the primary information for seeding decisions. At mountain

base. a K-band Doppler radar with RHI capability should be colocated

with a dual-channel radiometer and a ground microphysics station. Both

remote sensors should be used in an RHI mode during seeding experiments.

At mountaintop. a complete cloud physics laboratory is required. To the

lee of the mountain. a lidar should be colocated with a ground

microphysics station. Two additional ground microphysics stations are

required. one far upwind of the network to monitor cloud system extent

and one half way up the Park Range to monitor seeding effects.

A minimum of two aircraft will be required for these experiments. a

research aircraft and a seeding aircraft. Preferably. two or more

seeder aircraft would enhance coverage and make it easier to detect an

effect.

B. Physical experiments

Prior to a seeding experiment. the instrumentation should assume a

climatological mode of scanning with the K-band doppler radar and

radiometer performing azimuth scans. The Ku-band radar will monitor

cloud top height. Rawinsondes should be laun,ched every three hours.

The experiment should commence when measured cloud tops are warmer than

-20/uo/dC. Prior to the launch of the aircraft. the presence of

supercooled water should be verified with the radiometer. If
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appropriate c~nditions are present. aircraft launch should take place
,-r'

and a simple crystal trajectory model run on an operation center

computer to determine the appropriate location to seed at cloud top.

This model should start with developed precipitation particles at the

target and determine their reverse trajectories using appropriate

parameterizations for growth by riming. aggregation. and diffusion. A

model such as the one described by Rauber (1981) can be easily adapted

to such a task and used on a mini-computer. The results of this model

gUidance would be used to direct the aircraft to the appropriate

location to seed at cloud top and establish the plane for RHI scans for

the radiometer and radar.

(1) Seeding the low-level region

Delivery of seeding material to the -80 C to -120 C levels cannot be

done with aircraft adequately in most mountainous environments in

Colorado due to safety precautions associated with terrain restrictions.

Two alternatives. ground-based seeding or balloonborne releases. can be

used. It is imperative to release the material at the highest elevation

possible to minimize transport time and avoid valley channelling flows.

The material must be released far enough upwind so that a detectable

effect can occur. The best approach for ground seeding. within the

limitations of a physical experiment. is to release the aerosol from the

upwind ridgeline of ~!t. Harris. This experiment should only be done when

the wind at low cloud levels will carry the material to the target in

the vicinity of the radar/radiometer. The radar/radiometer should be

operated in the RHI mode along the trajectory plane. established by the

model. The expected responses should be the simultaneous increase in

low-level reflectivity. a change in Doppler-derived fall velocities. a
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reduction in integrated liquid water content. an increase in

precipitation rate. an increase in the number of columns and needles in

the precipitation sample. all timed with the model predicted time of the

effect. Such a large number of variables could also be used as

covariates in later statistical experiments if the results of the

initial physical experiments are successful. Before such statistical

experiments begin. repeatability should be established with the physical

experiments.

(2) Seeding cloud top

The key to a successful cloud top seeding experiment is proper

targeting. Prior to the start of a field experiment to test a cloud top

seeding hypothesis. a simple three dimensional model of crystal

trajectories should be developed and adapted to a small computer. The

input parameters should be the rawinsonde-derived wind field. a simple

parameterization of mountain generated vertical motions. and the crystal

size and habit expected for the particles arriving at the target

location. Growth equations and trajectories should be run in reverse.

starting at the target and working backward to cloud top. The point of

intersection of the trajectory with cloud top should give a reasonable

idea of the seeding location to observe an effect at the ground. Care

must be taken to account for the rate at which nucleation occurs. since

t~e Agr-AgCl system should be used. This effect should also be

incorporated into the model so that the real time output of the model is

an x (latitude). y (longitude) and z (altitude) coordinate to seed.

S~eding should actually be done along the y axis. parallel to the

ridges. so that the center of the line corresponds to the point y.

During the seeding experiment. the radiometer and radar should perform
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RHI type scans along the plane connecting point (x,y,z) with the

radiometer site and the cloud physics aircraft should fly along the same

plane. The expected responses should be an increase in crystal

concentrations along the seeding track at flight levels, a change in

optical phenomena at cloud top from water droplet phenomena (glory) to

ice particle phenomena (halos), the development of high reflectivity

streaks emanating from cloud top within the seeding zones, a decrease in

integrated cloud liquid water content, an increase in the precipitation

rate, and an increase in the concentration of aggregates of branched

planar crystals. Again, all of these effects should occur in a time

window predicted by the model.

(3) Seeding the region of strong orographic lift

This seeding hypothesis is the most difficult to test. Initial

tests of this hypothesis should be limited to the downwind transport of

particles during seeding. The purpose of these tests is to determine

the minimum and maximum distance necessary between mountain crests for a

seeding effect to occur. These tests should be conducted with aircraft

and lidar during storms where the visual cloud does not extend far

downwind of the Park Range. Crystal concentrations in the downwind

region should be measured continuously before, during and after the

passage of the seeding effect. The lidar should be used to monitor

continuously the presence of ice crystals and the level of transport.

It is most important to measure the rate of evaporation of crystals with
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aircraft. This is best accomplished by flying the aircraft along the

wind vector and observing changes in the particle size spectra. These

data can be incorporated into a more advanced hypothesis to determine

the most appropriate separation distance required between mountain

barriers to achieve a positive weather modification effect.



CHAPTER VII CONCLUSIONS

This paper describes the physical structure and temporal evolution

of wintertime cloud systems over the Yampa River Basin. one of the eight

major subbasins supplying water to the Colorado River. The primary

purpose of this work was to provide a firm physical foundation for the

evaluation of precipitation augmentation potential of these cloud

systems. This work also extends the current understanding of the

microphysical structure and evolution of the liquid and ice phases in

cold cloud systems.

The information presented in this paper is based on data collected

during two wintertime field programs conducted near Colorado's Park

Range. A complement of remote sensing and airborne instrumentation were

utilized. including the recently developed dual-channel radiometer.

which allowed continuous monitoring of the evolVing supercooled water

field. Data were obtained during 22 separate storm periods. A wide

variety of cloud systems occurred. including convective bands. embedded

cellular convection. widespread stratiform systems and shallow

orographic clouds. Data have been analyzed to determine the temporal

variation. physical distribution. and microphysical structure of

supercooled liquid water. Ice phase characteristics studied have

included crystal concentrations and habits. nucleation, secondary ice

particle production, and growth by deposition. accretion and

aggregation. This information has been consolidated into conceptual

models of precipitation development in three generalized cloud systems,
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the shallow orographic cloud with cloud top temperature greater than

-20oC. the deep cloud system with cloud top temperature colder than

-20oC. and the convective band. A detailed summary of the results of

this study is contained in Chapter V. The following are the most

important oonclusions of this work:

(1) The shallow orographic cloud system with cloud top temperature

warmer than about -20oC has been identified as the system with the

largest potential for precipitation augmentation. This type of cloud

system was found to have persistent and significant liquid water

contents in three regions: (1) near cloud toP. (2) between cloud base

and approximately the -12oC level. and (3) in regions of strong

orographic forcing. Evidence is discussed which indicates that

nucleation observed near cloud top in these clouds results from the

condensation-freezing mechanism upwind of the mountain crest. The

primary habits of crystals produced by these cloud systems were found to

be dendritic. Aggregation. fragmentation and accretion were all active

processes in these cloud systems. Riming occurred in all three liquid

water zones. Aggregation and fragmentation were associated with

dendritic habits. In general. these cloud systems seldom produced

snowfall rates greater than 0.7 mm/hr at mountain base. but did produce

greater snowfall rates at mountain top.

(2) Cloud and precipitation processes in deep cloud systems with tops

colder than -20oC were identified. These cloud systems generally were

found to have less potential for precipitation augmentation based on

their reduced liquid water contents and frequent larger precipitation

rates. Liquid water contents in deep stratiform cloud systems were

generally limited to the region near the mountain crest. Exceptions
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were cloud systems where considerable decoupling between the upper and

lower cloud layers occurred. Such decoupling was attributed to quasi

horizontal crystal trajectories induced by strong middle and upper level

tropospheri1c winds. In these cases, more widespread liquid water was

observed. Large precipitation rates and the frequent lack of liquid

water throughout a large depth of these clouds suggested that deposition

or sorption nucleation may predominate at cold temperatures. In

general, most particles arriving at the surface were observed to have

irregular crystal habits. Accretion was found to be negligible, except

in cases where decoupling occurred. Aggregation was generally limited

to small combinations of cold temperature particles.

(3) The evolution of the supercooled water field in organized convective

regions was studied. Radiometric data suggested that organized

convective regions initially contained significant supercooled water,

but in a short time convert to the ice phase naturally. Particles

falling from such clouds were frequently rimed and aggregated. Many

crystal habits were observed, suggesting complex growth processes.

These cloud systems, because of their rapid evolution, large

precipitation rates and short period of large liquid water presence, are

the most difficult cloud system group for which a hypothesis for

precipitation augmentation can be considered.

(4) New measurements were presented showing the rapid evolution of the

liquid water field. Variations in the magnitude and distribution of

liquid water in most of the cloud systems observed during the program

were significant and occurred on short time scales « 1 hr). Despite

these variations, important trends were evident in the evolution of the

liquid water were evident.
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Three common features concerning the evolution of the liquid water

field were observed in the pre-frontal cloud systems: (1) an inverse

relationship between precipitation rate and liquid water content

occurred; (2) a direct relationship between cloud top temperature and

liquid water content was observed; and (3) the magnitude of the liquid

water content was consistently higher over the mountain slopes.

In the post-frontal cloud systems studied. the supercooled water

exhibited little variability upwind of the mountain base but varied

considerably in the vicinity of the mountain. In these storms. the

magnitude of the liquid water content over the ridge was inversely

related to the precipitation rate at mountain base. Liquid water

production near the ridgeline was associated with both orographic and

convective forcing.

The orographic systems discussed in this paper were shallow. had

tops warmer than -22oC. and had limited horizontal extent. In these

systems. the changes in the liquid water field were inversely associated

with changes in precipitation rate. In one case. a decrease in liquid

water content was also associated with a decrease in cloud top

temperature.

Based on these studies. it appears that in any particular cloud

system. the highest liquid water contents are most likely to be

associated with periods when (1) the precipitation rate at the base of

the mountain is low and (2) the cloud top temperature is warm.

(5) The importance of cloud top in precipitation processes was

demonstrated. In this paper. the cloud top layer was shown to be

composed primarily of liquid water using both theoretical arguments and

direct observations. Because of liquid water presence. all nucleation
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mechanisms are possible in this region. Consequently. cloud top serves

as a source region for newly nucleated ice particles. In addition to

promoting nucleation. the liquid water layer near cloud top strongly

influences the subsequent diffusional growth of the ice particles. For

example. evidence from many shallow storms indicated that the primary

habits of crystals formed in these clouds are dendritic. Dendrites

require a water supersaturated environment in a narrow temperature range

(-130 C to -170 C) to form. conditions satisfied at the top of many

shallow Park Range cloud systems.

(6) Three hypotheses for precipitation augmentation have been formulated

based on the physical distribution of liquid water and evolution of

precipitation processes observed in Park Range clouds. Field

experiments which can be used to test each of the individual hypotheses

were formulated. For each hypothesis. the physical processes which

might occur in the seeded cloud system were specified and several

observable parameters which should change during the seeding event are

identified. Methodology and logistical procedures to conduct the

observations are discussed.

In conclusion. the future of weather modification technology rides

on our ability to integrate the knowledge gained from the physical

studies of cloud systems into appropriate modification efforts. With a

strong base of physical measurements of natural cloud system structure.

changes in cloud systems resulting from modification efforts can be

evaluated. The potential for seasonal precipitation augmentation by

application of weather modification technology can then be assessed.

Through these efforts. the final goal. effective water management. can

be attained.



CHAPTER VIII FUTURE RESEARCH EFFORTS

Often in a study such as this, more questions are raised than

answered. Much of the material presented here is based on data sets of

limited scope. Confirmation of many of the conclusions of this work

must be made with independent data sets.

More detailed case studies of the evolution of the liquid watelr

field are required. A continuing effort must be made to campare

radiometric liquid water measurements with an independent instrument. In

this experiment, detailed measurements of CCN were unavailable. SUI~h

measurements would help to explain variations in the droplet spectra in

these clouds. Detailed measurements with aircraft in the low-level

liquid water region were lacking. In future experiments, it may be

possible to investigate this region further upwind of the mountain lihere

low-level flights may be possible. Much more detail is required

concerning the liquid water region near cloud top, particularly in deep

cloud systems where only limited measurements were presented.

The nucleation problem has only begun to be addressed. In

particular, the mechanism of nucleation in deep cloud systems has

received limited attention. Diffusional growth processes were found to

be complex in deep cloud systems. Laboratory experiments are neces:sary

to simulate the real growth of natural particles by exposing the

particles to continuous variations in temperature, pressure, water vapor

density excess, and liquid water content in a way characteristic of the

fall of a natural ice particle. The details of the riming and
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ag!~egation process below flight level were not directly observed in

th:Ls study. Such data must be collected and analyzed if we wish to

understand the details of these processes. The potential for the

activation of the Hallett-Mossop (1974) ice splintering process was

sh(~n to depend crucially on the droplet spectra near cloud base in Park

RaJ~e clouds. To assess the activity of the process in a climatological

sense. measurements of the droplet spectra in this region must be

anl:Llyzed from many storms. Such research can be done at the mountaintop

laboratory.

Only limited research concerning convective bands was presented in

this work. Much more detail is necessary to fully characterize the

ph;ysical processes in the systems. Research using scanning surveillance

radars is necessary to establish the extent of the banded structure of

these cloud systems. and the relationship of these bands to the

mesoscale and synoptic scale aspects of these storms.

This research emphasized natural cloud system structure. It has

provided the basis for research of modified cloud system structure.

Detailed experiments to test the hypotheses presented in this work are

now required. A field experiment to accomplish such research has been

suggested in Chapter V.
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